40K Bytes RAM Memory
1,200,000 Bytes Disk Storage
Desk with laminated plastic surface
DOS and BASIC with random and sequential files
TERMINAL—Upper-Lower case and full control character decoding

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
219 W. RHAPSODY
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78210
Fill your computer needs with the industry's most professional microcomputers

#1 IN RELIABILITY

When you choose Cromemco you get not only the industry's finest microcomputers but also the industry's widest microcomputer selection.

What's more, you get a computer from the manufacturer that computer dealers rate #1 in product reliability.*

Your range of choice includes our advanced System Three with up to four 8" disk drives. Or choose from the System Two and Z-2D with 5" drives. Then for ROM-based work there's the Z2. Each of these computers further offers up to ½ megabyte of RAM (or ROM).

We say these are the industry's most professional microcomputers because they have outstanding features like these:

- **Z-80A microprocessor** — operates at 250 nano second cycle time — nearly twice the speed of most others.


- 21 card slots to allow for unparalleled system expansion using industry-standard S-100 cards.

- **S-100 bus** — don't overlook how important this is. It has the industry's widest support and Cromemco has professionally implemented it in a fully-shielded design.

- Cromemco card support of more than a dozen circuit cards for process control, business systems, and data acquisition including cards for A-D and D-A conversion, for interfacing daisy-wheel or dot-matrix printers, even a card for programming PROMs.

- The industry's most professional software support, including FORTRAN IV, 16K Disk-Extended BASIC, Z-80 Macro Assembler, Cromemco Multi-User Operating System — and more coming.

- Rugged, professional all-metal construction for rack (or bench or floor cabinet) mounting. Cabinets available.

FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW

Cromemco computers will meet your needs now and in the future because of their unquestioned technical leadership, professionalism and enormous expandability.

See them today at your dealer. There's no substitute for getting the best.
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In This BYTE

What are readers' experiences with building actual robotic mechanisms? Stephen A. Allen and Anthony J. Rossetti's commentary On Building a Light-Seeking Robot Mechanism describes their work in this area on an undergraduate engineering project. An on-board computer helps their robot decide what action to take when avoiding obstacles between it and a light source.

One of the newest developments in software is structured programming. Many features of the technique have been described, but often the actual procedure for constructing a structured program is not mentioned. Chip Weems describes the steps involved in Designing a Structured Program.

Light pens are one way to improve the user-computer interface, but there's an even more direct way: a noncontact scanning digitizer. Simply touch the screen of your video display to enter information! Steve Ciarcia shows you how in Let Your Fingers Do the Talking: Add a Noncontact Touch Scanner to Your Video Display.

If you like to gamble, but don't want to wait for legalized gambling in your state, try JACPOT. Author Edwin Hastings has written a straightforward BASIC simulation of a slot machine. Now you can gamble (for fun only, of course) to your heart's content without depleting your bank account. You can lose everything and then turn around and lose it again!

Pascal is an exciting language that can help you program more efficiently. It was developed in 1969 as an extension of the ALGOL family of languages. Author Allan Schwartz compares Pascal to BASIC, a language familiar to many BYTE readers, in Pascal versus BASIC: An Exercise.
Identical twins...almost.

This one prints. $395.

In 1977, AXIOM pioneered low-cost electrosensitive line printing, setting an example which others have been quick to follow.

However, we believe that once you are the market leader, you should stay out in front. So we're proud to announce the birth of two exceptional new products, the EX-801 MicroPrinter and the EX-820 MicroPlotter which set new standards for versatile low-cost hardcopy.

These babies are beautiful, housed in sleek molded cases designed by the award-winning Inova design group. But beauty is more than skin deep. Each unit is packed with unique features. Like serial RS232C/20mA and parallel ASCII inputs as standard. Reverse printing. Oversized input buffers. Expandable character sets. User program memory for real "intelligence."

Twins, yes, identical, not quite....

Meet the MicroPrinter

Here's the answer to a micro (or mini) computer's fondest dreams. Designed around the Intel 8048 microprocessor, the EX-801 MicroPrinter operates to 160 cps (that's 14 times faster than a TTY), and gives you the choice of 3 intermixable character sizes to provide 80, 40 or 20 columns on 5-inch wide electrosensitive paper, making this printer ideal for CRT hardcopy, data logging, remote message printing, program listing, record keeping... In fact, any application needing fast, low-cost copy.

Introducing the MicroPlotter

Our EX-820 MicroPlotter does everything the EX-801 does — plus it plots. Under software control, you have unlimited flexibility to mix alphanumeric ASCII and graphics on any line. Just define the size of each graphic field, and choose from 3 pre-programmed dot resolutions up to 128 dots per inch. Once the fields have been defined, the EX-820 automatically formats graphic and alphanumeric printouts to your specs.

Complete stand-alones

The EX-801 and EX-820 are both complete stand-alone units, including molded case, power supply, parallel ASCII and Serial RS232C/20mA interfaces, character generator, low paper detector, bell, built-in self tester and paper roll holder. Not to mention a whole range of fantastic low-cost options like 2K character buffer, 256 character set and user PROM memory.

Any questions???

OEM discounts? The above prices are single quantity end-user. If you're an OEM they sound even better. Distributors? Everywhere in the USA and in 18 overseas countries. Service? Just call one of our 20 nationwide service centers. Maintenance? Minimal. The printhead is self-adjusting and there are no inky ribbons to change. MTBF? 11.6 million lines. Need we say more?

Whether you need sophisticated graphics or simple printout, AXIOM still has the lowest cost, highest performance printers in the field — so we're still the market leaders. Phone or write today for the whole story on our almost identical twins.

AXIOM CORPORATION
5932 San Fernando Rd., Glendale, CA 91202
(213) 245-9244 • TWX: 910-497-2283

Circle 18 on inquiry card.
In mid-March of this year, I finished a trip to the West Coast by having a day long meeting with Ken Bowles and his associates at the University of California, San Diego. The purpose of this meeting was to explore some of the possibilities which arise from the standardization of extensions to Niklaus Wirth's language Pascal, and the equally important implications of the technology of intermediate languages such as the optimized form of "P-code" developed at UCSD.

I came to this meeting with a background of familiarity with the reasons for encouraging highly structured languages such as Pascal. Before starting BYTE, I had been involved with the NASA HAL/S language developed by my employer of the time, Intermetrics Inc of Cambridge MA. I lived and breathed considerations of software reliability, ease of program design and the conceptual economy of a detailed program representation which doubles as the documentation of the algorithm. My personal experiences were with the context of the need to "man rate" the flight software of a contemporary spaceship through the use of high reliability software tools and techniques. These points are made elegantly in a number of books and papers which have been published on the subject to date.

What came out of this meeting with Ken Bowles is a vision of an important synthesis of machine independent software representations, the technology of printing machine readable software on paper, and the distribution of software in the form of conventionally printed and bound publications. It is a vision of what the software publishing business could look like over the course of the next few years.

Out of this vision of a machine independent software publishing industry comes a serendipitous justification for support of Ken Bowles' efforts to establish a "bandwagon" effect of support for the Pascal language and machine independent software systems. The purpose of this essay is to discuss the present dimensions of the software publishing problem, the technology which exists for preparing and printing machine readable representations, and the vision of machine independent software publishing which Ken Bowles and I saw inherent in the Pascal P-code technology as we discussed it that day.

Publishing Software

As the users of the personal computer expand in number, the means of distribution of software become critical to those who would distribute such software. In personal computing we are faced with a kind of problem which is completely new in the computer industries: the number of machines installed is becoming incredibly large by standards of the past 20 years, and the price paid per unit installation is becoming incredibly small. The computers which are a potential market for software are in the initial stages of becoming a mass market: too large a market for the custom craftsmanship of the traditional software vendor. To be convenient for the customers programs must be distributed with a machine readable copy which eliminates the need for hand key-
The answer is a

It's the serious solution to the small computer question.

Sol Systems are the key to effective, economical small computer power. Sol Systems give you the force of a powerful general purpose computer, the problem solving capability of high level languages and the operational simplicity of everyday office equipment.

From the ground up, Sol Systems were designed to do a complete job without adding a load of costly extras. In fact, when you compare the "everything included" price of a quality, field proven Sol System with anything else on the market, you'll be happily surprised to find out how little the extra performance and convenience costs.

For example, complete Sol Systems with 16,384 bytes of RAM memory start at less than $2500. Expanded systems with 49,152 bytes of RAM memory, 1.5 million bytes of on-line disk memory, disk operating system and Extended Disk BASIC cost less than $8000. Both systems are fully assembled, burned-in, tested and ready to go.

Sol Compatibility
Sol Systems feature the S-100 bus for pin-to-pin compatibility with a wide variety of add-on devices such as voice input and computer graphics. Standard Sol parallel and serial interfaces will drive most standard printers, modems and other peripherals.

A word about languages
No system is complete without software, and at Processor Technology we have tailored a group of high level languages, an assembler and other packages to suit the wide capabilities of our hardware.

Take a look at our exclusive Extended BASIC as an example. In cassette form, this BASIC features string and advanced

*U.S. prices only.
file handling, special screen commands, timed input, complete matrix, logarithmic and trigonometric functions, exponential numbers, 8 digit precision and square root. The language handles serial access files, provides tape rewind and offers cursor control for graphics capability.

The disk version has all the number crunching talents of the cassette BASIC plus instant access to data and programs on floppy disks. It includes random as well as sequential files and a unique ability to update sequential data in place.

Processor Technology FORTRAN is similar to FORTRAN IV and has a full set of extensions designed for the “stand alone” computer environment. Thousands of special application programs available through books and periodicals have already been written in this well established language.

Processor Technology PILOT is an excellent language for teachers. It is a string-oriented language designed expressly for interactive applications such as programmed instruction, drill and testing.

No wonder we call it the serious solution to the small computer question.
It's the small computer system to do the general ledger and the payroll. Solve engineering and scientific problems. Use it for word processing. Program it for computer aided instruction. Use it anywhere you want versatile computer power!

Sold and serviced only by the best dealers.
Sol Systems are sold and serviced by an outstanding group of conveniently located computer stores throughout the United States and Canada. They are also available in Australia, Europe, the United Kingdom, Central America, South America, Japan and Singapore.

For more information contact your nearest dealer listed on the following page. Or write Department B, Processor Technology Corporation, 7100 Johnson Industrial Drive, Pleasanton, CA 94566. Phone (415) 829-2600.

Circle 305 on inquiry card.
HIDDEN GOLD IN THE TI-59?

In regard to “hidden gold” in the TI-59 ( Webb Simmons’ letter-interview, March 1978 BYTE, page 133) the only things I am aware of that are extensive investigation are the following:

1. According to the manual, the "decrement and skip on zero" instruction only references memories 00 to 09 (ie: the instruction may only be followed by a single digit for the memory reference). In fact, only reliable memory can be used, except for 40, which happens to be the numerical code for an indirect memory reference. You have to use the editing functions or some other trick to jam the 2 digit number in, but this isn’t too much trouble; in the indirect mode, memory 40 may also be used, and there’s no jamming problem at all.

2. This one is hardly hidden, but apparently (judging by the TI programs that came with the calculator) TI’s designers didn’t know about it: to make the display flash without altering anything else (including the contents of the display), the sequence “2nd operation 99” does very nicely: actually, “2nd operation anything larger than 39.”

James G Owen
591 Dryden Rd
Ithaca NY 14850

TEXT EDITING

I sympathize with your essay on the need for sophisticated text editing (March 1978 BYTE, page 6). I am a full-time writer who spends a great deal of time at my correcting hands off basis.

At some point, I send these sheets to a typist, and they come back finished. That, too, could be eliminated by a text editor controlling a fancy typewriter. But I need even more the ability to write and edit on a video screen, then call for a final printout of the text on a high-speed office.

I could buy a text editor, but I want further computer capability to keep track of my potential outlets to ease the process of writing query letters, to store and sort random ideas for later printouts as fairly cohesive outlines, and to store many standard paragraphs for compilation into letters and replies to advertisements.

Please keep me informed of your progress in your quest for quality editing at an affordable price.

Robert A Moskowitz
403 W School House Ln
Philadelphia PA 19144

A POINT OF INTEREST...

While waiting for somebody to build a system cheap and intelligent enough for me I read your paper with great interest. Amusingly, BYTE is the only English magazine I have seen which turns the text on the side of the cover upside down.

Mats Liljedahl
Kalendari 31
4 1 5 1 1 SWEDEN

DMA AND VIDEO: ARTICLES NEEDED

How about running a review or an article on direct memory access (DMA) in microprocessors? We video hackers would like to read how to sort out manufacturers’ specs, how to work around their design "lemons," and how to make multichannel DMA work effectively towards fancy pictures.

Dr W R Levick
Dept of Physiology
John Curtin School of Medical Research
P.OB 334
Canberra City AUSTRALIA (ACT 2601)

A MORE INEXPENSIVE DIRECT VIDEO CONVERSION?

I read with interest the article by Dan Fystro about converting a TV set into a monitor (May 1978 BYTE, page 22). With all due respect to the author,

Continued on page 120
You've decided you want a microcomputer DP center — but what to buy? A component system? A computer box here, a CRT box there, a keyboard box, a floppy disk box ... A so called inexpensive $695 system? No disk; no way to add enough memory ... and if you could, it's not inexpensive anymore; and you still wind up with a collection of boxes.

The IMSAI VDP-40 is a fully integrated Video Data Processing system and comes equipped with your choice of 32K or 64K RAM on our own advanced RAM III board. In one cabinet, the VDP-40 combines a professional keyboard, heavy-duty power supply, twin mini-floppies, a multi-slotted motherboard, 9-inch CRT, plus RAM at a new price/performance never before achieved.

System Expansion? Extra slots in our S-100 bus motherboard and our new power supply allow almost unlimited expansion. Need more disk expansion? A controller option of the VDP-40 allows expansion to greater than 4.5M Bytes. Add a line printer, an IBM compatible tape drive, a modem: all are available, with the interfaces and software to make it work for you.

You've made the right choice. IMSAI's VDP-40 price/performance means every home or business can now afford a complete DP center. Check us out. IMSAI has what you want and what you need. Visit your dealer or write us directly.

Price/Performance no one else has put together.

IMSAI Manufacturing Corporation,
Dept. EWN, 14860 Wicks Boulevard
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 483-2093 TWX 910-366-7287

IMSAI EUROPE
Europa Terrassen
8 Rue Jean Engling
Dommeldange, Luxembourg
43-67-46 Telex: 1428
A Letter Exchange: Extending S-100 Bus?

When John McCallum in the March 1978 BYTE (page 148) discussed the possibilities of getting a 16 bit data bus on the S-100, there was one alternative he didn’t mention: why not use the input and output 8 bit buses as a single 16 bit bidirectional bus? As far as I can see, the problem will be cards which enable their output buffers when the processor does the same. Are there really cards which do that? Do they talk when they are told to listen?

That a 16 bit processor can only exchange a byte at a time with old IO cards is less important. Old memory cards will be more tricky to use, as they will require some buffer rewiring. If the new 16 bit processors get 16 bit wide memory cards, they should thrive well on the S-100.

I suggest an improvement for the S-100: one of its lines should be reserved for use as a bidirectional bus for analog signals. Whenever digital data is read through an input port, an analog to digital converter samples the analog bus, and when data is sent to an output port, a D/A converter puts its output voltage on the analog bus.

Finally, it is awkward to connect S-100 cards to the environment when they need external connectors, switches, indicators, potentiometers, etc. The cabinet cannot easily have panels equipped with such communication points which the particular combination of cards inside needs. A solution to this problem is commonly used with laboratory electronic systems: Each plug-in card has a long, narrow plate mounted perpendicularly along the card edge that is opposite to the edge connector. Together these plates for the communication points will constitute a relevantly composed front panel; and the mess of costly connectors and cables inside is replaced by short, fixed wire connections. Old S-100 cards can be used with such a system, even if the plates cannot be mounted on these cards. (A still better but more radical solution is the hinged frame system I described in the April 1977 Digital Design.)

And Some Notes by John C McCallum

I was interested in Olav Naess’ comments about expanding the Altair (S-100) bus to include a 16 bit data bus. Mr. Naess’ notes brought to mind some of the discussions at the S-100 bus forum at Atlantic City last year.

The suggestion to use the input and output 8 bit buses as a single 16 bit bidirectional bus has three drawbacks:

(1) It assumes that proper data transfer signals are used by all memory boards. Unfortunately that’s not so. I don’t have any of the bad boards myself. But others at the forum mentioned the problem.

(2) A big problem is Processor Technology’s idea that one should wire data in and data out lines as a bidirectional bus. This simplifies board design — but makes a 16 bit bidirectional bus impossible when used with most Processor Technology boards or systems.

(3) Rewiring all the old memory boards to accommodate 16 bit words is a problem. I have enough difficulty getting standard boards in the right memory area!

About the comment on reserving one S-100 bus line for an analog signal — it sounds nice. But unfortunately there is so much noise on the bus that it would be useless. Most of the people at the forum did not realize the extent of the noise on the bus — so it is useful to point it out again.

On the topic of packaging of the S-100 system, I feel there is something needed. Perhaps a device like a CAMAC frame system would be good. This is similar to what Mr Naess suggests. I think the hinged frame might be tricky, and I can remember 100 white wires to connect up sections of a mother board! I think the most important S-100 bus consideration is getting common acceptance of the extended addressing lines. With 64 K memory boards coming down in price, and the new Intel 8086 processor addressing 1 M byte, the lines are needed. TDL seemed to have the simplest structure, so I vote for A16, 17, 18, 19 as the highest priority.

Beyond the 1 M byte range, I think that we most likely need a whole new bus to support future processor chips (multi-mega-byte, 32 bit data bus). The S-100 bus will probably be going strong for another 5 years anyway.
"Our goal was to produce 100% reliable business programs."

What do we mean by reliable programs? Three things: good program design, documentation, and full support.

DESIGN Good program design meets a wide variety of customer needs without reprogramming.

Our programs are comprehensive yet retain their flexibility. They allow convenient backup, are easy to use and have been thoroughly tested and field proven.

DOCUMENTATION We consider the quality of the documentation to be as important as the programs themselves. That's why our manuals are clear, concise and complete.

SUPPORT And when it comes to support we're second to none. We release periodic updates, answer your questions and are available to provide technical assistance. Now that's reliable.

Our growing Business Systems series currently includes: GENERAL LEDGER, ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, NAD (Name and Address File system), QSORT (full disk sort / merge), and CBASIC (a powerful business Basic). For details, contact our sales manager, Richard Ellman.

Structured Systems Group
5615 KALES AVE. DEPT. B6 OAKLAND, CA 94618 (415) 547-1567
All systems are compatible with any 780 or 8090 CP/M™ system
Why Apple II is the world's best selling personal computer.

Which personal computer will be most enjoyable and rewarding for you? Since we delivered our first Apple II in April, 1977, more people have chosen our computer than all other personal computers combined. Here are the reasons Apple has become such an overwhelming favorite.

Apple is a fully tested and assembled mainframe computer. You won't need to spend weeks and months in assembly. Just take an Apple home, plug it in, hook up your color TV* and any cassette tape deck — and the fun begins.

To ensure that the fun never stops, and to keep Apple working hard, we've spent the last year expanding the Apple system. There are new peripherals, new software, and the Apple II Basic Programming Manual. And wait till you see the Apple magazine to keep owners on top of what's new.

Apple is so powerful and easy to use that you'll find dozens of applications. There are Apples in major universities, helping teach computer skills. There are Apples in the office, where they're being programmed to control inventories, chart stocks and balance the books. And there are Apples at home, where they can help manage the family budget, control your home's environment, teach arithmetic and foreign languages and, of course, enable you to create hundreds of sound and action video games.

When you buy an Apple II you're investing in the leading edge of technology. Apple was the first computer to come with BASIC in ROM, for example. And the first computer with up to 48K bytes RAM on one board, using advanced, high density 16K devices. We're working to keep Apple the most up-to-date personal computer money can buy. Apple II delivers the features you need to enjoy the real satisfaction a personal computer can bring, today and in the future.

15 colors & hi-resolution graphics, too.

Don't settle for a black and white display! Connect your Apple to a color TV and BASIC gives you instant command of three display modes: Text, 40h x 48v Color-graphics in 15 colors, and a 280h x 192v High Resolution array that lets you plot graphs and compose 3-D images. Apple gives you the added capability of combining text and graphics, too.

Back to basics, and assembly language too.

Apple speaks three languages: fast integer BASIC, floating point BASIC for scientific and financial applications, and 6502 assembly language. That's maximum programming flexibility. And, to preserve user's space, both integer BASIC and monitor are permanently stored in 8K bytes of ROM, so you have an easy-to-use, universal language instantly available. BASIC gives you graphic commands: COLOR=, VLIN, HLIN, PLOT and SCRN. And direct memory access, with PEEK, POKE and CALL commands.

Software: Ours and yours.

There's a growing selection of pre-programmed software from the Apple Software Bank — Basic Finance, Checkbook, High Resolution Graphics and more. Now there's a User Section in our bank, to make it easy for you to obtain programs developed
by other Apple owners. Our Software Bank is your link to Apple owners all over the world.

**Alive with the sound of music.**

Apple's exclusive built-in speaker delivers the added dimension of sound to your programs. Sound to compose electronic music. Sound to liven up games and educational programs. Sound, so that any program can "talk" back to you. That's an example of Apple's "people compatible" design. Another is its light, durable injection-molded case, so you can take Apple with you. And the professional quality, typewriter-style keyboard has n-key rollover, for fast, error-free operator interaction.

**Apple is the proven computer.**

Apple is a state-of-the-art single board computer, with advanced LSI design to keep component count to a minimum. That makes it more reliable. If glitches do occur, the fully socketed board and built-in diagnostics simplify troubleshooting. In fact, on our assembly line, we use Apples to test new Apples.

*Apple II plugs into any standard TV using an inexpensive modulator (not included).

**Apple peripherals are smart peripherals.**

Watch the far right column of this ad each month for the latest in our growing family of peripherals. We call them "intelligent interfaces." They're smart peripherals, so you can plug them in and run them from BASIC without having to develop custom software. No other personal computer comes close to Apple's expandability. In addition to the built-in video interface, cassette I/O, and four A/D inputs with two continuously variable game paddles, Apple has eight peripheral slots, three TTL inputs and four TTL outputs. Plus a powerful, state-of-the-art switching power supply that can drive all your Apple peripherals.

**Available now.**

Apple is in stock and ready for delivery at a store near you. Call us for the dealer nearest you. Or, for more details and a copy of our "Consumer's Guide to Personal Computers," call 800/538-9696** or write Apple Computer, Inc., 10260 Bandley Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014.

---

**New from Apple.**

**Introducing Disk II**: instant access to your files.

Our newest peripheral is Disk II, a high-density 5¼" floppy disk drive for fast, lowcost data retrieval. It's perfect for storing large bodies of data such as household finances, address files and inventories; you can find any record in just half a second. No more searching through stacks of cassettes; with a few keystrokes, your system will load, store and run any file by name.

Disk II consists of an intelligent interface card, a powerful Disk Operating System (DOS), and one or two drives. Your handle up to seven interface cards and fourteen drives, for control of nearly 1.6 megabytes of data, with no expansion chassis. The combination of ROM-based bootstrap loader and an operating system in RAM provides complete disk handling capability, including these special features:

- Soft sectored
- Random or sequential file access
- Program chaining capability
- Universal DOS command processor works with existing languages and monitor
- Full disk capability in systems with as little as 16K RAM
- Storage capacity: 113 kilobytes/diskette.

See Disk II now at your Apple dealer. Sold complete with controller and DOS at $495.†

**Peripherals in stock**

Hobby Board (A2B0001X), Parallel Printer Interface (A2B0002X), Communication Interface (A2B0003X), Disk II (A2M0004X).

**Coming soon**

High speed Serial Interface, Printer II, Printer IIA, Monitor II, Modem IIA.

†Price subject to change without notice.

---

**Apple's smart peripherals make expansion easy.** Just plug 'em in and they're ready to run. I've already added two disks, a printer and the communications card.
About the Cover

by Carl Helmers

It is rare when one can indulge in one's prejudices with relative impunity, poking a bit of good humored fun to make a point. The design of the cover, entitled "Pascal's Triangle" provided just such an opportunity. The cover was executed by Robert Tinney, but the prejudices are all mine and were given to him as a fairly detailed script. The point is that Pascal is here, it is consistent with use by small computers, such as many readers own, and it is available in the form of the UCSD software system at quite a nominal charge above the cost of the hardware required. While today it requires a computer at the high end of the personal computer range of pricing, the utility of the language and advances in both magnetic media and read only memory technology should lower the price of the minimum hardware requirements considerably over the course of the next year or two. With that point, we present "Pascal's Triangle."

The primary allegory of the cover is of course the inversion of the "Bermuda Triangle" myth's theme to show smooth waters. The triangle is an unbounded tri-
Now there are at least 102K more reasons to buy the Heathkit H8 Personal Computer—
The WH17 Floppy!

Storage media for the WH17 is the standard hard-sector 40-track diskette. Measuring just 5.25" in diameter, each disk offers access to better than 102K bytes of available program and data storage area. The drive system used in the WH17 is the famous WANGCO model 82, a performance-proven drive providing accurate high-speed data access. Specifications of this drive include a conservative 30 ms track-seek time and typical random sector access times of less than 250 ms. Compare. These figures are considerably better than you'll find for most equivalent competitive drives.

A diskette containing all operating systems software for the WH17 is sold separately for $100. This software includes the Heath Disk Operating System (HDOS) with its unique diagnostic for floppy evaluation and optimization; the BUG-8 console debugger; TED-8 text editor; HASL-8 assembly language and extended Benton Harbor BASIC with files. An optional plug-in second drive is also available for $385.

The WH17 Floppy Disk System is now available fully assembled and tested. With single drive and controller for only $375. A kit version will be available later. The H8 requires 1MB of RAM to use the WH17 and its operating system to their fullest capabilities.

FREE!
Be sure to fill out postcard to order your FREE catalog. If card is missing, write Heath Company, Dept. 334-440, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022.

System Engineered for Personal Computing

WH17
angular array of buoys numbered with the binomial expansion coefficients. These coefficients are "Pascal’s Triangle" as any high school algebra student will have learned. Pascal’s Triangle on the cover is of course embedded in a matrix of the waters of the FORTRAN Ocean of computer languages, named after the pioneering widely used high level language FORTRAN, and its descendents FORTRAN II, FORTRAN IV, WATFOR, WATFIV and even the mildly reformed RATFOR.

A prominent island graces the bottom of the picture, the Isle of BAL with its rocky and desolate surface. Note the great JCL barrier reef which surrounds the Isle of Bal and borders the Straights of COBOL along the bottom edge of the picture. These dangerous and unstructured reefs have sunk more than one ship on their treacherous shoals, including the good ship SS OS of all encompassing (360 degree) fame. (Much commercial traffic is seen in the sea lanes of the Straights of COBOL.)

In the lower right part of the picture where the Straights of COBOL meet the main body of the FORTRAN Ocean, we see a curious fog bank (imagining a view from the deck of a ship in the waters). It is said that this fog bank is always present, hiding the exotic and mysterious jungles of LISP. While unseen by normal mortals, our god's eye view of the picture shows the brilliant tropical algorithms, the fabulous nodes growing on trees like in some Eldorado of programming. But who can see brilliance through a fog bank?

Travelling upward (in the picture) through heavy seas we come to the pinnacle, a snow white island rising like an ivory tower out of the surrounding shark infested waters. Here we find the fantastic kingdom of small talk, where great and magical things happen. But alas, just as the impenetrable fog bank around the jungles of LISP hide it from our view, the craggy aloofness of the kingdom of small talk keeps it out of the mainstream of things.

Turning our attention to the lower left part of the picture, we see the famous Floating Point separating the FORTRAN Ocean mainstream from the interactive and weed filled Sea of BASIC.

To all the relative disorder and chaos of the waters of the FORTRAN Ocean and its adjacent coastal features, the smooth, calm infinity of Pascal’s Triangle provides a brilliant contrast. We note vessels ranging from the commercial freighters to pleasure boats to the rafts of hobbyists to the military fighting ships heading for the calm waters of Pascal’s Triangle.

To complete the mythology, we find within Pascal’s Triangle numerous examples of ships enjoying the smooth sailing and untroubled waters.

Is this an adequate picture? Computer languages are like philosophies in many respects, which is to say that the reasons for an enthusiasm are often hard to attribute to anything other than aesthetic grounds. But as in philosophies and religions, conversions do occur from time to time. Very often in today’s microcomputer world, we find the case of the engineer, systems programmer who has been using an assembler (if anything at all) as the first and only software development tool. Such a person will often discover BASIC, FORTRAN, APL, COBOL (yes, even people with engineering backgrounds sometimes see COBOL as a first high level language) or language X. When language X is discovered, the advantages of the high level language technique often become confused with the specific example--and the enthusiasm which comes with the powerful elixir of automated programming aids turns that person into an X language convert with an almost religious fervor.

As the new convert proceeds to use the language, he or she also discovers its inadequacies in detail errors. And the X language devotee starts inventing this or that perfect extension, a new superset of X, which is endowed with even better properties. This particular inventiveness syndrome is most pronounced in compiler implementors since they are in a position to “do something about” the older language by ad hoc implementing personally meaningful extensions when putting a new compiler up.

What has resulted, viewing from the big picture, is a range of languages, each reflecting the context of the group of implementors who are responsible for its creation. Pascal in this global context must be viewed as but another step in that natural sequence of human events.

I personally like Pascal as a method of expressing programs, because of a number of arguments supported by my own prior experience using languages including macro-assemblers, BASIC, FORTRAN, PL/I, HAL/S, JOVIAL, XPL and a bit of PL/M.

As a potential user, try a few programs, see if you like the style of expression involved, and if the price is right, that may be the system for you. If you like the arguments presented for Pascal in this issue and by examples in issues to come, by all means express your interest to manufacturers. This issue is a conscious attempt to communicate some of the flavor of Pascal with a spirit of fun and an understanding that even Pascal may not be the be all and end all of computer languages.
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On Building a Light-Seeking Robot Mechanism

The idea of the Tee Toddler was born during the summer of 1976. We, as two undergraduate engineering students at Rice University in Houston, wanted to design a system using as much applicable electrical engineering as possible which could act on its own intelligence and which could also learn from its mistakes. We wanted to incorporate state of the art electronics and actually develop a piece of working hardware. As a three credit hour course for two semesters we designed and built a small "robot" car, the Tee Toddler.

The car is designed to track toward a shining light. It accomplishes this with the help of two processors: an on board Z-80 microprocessor which communicates with a PDP-11 minicomputer over a two way digital radio link. The source light the Tee Toddler searches for can be anywhere on the horizon. This light is detected by a rotating eye which scans a 360 degree view five times per second (see photo 1). There is also an ultrasonic sonar system capable of scanning simultaneously to the left and right of center to detect objects in the car's forward path (see photo 2). It can give ranges of up to five feet with 9 inch accuracy. The car has three forward and reverse speeds, five steering positions and a turning radius of five feet. Other standard equipment includes a front contact sensing bumper to detect objects which the sonar missed; a source light monitor to determine if the car is at its destination; a source light verifier to indicate whether the car has gone behind something which blocks the source light; whitewall tires and positive traction rear end. Most power requirements were met by regulating a 12 V rechargeable battery. The Tee Toddler is a closed loop system. It constantly updates its knowledge of where the light is and what obstacles are in the way; thus operating as a self-sufficient real time system. Great flexibility inherent in the two processor system allows for development of the car's intelligence. The programmer has lots of freedom in deciding how the car should deal with differing situations. This freedom in configuring the system between the computers and a moving object is the true beauty of the Tee Toddler. The duties of each processor are different. The on board Z-80 handles the car's reflex maneuvers; the PDP-11 makes both real time navigational decisions and can also generate a better path for the car to take on a second trip over the same obstacle course toward the light. The normal mode of operation is set up with the PDP-11 in control of the car via the radio. The Z-80 is operated in an

Photo 1: The primary sensor of Tee Toddler is this photoelectric horizon scanner. The "eye" mounted on a Plexiglas standard and metal bracket scans a 360° field. The flat mirror rotates at five revolutions per second deflecting light into the phototransistor eye through a 45° angle. The position of the mirror is resolved into one of 16 angular states by a slotted disk which passes through an optocoupler.
interrupt mode. It stands by and records all course changes the car makes each time an obstacle is detected by sonar and also records each navigational correction made enroute to the light. In the case of collision or loss of the light, the Z-80 takes over control and Remedies the situation before it returns control of the car to the PDP-11. At the end of the trip to the light the Z-80 dumps all the course change vectors it has recorded (steering setting and distance traveled) to the PDP-11 over the radio channel. The PDP-11 then determines a better path for the car to take over the same course on a second run.

Sensors: the Bumpers
The bumper is needed only in case an object is encountered in front of the car which is too narrow to be seen by the sonar. The bumper has two microswitches behind it, one on each side. It pivots in the center so that a contact on only one side will depress only one switch; however if the collision is head-on, both switches will be depressed. Two bits, one for each switch, are sent to the Z-80 computer.

Sensors: Source Light Intensity Monitor
The source light is the car's destination. The intensity monitor consists of three phototransistors which sense the intensity of light until the car is close enough to the source light (a foot) to stop; mission accomplished (see figure 1). An angle of 120 degrees is monitored, so the car must make

Photo 2: Tee Toddler's sonar system transducers are illustrated in this front view. The black object in the center of the picture is the sonar transmitter which emits periodic pulses of sound at 40 kHz. The two cup-like objects with red interiors (equally spaced to the left and right of the center of the picture toward the top) are the receiving microphones. The sonar drive electronics of this system resolves four distance states on each receiving microphone with a maximum range of about five feet and an accuracy of about nine inches.
Photo 3: A view of the Tee Toddler car from the rear with the differential and drive motor visible. (The battery and rear deck have been removed for purposes of this photograph.)

Figure 2: The direction of the light source relative to the forward direction of travel is measured by one of 16 angular states. The disk on which the main horizon scanning sensor’s mirror is mounted has 16 slots which are sensed by an optocoupler which drives a counter. The counter is reset once per revolution of the disk by a separate sensor, so the angular states numbered 0 through 15 are sensed. When the photosensor detects the target light, the current state of the scanning angle is latched and can be read by the Z-80 mobile computer for transmission to the PDP-11 base computer.

its final approach moving in a forward direction.

Sensors:
Rotating Eye and Source Light Verifier

The rotating eye scans a plane about 18 inches above the ground looking for a light source. Photo 1 shows the physical arrangement. It automatically adjusts its sensitivity for ambient light, much like the human eye. The response of its electronics is such that it can detect a penlight at 30 feet in a dark room. In a normally lighted room it is self-adjusting and can discriminate between two lights if one is about three times as bright as the other.

As the disk rotates clockwise, the 16 slots in its edge pass through an optical switch and are counted by a 4 bit counter on the main deck. At the instant the light is spotted during the disk’s rotation, the count is loaded into a 4 bit latch to be read by the computer. For example, if the light is spotted straight ahead, the count is eight. Figure 2 shows the logical definitions of the 16 possible directions (a missing slot corresponds to the state when the mirror is aimed to the rear; the counter is reset to zero in this condition). Thus any erroneous counts caused by ambiguous light sources or reflections are wiped out each time the disk begins a 360 degree scan. Once a number is loaded into the latch it stays there until the light is spotted again and a new number is loaded. This reloading usually occurs once for each time the disk goes around. But if the light source suddenly becomes blocked by some object, the latch continues to hold the last number loaded even though there is no light being seen. To remedy this problem, a source light verification circuit is part of the electronics. This circuit sends a logical 0 to the Z-80 as long as the light is actually still being spotted and a logical 1 when it is not.

Steering Control

The steering system has five possible positions numbered arbitrarily 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. 2 is far left and 6 is far right. The command from the computer (PDP-11 or Z-80) has 3 bits to specify these states. The number is converted to an analog voltage using a current sourced resistor ladder. The DC voltage enables a pulse width modulator which controls the two steering servos. The servos act in opposite directions on opposite ends of the front axle to turn the wheels. The pulse is sent at 67 Hz. See figure 3 for a block diagram of the steering control section. If the pulse is 1 ms long, the servos stay where
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Photo 4: An overall view of the Tee Toddler taken from the side. Radio antennas and three levels of electronics on board are visible. The drive power source, a GeLi rechargeable battery, is at the right, with the front of the vehicle towards the left in this photograph.

Figure 3: Steering system block diagram. Three bits from the Z-80 are decoded by a TTL decoder which implements a simple weighted resistor digital to analog converter. The output of the converter is filtered to prevent sudden changes and, in turn, sets the pulse width seen by the two servos. The servos are Heathkit radio control devices which have a 5 pound thrust and a 1.5 second full range response time.

Motor Control

The motor speeds are given by the numbers 0, 1, 2 and 3 which are decoded to stop, slow, medium and fast. There is also a forward and reverse bit, thus making a total of 7 motor states controlled by three binary digits. The motor control pulse width circuit works the same as the steering control circuit, except that the pulse change is not filtered. The motor is a 0 to 13 VDC "pancake" motor with a built-in 25:1 gear reduction. The rear axle differential gear ratio is 1:1. The motor's speed is controlled by the pulse width of the 12 V 700 Hz pulses being sent to it by the control circuit. Forward and reverse directions are controlled by a relay. The motor draws a current of about 1/2 A when the car is cruising at 1 mph (1.6 kmph). Since the motor is a highly reactive load to the sharp edges of the control pulses, the motor is optically isolated to eliminate interference with the logic circuits of the on board Z-80 system. Power amplification to drive the motor is accomplished after the isolator.

Sonar System

The sensing of objects in the car's path was originally intended to be done with light. This is difficult since objects with different textures at the same distance from the car would reflect different amounts of light. Pulsed infrared did not have the necessary intensity, and radar was ruled out because it would detect only metal objects. The existence of the National LM1812 sonar integrated circuit was probably the major factor enabling use of this sensor system. With this system the car is able to distinguish between obstacles to its left or right and can navigate between obstacles spaced only slightly farther apart than the car's width.

The sonar unit on the car transmits a 1 ms pulse at 40 kHz every 10 ms from a transducer mounted in the center of the car's front end (see photo 2). The echo is received separately on the right and left by two receiving transducers. Since there is...
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really only one sonar transceiver, the receiving transducers are multiplexed with field effect transistors to the receiver for three cycles of transmit and receive each. The count of the elapsed time between transmit and receive for each cycle is also multiplexed into the left or right output latch to be ready by one of the computers. A block diagram of the sonar system is shown in figure 4.

Since sound in air travels at about one foot per ms and a pulse is transmitted each ten ms, the maximum range is about five feet, which proves quite adequate. If no sonar echo is received, then the output latches are automatically loaded with the count 7, the maximum range possible. This is decoded by the computers as no object and thus no path correction is made. The sensitivity of the receiver is adjustable with a trimpot on the main deck, thus allowing different distance resolutions.

**Sonar Ranging Terms: Derived Quantities to Be Found**

- $\theta$ = Angle of object relative to forward direction.
- $T_0$ = Time of transit out to object (equivalent to a distance). $T_0$ is one side of both left and right path triangles.

**Note:** Using the law of cosines, and the two measurements, the algebra gives two equations (left and right signal path triangles) which can be solved exactly for two unknowns ($T_0$ and angle $\theta$).

**Sonar Ranging Terms: Measured Quantities**

- $B$ = Half the total distance between the two receivers. This forms one side of the triangles used with the law of cosines.
- $R$ = Measured transit time, transmitter to object to right receiver. $R = T_0 + T_R$
- $L$ = Measured transit time, transmitter to object to left receiver. $L = T_0 + T_L$

**Sonar Ranging Terms: Miscellaneous**

- $90 - \theta$ = Included angle used in law of cosines applied to left triangle.
- $90 + \theta$ = Included angle used in law of cosines applied to right triangle.
- $T_L$ = Time of transit back from object to left receiver (equivalent to a distance). $T_L$ is one side of left signal path triangle.
- $T_R$ = Time of transit back from object to right receiver (equivalent to a distance). $T_R$ is one side of right signal path triangle.

---

**Figure 4:** Block diagram of the Tee Toddler's sonar system. The heart of the sonar system is the National Semiconductor LM1812 Sonar Transceiver Circuit, which generates the sound pulse, detects a returning sound pulse and thus controls a count measured in a 4 bit range counter. Given the two measurements of distance $R$ and $L$, the known base line $B$, the relationships $R = T_0 + T_R$ and $L = T_0 + T_L$ it is possible to apply the plane trigonometry law of cosines ($a^2 = b^2 + c^2 - 2bc \cos (\theta)$) to calculate the distance to the object $T_0$ and the angle $\theta$. 
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This type of sonar system is really a minimal one. Doppler shift detection could also be accomplished fairly easily to allow determination of speed of a moving obstacle. Echo amplitude analysis would also be worth investigating since it would help solve the problem of echo frame overlap; such overlap exists when an echo from the previous sounding returns late, after bouncing off a far away object, resulting in two echoes for the current frame. The strongest of the two (or more) echoes should be taken as the true one. The Tee Toddler's system triggers a 9 ms oneshot on the first echo thereby ignoring all secondary echoes.

Radio Data Links

An encoder transforms parallel bits into serial tones to be transmitted over a frequency modulated channel. One channel is from the Tee Toddler car to the PDP-11 computer at 96 MHz. The other channel is from the PDP-11 computer to the car at 450 MHz. The serial data encoder and transmitter at the PDP-11 base station are essentially identical to the car's version except for the number of bits per word of data. A two-tone modulation system is used. This means that each binary state is encoded into one of two different frequencies for transmission. At the modulator a logical 1 is represented by a 2500 Hz signal and a logical 0 is represented by a 1900 Hz signal.

The receiver and data decoder accepts the string of audio tones from the FM receiver, decodes them into 1s and 0s using phase locked loops and converts back to a parallel data format. While our prototype did not use standard circuitry, a standard asynchronous serial communications discipline such as that provided by a UART or ACIA would work well in this application.

Power Sources

The power for most circuits is derived from a 12 V 4.5 Amp-Hour Gel cell rechargeable battery. The battery was drilled and tapped at 8 V to power a 5 V regulator for the TTL circuits and for the Z-80 microcomputer. The steering servos required their own set of four penlight batteries (also rechargeable), and the 1702 read only memory holding the Z-80 program required a separated −9 V supply, derived from three parallel transistor radio batteries. This power supply system is capable of running the car for several hours before any recharging is necessary.

Computer Control

As has been mentioned, the car is con-
trolled by two separate computers. The communication paths between the computers and the car are shown in the system diagram of figure 5. In actuality, only one of the computers can communicate with the car at a time. This is the case for several reasons. First, there are only three control inputs to the car to make it operate. These are the speed, direction and steering controls. Since these inputs can originate at either computer, a multiplexing scheme had to be used. Second, only the PDP-11 actually makes decisions based on sensor information from the car. The Z-80's control of the car's movements is more like a reflex action, in that it performs a canned routine when invoked by the car's sensors. Last, the functions are separated to facilitate the transition to a total on board control system, since the PDP-11 can be replaced easily by another on board microcomputer.

The motivation behind this configuration is based on several criteria. Since part of the system was going to be standing alone, some of the major considerations were power consumption, various power supply requirements and ease of operation. With all these considered, it was decided that a Z-80 with its single 5 V power supply requirement and single phase clock was a logical candidate. The 16 bit PDP-11 was used because it could do computations at a greater speed than the 8 bit Z-80.

The on board microprocessor has several functions associated with the control of the car. One function is to supervise all data and control channels to and from the car. In other words, it has the responsibility of deciding whether the PDP-11 or the Z-80 is going to control the movements of the car and which of the two computers is going to receive the information from the car's sensors. The routing of these different channels of information is accomplished by the use of data selectors. The Z-80 controls the data selectors such that the information is routed to the correct device at the correct time. Information coming in to the car to control its movements comes from either the PDP-11 or the microprocessor. It comes from the PDP-11, over the radio link, if the car's sensors indicate one of the following conditions:

- Contact with an object has been indicated on either the left or right side by the front bumper.
- The car has lost sight of the source light.

The microcomputer controls the movements of the car if either condition is met and then gives control back to the PDP-11 when it has finished its corresponding task.

Another function of the on board microcomputer is to store all movement vectors associated with the car's path. These vectors indicate the steering angle, the direction of travel and the length of travel of the car. Therefore, when the car changes direction or steering angle, a vector is stored in memory which correlates to how far the car traveled at the previous setting. Thus, when the task of finding the light is accomplished, the on board memory contains all the different moves the car made to reach the car the appropriate movement corrections to make. Control information to the car originates from the Z-80 when one of the following car sensor conditions arises:

- The car has reached the source light.
- An object has been detected by the sonar system on either the left or the right.
- The car has spotted the source light.

The PDP-11 then analyzes these conditions according to the hierarchy of importance, as is shown in the decision tree of algorithm 1, and then communicates to the

![Algorithm 1: The base computer's executive program in outline form. This decision tree is executed in the PDP-11 each time a car sensor word is received. If any of the tests results in an affirmative answer, the program executes a routine designed for that specific state. Each routine takes into account past information of where the light was spotted. The sonar detection routines also take into account any objects which have recently been passed. These things are considered so that the car proceeds in the direction of the light and does not collide with any objects while moving in reverse. There is no specific way to stop the system except by interrupting the PDP-11 and issuing a control word to the car to stop it.](image)
Announcing

Hazeltine proudly announces our newest and lowest-price addition to the Leadership Line of Economy Terminals, a worthy companion to the famous Hazeltine 1500 Series.

It takes a major High-Technology Company like Hazeltine to:

- Effectively apply advanced microprocessor technology to achieve the 1400's Ultra-High Reliability;
- Implement unrelenting QA/production procedures to achieve the 1400's Ultra-High Quality;
- Design and build a terminal that delivers More Performance Per Dollar than any other TTY-compatible terminal now on the market;
- Meet the growing needs of the video terminal markets--OEM, End-User and Personal Computing.

Now
Algorithm 2: The mobile computer's executive program, in outline form. In the initialization procedure the Z-80 sets up the memory areas, resets the wheel rotation counter and sets the data selectors for the PDP-11 to control the car and the car sensor status word to be transmitted to the PDP-11. The processor then awaits an interrupt. When the Z-80 is interrupted, the tests are executed in this order. After each routine is completed, control is returned to the PDP-11.

The processor then awaits an interrupt. When the Z-80 is interrupted, the tests are executed in this order. After each routine is completed, control is returned to the PDP-11.

the movement vectors to the PDP-11 one at a time. The decision hierarchy of the Z-80 program is shown in algorithm 2.

PDP-11 Base

The PDP-11 minicomputer is the actual brain of the system. It has the ability to decide where to move the car in order to approach the light and yet avoid objects on the way. Inputs to the PDP-11 come from either the car's sensors or the microcomputer memory. If the inputs are from the car they indicate the current status of the sonar left and sonar right sensors, the 360 degree rotating eye and the source light intensity monitor. These are processed according to the following hierarchy. First the source light intensity monitor signal is checked to determine if the car has reached its destination. This indicator is checked first because it will indicate if the total task has been accomplished. If this condition is true, the PDP-11 computer sends a message to the car telling it to stop and telling the Z-80 to start unloading its memory of movement vectors. The handshake system used is initiated by the car informing the PDP-11 base computer that the car has reached the light. The minicomputer then informs the microcomputer to start unloading the memory, at which time the minicomputer checks each incoming vector to determine if it is the last. If not, the PDP-11 asks for another vector to be transferred. This continues until all vectors are transferred.

Second, the sonar sensor inputs are examined to see if any objects are being detected. If an object is detected, then a special routine analyzes the situation according to which side the object is detected and how far away it is. If the object is far enough away for the car to maneuver around it without having to back up, then the PDP-11 commands the car to steer to the left or right, whichever is appropriate, to avoid the object which is in the way. If the object is detected by both sensors, then the side which detects it as being closer overrides the other. In the event that the distance measurements are equal, the computer arbitrarily chooses the right side as having a higher priority. Obstacles detected at a range too close for the car to maneuver around while proceeding forward cause the car to back up. An obstacle detected at a very close range on the right causes the car to back up. However, the steering position for this movement depends on whether the car was steering to the left, right or center. If the car was proceeding to the right, then it must know, from a previous sensor reading, that the source light is to the right. If this is the case, the car backs up
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with the steering set to the left. After backing up for a certain amount of time, the car changes the steering to the right and proceeds forward. This causes the car to maneuver around the obstacle and also sets it on a better path to the source light. In effect, the car has used past knowledge to evaluate the present situation. If the steering had been to the left originally, then the computer would set the steering to the right. The car then proceeds in reverse for a given amount of time and then changes its steering position to the left and proceeds forward for an additional period of time. This action makes the car maneuver around the object and along a better path. An original steering position in the center again causes the right side to override the left. Although all these controls and decisions are handled by the minicomputer, the results do incorporate the use of the on board microcomputer. The microcomputer is used to store all movement vectors pertaining to all direction or steering changes. This is accomplished by having the PDP-11 computer issue a course change signal to the Z-80 at the same time it issues the new control word to the car. The Z-80 on board computer then stores the previous movement vector in memory, then returns control to the minicomputer.

The third sensor readings used by the PDP-11 are the values from the rotating eye. These sensors indicate where the light is located with respect to the current position of the car as shown in figure 2. Basically, the world, as the car sees it, has been divided into 16 windows, each allowing a different view of the horizon. A number has been assigned to each separate slice, thus giving an easy identification and recognition scheme for evaluating the position of the source light. For example, the semicircle in front of the car has nine windows associated with it, four to the left, four to the right, and one for the center. Thus, since straight ahead has been declared as having a value of 8, then the far left becomes 4 and the far right becomes 12. Therefore, by examining the value, the computer can tell where the source light is and then adjust the path to proceed in that direction. If the light is spotted in the forward semicircle between values 5 and 11, the course adjustments are quite straightforward. The steering is merely positioned so as to point the car in the direction of the light.

However, if the light is spotted in the aft semicircle or to the extreme sides, a different approach must be taken. Instead of having the car do a complete 180 degree turn, we decided to have the car perform several backward and forward movements. By doing this we reduced the possibility of contacting objects by reducing the space needed to perform the maneuvers. For example, if the light is detected in the number 1 through 4 windows, the computer backs the car up with the steering set to the right. The distance it backs up depends on which window the light was spotted in. For example, if it was spotted at position 4, the extreme left, then the car would back up far enough so that when it stopped it would be facing directly toward the light and could then proceed in a straightforward direction (path A in figure 6). If, however, the light had been spotted more to the rear, the car would back up a bit further and then have the steering set to the left position and proceed forward. The exact opposite action would have taken place had the light been
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spotted on the opposite side. Once again the on board computer would have been interrupted to store all course changes associated with the maneuvers. The problem of running into objects while proceeding in reverse is actually of minimal concern due to this method of reaching the light when it is spotted in the rear. If there had been an object there it presumably would have been detected and the path adjusted accordingly. However, this adjustment would not have been made without taking into account where the light was being spotted. Since this is the case, it is not possible for the car to be turning left or right in a forward direction if the light is actually behind the car. If, however, the light has not been spotted yet, then it is feasible that the car can run into something in its reverse move, since no attempt is being made to look back into the movement vector memory to determine if an object has just been maneuvered around.

The final function of the minicomputer is to stop the car once it has reached the source light. This is accomplished by detecting the source light intensity monitor bit as it changes to the active state. Once this occurs the minicomputer stops the car and at the same time initiates the handshake operation with the on board computer to start the transfer of the movement vectors. The minicomputer stores these vectors as they come over the radio until all have been passed. The last vector is actually a null vector, or all zero, which indicates all vectors are transferred. The minicomputer now does one of two things. It can automatically plot out a new course for the car to take, or it can display the vectors graphically on a screen. With the latter method the user is able to see all the moves and recalculate a new path himself based on his visual perception of the path taken. The automatic method is simply a sequential analysis of the vectors by the computer. If the car makes a move in reverse the computer assumes that either an object was detected or the light was spotted behind the car. In either case the computer adjusts a move previous to this occurrence, thus allowing the car to anticipate the upcoming situation and act in accordance with the situation. By adjusting these movements prior to detecting the need to reverse direction the computer has eliminated this need altogether and has thus “curved out” the path, making broad sweeping turns as opposed to jerky forward and backward movements.

Figure 7: This diagram illustrates two different situations of the car having contact on the right with an obstacle. The obstacle size is exaggerated for the sake of illustration. The diagram on the left depicts the car steering to the left toward the light when it strikes the object. The Z-80 takes control and adjusts the steering to the right and backs the car up a certain distance. The steering is then set to the center position and the car proceeds forward. On the right, the car is proceeding to the right toward the light. Here the Z-80 sets the steering to the left, backs the car up then adjusts the steering to the center and proceeds forward. In each instance the car maneuvers around the obstacle and on a path toward the light.
Microcomputer Functions

The on board Z-80 computer provides the reflexes and signal control for the whole system. In the event that the car hits a thin object which is not detected by the sonar, a reflex action is invoked, much like a human response to a given stimulus. The various reflex actions this computer controls are: loss of sight of the light and touch stimulus from either sides of the bumper. To initiate a microcomputer routine for either the reflex actions or the control functions, one of the following interrupt inputs must become active:

- A signal from the front bumper.
- A signal indicating loss of the source light.
- A course change.
- A request to dump the movement vectors.

All these signals are ORd together, thus enabling any one of them to initiate an interrupt. When the Z-80 is interrupted it interrogates an external buffer to determine which condition caused the interrupt. The program (see algorithm 2) then checks each bit, one at a time, to determine which one is active. If more than one is active, it only processes the first one checked which is active. If none of the lines is active, then the program defaults to the dump line being active. Upon determining which stimulus is active the program executes a specific routine for that particular interrupt.

The bumper right and bumper left routines are essentially the same except for the steering positions being reversed. If contact is detected with the right side of the bumper, the Z-80 receives an interrupt and the car automatically backs up. Figure 7 illustrates the bumper reflex. The direction in which it backs up depends on the direction it was travelling when it collided with the object. If the steering was set to the right, then it must have previously detected the source light to the right (see right illustration in figure 7). Then, in order to maintain this general direction, the car backs up with the steering set to the left. After backing up for a certain time the car sets the steering to the right and proceeds forward past the object and toward the light. Although this setting is not a direct heading toward the light it is in the general direction and it has avoided the object.

If the direction of travel was to the left, (left illustration, figure 7) then the car backs up with the steering to the right and then proceeds forward with the steering set to the center. All steering actions would simply be reversed for a contact on the left. Therefore it is easy to see that all the reactions to the stimuli are preprogrammed and always net the same result, thus they exhibit a reflex action.

The other reflex action is quite similar (see figure 8). If the car is travelling in any direction and loses sight of the source light, then apparently what has happened is that an object has come between the car and the light, thus obscuring the car's "vision" as at position A in figure 8. Although the car knows the object is there, it cannot detect

Figure 8: This diagram illustrates the Z-80 reflex for the case in which the car has lost sight of the light at position A. The Z-80 instructs the car to do a reverse S turn. First it adjusts the steering to begin the turn and travel to position B. Then it adjusts the steering to have a center of curvature to the left and continues reverse travel to position C. At the end of the path, the steering is again set to the appropriate position for a course towards the light and the car resumes forward travel without its goal being obscured by the obstacle.
its exact location. What the car does then is back up with the steering in the same position, then after a certain time it changes the steering to the opposite side and continues to back up. It continues backing for another period of time and then sets the steering to the center and proceeds forward. This procedure causes the car to move to a new position where it can again see the source light. This again exhibits a certain reflex action controlled by the Z-80.

Since these reflex routines involve many adjustments to the car’s path, it is necessary to record all of these separate movements. Therefore, at the end of each segmented move the routines call on the course change routine to record the current wheel rotation count, direction of travel and the steering position. This course change routine can be called on from either the Z-80 through another routine or directly from the PDP-11. The routine reads a buffer register which contains the current number of wheel rotations at this particular steering and direction position. Once this vector is stored in memory, the routine resets the wheel counter to zero in order for it to count the correct number of revolutions at the next steering and direction setting. The last function of the Z-80 is to transfer all the movement vectors from the on board memory to the PDP-11. As has been discussed, the Z-80 responds to a request from the PDP-11 by sending the vectors on a last in first out basis, one at a time in correspondence with the handshake system. Once all vectors are passed the Z-80 reinitializes the car and passes control to the minicomputer.

After any of these routines has been processed the Z-80 returns control of the car to the PDP-11.

Computer Design Specifics

The microcomputer designed for this robotic application is equipped with only the bare essentials. The total system consists of 256 bytes of programmable read only memory, 1 K bytes of volatile programmable memory, three bidirectional IO ports, one Z-80 microprocessor and one 8 bit line driver. The read only memory is a 1702 UV erasable part which contains the program. The programmable memory is made up of eight 2102 parts. The IO chip is an Intel 8255 and was chosen because of the number of ports available.

When designing a dedicated system like this, one must keep in mind that the probability of it working the first time is very nearly zero. Therefore, care must be taken to make the system as easy to debug as possible. This system was designed with this in mind and thus several additional functions were included in the design. A reset switch is installed on the computer board to aid in checking different functions of the system under the same circumstances. A single step switch is also located on the board. By using this, one can step through the program and examine different signals to determine their validity. The line driver was installed specifically to allow the examination of the data lines. Included in the design are provisions for the addition of 1702 memory chips up to a total of 1 K bytes of program memory. Since the system was of a prototype nature it was built on a perforated board and was wire wrapped. Care was also taken in the use of the PDP-11. Before the final application program was written several simple test programs were written which checked out the two way radio links and the responses of the car to commands. With the test programs it was possible to enter commands at a terminal and control the actions of the car in a remote control fashion as well as to receive a continuous read out of the current status of the car’s sensors which are used by the minicomputer. This proved to be one of the invaluable debugging aids of the overall system.

Concluding Comments

Projects involved with robotics are a logical extension of microcomputer technology. The possibilities of building such dedicated “artificially intelligent” machines are almost limitless. It is not unreasonable to think that personal computer experimenters could build a robotic machine at home. However, a little forethought is worth a lot of time and effort in the end. Think about what the machine is going to do, and what is necessary to accomplish this. Build the system in modules which are easy to interface to each other and also easy to debug and repair. The capabilities of the machine are only bounded by the imagination of the designer. Perhaps the ultimate goal of a robotic machine is to have it perform its designated task consistently.

We think that Tee Toddler has proved an adequate fulfillment of that goal in the limited context of a light seeking mobile device.
Memory is an important part of a computer system. So don’t even think of settling for a poor quality RAM board. Central Data offers carefully engineered 16K, 24K and 32K RAM boards to suit your needs. We take our RAM boards seriously, so should you.

Reliability. Each one of our boards comes completely assembled, tested and burned in. No fiddling with an infinite number of parts from a kit or costly investment in equipment to test your board. Each one of our boards is backed by a one year warranty to insure your satisfaction.

Expandability. We offer a 16K RAM board with capacity to 32K. You can purchase a 16K board and expand later or buy a full 32K.

Performance. Unlike some dynamic memory boards, ours uses an invisible refresh that inserts refresh cycles between your computer’s normal memory access cycles. This eliminates loss in performance of your computer with lengthy refresh cycles.

Power. Our board uses less than one-half the power of a static RAM.

Price. You can buy a 16K RAM board, completely ready to use, for only $289. A full 32K RAM board is available for $475, or you can add on later for only $200.

When you buy our memory board, you’ll be buying the best equipment at the best price. Order yours today by mail or phone.
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One-stop shopping
for Hardware and Software

Everything you need in small computer systems with special emphasis on TERMINALS! Look at these units...compare price, quality, delivery, service...and you'll see why you don't have to look anywhere else!

**LEAR SIEGLER ADM 3A TERMINAL**
- Full addressable cursor
- Display format—24 lines of 80 characters per line
- Communications rates—75 to 19,200 Baud
- Computer interfaces—EIA standard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADM 3A Kit</td>
<td>$759.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADM 3A Assembled</td>
<td>$854.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Case option</td>
<td>$69.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADDS REGENT 100 VIDEO DISPLAY TERMINAL**
Display Format—80 characters per line by 24 lines. 25th line reserved for terminal status. Reverse video, underline, half and zero intensity and blinking are all standard features.

$1325.00

**TELETYPE MODEL 43 PRINTER**
- 132 Characters per line
- 110 or 300 Baud switch selectable
- Full keyboard
- RS 232C Serial Interface standard

$1299.00

**OKIDATA MODEL 110 LINE PRINTER**
- 110 CPS dot matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Friction Feed</td>
<td>$1199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tractor Feed</td>
<td>$1349.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS 232C Serial Interface</td>
<td>$260.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OKIDATA MODEL 22 LINE PRINTER**
- 125 lines per minute
- 132-column print line
- Upper/lower case
- 8 different character sizes
- 12 IPS paper slew

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tractor Feed</td>
<td>$2449.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DECWRITER II**
- 132 column printing
- 10-30 CPS
- Full keyboard

$1495.00
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CENTRONICS 703 SERIAL PRINTER
- Low cost of ownership
- Bidirectional logic seeking printing
- Microprocessor electronics
- Excellent print quality
$2805.00

CENTRONICS 761 PRINTER
- 300 Baud serial transmission
- Bidirectional and incremental printing
- RS232, CCITT-V24, or current loop interface
- Baud selection (110/150/300)
KSR with Keyboard ........... $2025.00
Receive only version 1895.00

IMSAI 8080 MICROCOMPUTER
- Powerful
- Low cost
- Easy to use
With 22 Slot Mother Board
$649.95
PCS-80/15 Kit $699.00

HAZELTINE 1500 VIDEO TERMINAL
- Reverse video
- 24 x 80 display
- Programmable brightness levels
- RS232 and current loop and much more
Assembled ...... $1149.00 /Kit... $995.00

HAZELTINE MODULAR 1 INTELLIGENT TERMINAL
- 1920 character display
- 8 different video levels
- Full editing capability
- Removable keyboard and much more
Assembled ...... $1659.00

FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM
- Fully IBM 3740 media and format compatible
- Full formatter and controller built-in
Digital Systems Dual Drive System
$2475.00
Dual Density Version 2745.00

SPECIAL BUYS
- Vista V80 Floppy Disk System .............. $619.95
- Cromemco Z-2 Kit .................. 555.25
- Compucolor 8001 Color Computer ....... 2595.00
- IMS 16K Static Memory ............. 525.00
- North Star Microfloppy Disk Kit .... 599.00
- North Star Horizon 1 Kit .......... 1499.00
- North Star Horizon 2 Kit ......... 1699.00
- Javelin 9" Video Monitor .......... 159.95
- Livermore Modem Model 76 .......... 289.00
- Micropolis Model 1053MOD 2 ....... 1799.00
- IMSAI AP44-44 Col. Printer Kit .... 259.00
- North Star Horizon 2 Kit ........ 1899.00
- TDL Xitan Alpha 1 Assembled .......... 939.95
- Javelin 9" Video Monitor .......... 159.95
- Livermore Modem Model 76 .......... 289.00
- Micropolis Model 1053MOD 2 ....... 1799.00
- IMSAI AP44-44 Col. Printer Kit .... 259.00
- North Star Horizon 2 Kit ........ 1899.00
- TDL Xitan Alpha 1 Assembled .......... 939.95

We carry a full line of the following: TDL, Centronics, Seals, Hazeltine, Micropolis, Vista, Hayden, IMSAI, Cromemco, Digital Systems, Compucolor, Icom, Lear Siegler, Okidata, DEC, Javelin, North Star, Peripheral Vision. Same day delivery and shipping on most items. Full modern repair facilities on premises for complete servicing of everything we sell.

SYNCHRO·SOUND ENTERPRISES, INC.
The Computer People
193-25 Jamaica Avenue, Jamaica, New York 11423
212/468-7067 TWX: 710-582-5886
Hours 9-4 daily Visit our new showroom
and Saturday Working units on display
Dept. 866 BankAmericard • Master Charge
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The LFD-400 is ready to plug in and run the moment you receive it.
Nothing else to buy! Not even extra memory!

YOU GET:
1. The popular Shugart SA 400 minifloppy™ drive. Drive alignment is double checked by PerCom before shipment.
2. The drive power supply — fully assembled and tested.
3. LFD-400 Controller/Interface — plugs into the SS-50 bus • accommodates three 2708 EPROMs • fully assembled and tested.
4. MINIDOS™ — the remarkable LFD-400 disk operating system on a 2708 EPROM • plugs into the LFD-400 Controller card • no extra memory required • no “booting” needed.
5. Attractive metal enclosure.
6. Interconnecting cable — fully assembled and tested.
7. Two diskettes — one blank, the other containing numerous software routines including patches for SWTP 8K BASIC and the TSC Editor/Assembler.
8. 70-page instruction manual — includes operating instructions, schematics, service procedures, and the complete listing of MINIDOS™.
10. 90-day limited warranty.

MINIDOS is a trademark of Shugart Associates.
MINIDOS is a trademark of PERCOM Data Company, Inc.

The LFD-400 is readily expanded to either two or three drives. Write for details. Send for our free brochure for more information about the LFD-400 Floppy Disk System and LFD-400 software.

To save you money, the LFD-400 Floppy Disk System is available only from PerCom. Because of the special pricing, group and dealer discounts are not available.

To order, please contact PerCom DATA COMPANY, INC.
Dept B 318 BARNES • GARLAND, TX. 75042
(214) 272-3421

$599.95 shipping paid

A Homebrew Pascal Compiler

Herbert Stein
Sterzingerstrasse 18
8200 Rosenheim
Germany

Using Pascal as a language for systems programming at Fachhochschule München, my interest in Pascal grew to the point where I decided to write a compiler for myself. Begun last October, the syntax analysis stage, which was built up with recursive procedures, was written in two weeks. During the next few weeks I tested the program on a Cyber 175, having troubles with the original implemented Pascal compiler at first. On the 15th of November I received the first error-free listing, but had to stop testing possible errors because some lectures and a computer graphics program had higher priorities. In the meantime, I worked out some of the next steps in theory.

During further expansion (which means space allocation, code generation and file handling), there are some potential difficulties:

- The MicroPascal compiler has to produce an optimized code, which allows real time applications and systems programs written in a high level language.
- The compiler needs features like garbage collection and dynamic space allocation for recursive subroutines or variable type declarations to keep the amount of runtime storage as small as possible.
- No existing monitor is able to run a language like Pascal efficiently. (The TDL system monitor board presented in the April 1978 BYTE seems to be headed in this direction.) So I will have to write a new operating system or transform an existing one to allow supervisor calls, IO interrupts, process handling and hardware interfaces for Teletype, video display and mathematical functions.
• The processor, which has to run the produced object code, should have bit instructions (like the Z-80), for handling set types. The Cyber 175 uses a 60-bit word for set types, which permits up to 59 elements in Boolean sets. The 8-bit words of microprocessors, which allow sets of up to eight elements, aren't sufficient for compiler implementation. (I had trouble during testing of the program on the Cyber 175 because I used a set type with 60 elements. It took a long time to discover my mistake after counting the set elements.)

• Should the compiler writer allow a GOTO in a language or not? If so, the user is able to leave a number of program blocks without being concerned about missing management routines, which are activated automatically at normal block ends. If the GOTO isn't allowed, the programmer has to write structured programs, using special instructions like repeat ... until or while ... do, and couldn't leave begin ... end blocks arbitrarily. Each block is closed without additional program management for controlling unpredictable (at compile time) GOTO statements in object code.

• The last problem is that I don't own a microprocessor system, but intend to buy a small Z-80 system this month or next. Being familiar with instruction sets and operating systems of large machines, like Interdata, or larger ones, like the IBM 370, I have little experience with microprocessor systems. Some time will pass until I can build up and expand the microprocessor to be able to run cross-compiled Z-80 object code.

Working as a cross-compiler on the Cyber 175, my compiler will translate itself to a loadable form for a microprocessor system. If possible, I want to design another syntax analyzing stage. The compiler would pick up routines and expected sequence symbols from a table, which would contain the syntax description, depending on scanned input symbols. This technique would make error recovery much easier, because set types for sequence symbols would no longer be needed.

I hope to find people like Stephen P Smith, who are interested in an implementation of a Pascal compiler for microprocessors and who will inform each other personally or through BYTE's Languages Forum, because it seems impossible for individuals to tackle such a project.
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Time was, buying hardware meant dealing factory direct. Then came the distributor, or factory indirect. The phone/mail order ad reads, "15% off?" 15% off what? Delivery schedule maybe. After sales service perhaps. The only real savings just might be the Toll Free number in the ad.

Now there’s an alternative, introducing Computerland, a national network of DP equipment stores, with outlets across the nation. This means you, the DP director, programmer, general manager or purchasing agent can take a quick ride across town, try out working equipment in a user environment, make product comparisons, then drive off with the hardware of your choice. And, still be back in time for the afternoon coffee break.

Below is a sampling of the quality business information products, from more than 60 manufacturers of micro and mini-computer systems and peripherals, available for you to try out, buy or lease and take home today from Computerland.

Cons

HAZELTINE 1500

- 24 X 80 Display (upper/lower case)
- High legibility 7 X 10 dot matrix
- Teletypewriter format for alphanumeric plus numeric pad
- Switch-selectable upper/lower case
- R S-232/C 20 ma. current loop interface
- Switch-reversible video.

DIABLO 1620-3

- HyType Daisy wheel character printer
- Full keyboard with numeric pad
- Microprocessor controlled R S-232/C interface
- 45 CPS Tractor feed
- Internal power supply.

Franchise opportunities available.

Computerland™

14400 Catalina Street, San Leandro, CA 94577 (415) 895-8153
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Compilation and Pascal on the New Microprocessors

Charles H Forsyth and Randall J Howard
Computer Communications Networks Group
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario
CANADA N2L 3G1

We are concerned with the use of high level languages, and in particular Pascal, on microcomputer systems. We are most interested in the use of such languages for what is termed, on larger computer systems, *systems programming*. This includes writing code to drive floppy disks, interpreters for APL or BASIC, or all those bits of code that people have until now written in assembler, and which in some way make their microcomputer systems friendly.

Microcomputer users show a generally high level of sophistication, so it might be surprising at first that so much of their code is still written in assembler. The advantages of writing in a high level language have been often described in computing literature: programs can be made more portable; they exhibit better structure; and they are easier to write and debug. In addition, it is much easier to let a compiler worry about the efficiency of the object code; and deficiencies of the object machine are hidden. With the 8 bit microcomputers like the Intel 8080 and Motorola 6800, we feel that there is little choice but to write in assembler (or interpreter), since the facilities provided by their order codes are simply insufficient to support most high level languages.

Compilation may be inappropriate for 8 bit microcomputers, but it is the most attractive alternative for the hybrid 8 and 16 bit microcomputers (such as the Motorola 6809), especially with respect to eliminating most assembly code on these machines. We also feel that Pascal has facilities that enable a compiler to generate better code for such machines than might be expected from compilers for other languages.


Options

Tiny BASIC, Tiny C, APL, and FOCAL are implemented on microcomputers with interpretive code. Interpretation has a number of advantages. Since the interpretive language is highly specialized, it can be made compact. New *macro operations* can be added easily as time and experience dictate. Array and structure addressing and the block copying associated with array and structure assignment may be made particularly cheap.

When interpreting array indexing, run time checks of the index values against the array bounds are possible (although often left out) at little extra cost. This is true of other kinds of debugging facilities as well, such as value traces or stack tracebacks. Both compiler and interpreter are easy to write, especially if the interpreted code implements a stack machine. Interpretation's main disadvantage is that it is slow.

An alternative to interpretation that alleviates this latter problem of speed somewhat is *threaded code*, which has been described as "interpretive code which needs no interpreter" (see references 2 and 3). Rather than having a sequence of codes and an interpreter which reads them, calling out to the routines implementing each operation, threaded code simply contains the sequence of machine addresses of the routines to process each operation. These routines, much like the code segments called by the inter-
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type
index = 0..10;
twiceIndex = 0..20;
unsigned = 0..2^16;
short = -128..127;
shortUnsigned = 0..2^16;
thing = record
  field1: 0..7;
  field2: 0..31;
end;
packedThing = packed record
  field1: 0..7;
  field2: 0..31;
end;

var
a, b: array [index] of integer;
i, j: index;
k: twiceIndex;
s: set of (READY, BLOCKED, RUNNING, SWAPIN, SWAPOUT);

begin
  a[i] := b[j];  // the dreaded array-indexing example
  k := i+j;
  s := [READY, BLOCKED, RUNNING]; // set operations
  s := s - [READY, RUNNING];
  s := s + [SWAPIN];
  s := s * [SWAPIN, BLOCKED];
end

Listing 1: Pascal program fragment for array indexing.

Listing 2: Motorola 6800 assembly code for the first
line of the Pascal fragment shown in listing 1.

Total code: 52 bytes

The listings in this article were prepared by
arrangement with Walter Banks of the University of Waterloo.

prettier to implement the pseudo-machine,
provide the run time support for the threaded
code. Rather than return to an interpreter
after it has done its work, though, a routine
simply jumps (indirectly) to the next such
routine in the code flow. Arguments are
passed to these routines in various ways —
for example, by placing values or addresses
between the code pointers.

The third approach to language implemen-
tation is that traditionally adopted on
larger machines: real code generation. This
approach provides the fastest program
execution at the possible expense of space
used by the object code. On almost any
machine, the high level constructs of flow of
time. However, for many of the
existing microcomputers, code generation
for even the simplest of the fundamental
high level language constructs proves effec-
tively impossible. Such constructs include
most common arithmetic operations, array
and structure accessing, and automatic
storage manipulation. Particularly difficult
on some machines are multiply, divide,
modulo and string operations. Therefore it
is important to determine what properties of a
particular machine make it suitable for real
code generation.

8 Bit Microcomputers

A detailed study of the common 8 bit
computers available today (eg: Motorola
6800, Intel 8080) quickly reveals that such
machines are not conducive to real code
 generation by compilers for high level
languages such as Pascal.

On such machines, compilations of even
the simplest arithmetic or pointer expressions
lead to a very high object to source code
ratio, if such constructs can be compiled at
all. Listing 2 gives an example of code which
might be compiled for a Motorola 6800 to
implement the Pascal assignment statement:

\[
a[i] := b[j];
\]

in listing 1. The assumption here is that automatic arrays are implemented as
pointers on the stack to areas of storage residing elsewhere. In addition, we have
assumed that the compiler keeps track of the
stack offsets for its automatic variables
relative to the moving stack pointer; we are
using the notation / to represent the stack
offset of variable j. In addition to this code
segment, the procedure preamble must set
up the pointers to the arrays a and b (stored
at offsets a and b respectively), to point at
the integer before the beginning of the array.
Thus, for example, \(a[i]\) will then be identi-
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Let
\[ r := |X, Y, S, U| \]
\[ a := |A, B, D| \]
\[ x := \text{memory reference} \]
\[ c := \text{constant value} \]

\[ x \quad \text{long relative, short relative, direct} \]
\[ \ast x \quad \text{long \& short relative indirect} \]
\[ \$x \quad \text{immediate byte} \]
\[ \ast \$x \quad \text{extended} \]
\[ \ast \ast \$x \quad \text{extended indirect} \]
\[ c(r) \quad \pm 4, \pm 7, \pm 15 \text{ bit indexing} \]
\[ \ast c(r) \quad \pm 7 \text{ and } \pm 15 \text{ bit indirect indexing} \]
\[ r+i \quad \text{Auto Increment by } 1 \text{ or } 2 \]
\[ r-i \quad \text{Auto Decrement by } 1 \text{ or } 2 \]
\[ \ast r+i \quad \text{Indirect Auto Increment by } 2 \]
\[ \ast r-i \quad \text{Indirect Auto Decrement by } 2 \]
\[ a(r) \quad \text{Accumulator Indexing} \]
\[ \ast a(r) \quad \text{Indirect Accumulator Indexing} \]

Table 1: A summary of the Motorola MC6809 addressing modes.

The current trend in 8 bit microprocessor technology is towards a hybrid combination of 8 and 16 bit machine. Essentially, these processors are capable of 16 bit operations while retaining 8 bit data paths throughout the processor architecture. A prime example of such a hybrid is the Motorola 6809, which is due for formal product release later this year. Table 1 gives a summary of the basic addressing capabilities of the Motorola 6809, expressed in a hypothetical assembler syntax which removes from the user the burden of understanding all of the details of the actual hardware addressing modes.

What advantages do these machines have over their pure 8 bit predecessors? In particular, these machines now have at least one accumulator for performing addition, subtraction, shifting and comparison operations on 16 bit data. A second feature of these machines is the 16 bit memory pointer, which, combined with the ability to automatically increment and decrement such pointers, provides a very general memory accessing capability. In addition, common high level language features such as stack frames and display pointers become quite easy with the general index and stack registers of the M6809. It is apparent that the Motorola 6809 is particularly well-endowed with addressing modes which tend to facilitate code generation for high level languages.
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Consider again the array assignment which the 6800 handled so dismally. The Motorola 6809 code for the same construct is given in listing 3. (Note that the syntax of our assembler code is intended to be more or less consistent amongst the examples, and not necessarily that of the manufacturer’s assembler. It is in fact the syntax used by our UNIX assemblers for these machines.) Code for the PDP-11/45, considered to be a good instruction set given in listing 4, is included for comparison.

It is rather precipitous to deduce much from this one example, although array indexing does exercise many of the addressing modes of a machine, and such assignment statements can provide a check on the register usage of a compiler. How a particular architecture fares with more general arithmetic expressions and function and procedure call, save, and return sequences would provide further basis of comparison. Indeed, other examples that we have tried suggest that the results of this comparison are typical.

Special Advantages of Pascal

We feel that the use of Pascal and a competent compiler can lead to better code in many cases on hybrid 8 and 16 bit machines than can be achieved with many other languages. Obviously, the best results will require that Pascal be properly used — that subranges be used where possible, for example — and that these be declared to be as small as possible. A Pascal program can contain a great deal of information that allows even a straightforward compiler to generate code which makes good use of the available registers. The Pascal declarations of listing 1 provide illustration for the following discussion, and the code given is for the Motorola 6809. Remember that the intent is not to describe an implementation of Pascal.

The declaration of scalar and subrange types essentially allows the declaration of *short* or *short unsigned* may be used into the 8 bit accumulators of the 6809, and both registers may be used simultaneously. A variable may be recognized as *unsigned* if there are no negative values in the subrange to which it belongs. In the assignment statement *k := i*; the variables *i*, and *j*, are both in the range 0 thru 20. The result is thus in the range 0 thru 20, and an 8 bit accumulator may again be used to compute this result. (All of this is particularly useful if array indexing is also involved.)

The Pascal *set* type may be regarded as providing a readable way to do “bit twiddling.” A set is typically implemented as a sequence of bits, one for each element of the base type of the set. The variable *s* might then be a byte in which the low order bit corresponds to the element READY, the next to BLOCKED, and so on. The sequence of assignments might then be compiled as in listing 5.

Pascal, of course, provides pointers, record structures and arrays.

The use of pointers is strictly controlled: arbitrary arithmetic operations on pointers are not allowed. About the only things that may be done with a pointer variable are: indirect addressing, assigning another pointer to it, or passing it to a procedure or function. This structured use of pointers and indexing results in a very stylized use of pointers in the compiler’s internal representation. This in turn allows the compiler to detect the places where double indexing may be used to advantage rather easily, on machines like the 6809 which have this feature.

Indexing of an array of records does require multiplication of the index by the width, in bytes, of the record. Often, this may be accomplished by a shift. Of course, this cannot always be done, since records need not be a power of 2 in length, though a compiler could arrange to round the size of a record up to an appropriate boundary if

---

**Listing 3: Motorola MC6809 assembly code for array indexing program fragment.**

```
/ 'X' points to top of stack (display)
Lda D, i(X) / i
Asl B
Rol A / *2
Add D, $a-2 / +offset of 'a'
Lea Y, D(X) / +stack top
Lda D, j(X) / i
Asl B
Rol A / *2
Add D, $b-2 / +offset of 'b'
Lda D, (Y) / +stack top
Sta D, (Y) / a[i] := b[j]
```

Total code: 20 bytes

**Listing 4: DEC PDP-11 assembly code for array indexing example.**

```
/ r5 points to the "top" of the
/ stack frame
Mov r5, r0 / i
Asl r0 / *2
Add r5, r0 / +display pointer
Mov i(r5), r1 / i
Asl r1 / *2
Add r5, r1 / +display pointer
Mov b-2(r0), a-2(r1) / a[i] := b[j];
```

Total code: 22 bytes
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the difference were small. In any event, provided the size of the record is no more than eight bits (as an unsigned quantity), the code for the multiplication could reasonably be included in line.

We wondered how often division or multiplication is used in the UNIX system (an operating system developed at Bell Labs), and wrote a simple command file which would compile each of the source programs of the system and scan the resulting assembler for multiply and divide instructions. The number of multiplications was of interest in light of the above discussion; the number of divisions was collected as well, since these would have to be interpreted by subroutine on the 6809, and we wanted to know how many occurred in critical code. The results are shown in table 2.

Only one of the divide instructions occurs in a routine that might be regarded as significant, with respect to increasing system overhead, were a subroutine called to do the divide piecemeal; and that division was performed at a low priority level. 31 of the divide instructions in the device driver routines were in disk drivers, which had to compute track and cylinder offsets. The multiplications in all cases were of small amounts; it seems that (most likely by accident) record structures used in the kernel happened to be a power of 2 in length. It would have been more instructive, perhaps, to examine user programs, but in that case it would have been more difficult to separate multiplications written explicitly from those created implicitly by array indexing.

A Pascal programmer may declare particular record or array types as packed, which is a hint to the compiler that the programmer would prefer elements of the given type to occupy as little space as possible even if there is a cost in increased code to access them. This leaves the unit of packing to the compiler. For example, the types thing and packedThing (see listing 1) describe packed and unpacked records with similar fields (as Pascal, these record types are not compatible in any way). In a thing, both field1 and field2 will likely be bytes, but if a compiler implements the notion packed completely, then in a packedThing, field1 will likely occupy three bits, and field2 five bits, i.e.; they would share the same byte of storage. Packing of records on microcomputers is often much easier than on the larger processors, because microprocessors do not have the alignment problems that plague compiler writers on those machines.

Finally, as in many other languages, the order of evaluation of expressions is left to the implementor, but since side effects are not allowed, no legal Pascal program can possibly be harmed by this. This has two related effects: in arithmetic expressions, the compiler may evaluate the operands in the order that leads to the least amount of code, and in Boolean expressions the left-hand side of the logical operators and and or need not be evaluated if the expressions on the right determines the truth value of the entire expression. Faster or smaller code will usually result if a compiler takes advantage of these properties.

Pascal: Problems?

We feel that there are a number of areas where Pascal is likely to require expensive mechanisms, and which would be inappropriate for a systems programming environment. One solution might be to implement a subset of the language, leaving these hard features aside, but in most cases, since the expensive mechanisms are only invoked if the programmer asks for them, it should be sufficient to have the compiler avoid including the associated run time procedures when they are not requested. (This is worth mentioning, if only because this rule is often not followed.) We shall first mention those

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Lines of C Code</th>
<th>Number of Multiplications</th>
<th>Number of Divisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNIX Kernel</td>
<td>6,013</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Drivers</td>
<td>8,840</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: A search through a particular operating system to determine the number of multiplications and divisions used. This was done to determine how important the speed of a multiplication and division routine would be to a typical program.
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Over 85% of our programs in the first five volumes will execute in most 8K basic with 16K of free user RAM. If you only have 4K Basic, because of its lack of functions only about 80% of our programs in Volume I through V would be usable, however, they should execute in any 8K of user RAM.

For those that have specific needs, we can tailor any of our programs for you. We can write one to fit your specific needs.
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constructs which are expensive, but which appear only by programmer request.

The semantics of Pascal's file variables, and the input/output (IO) system in general tend to reflect characteristics of a batch environment, with a restricted character set. The basic IO procedures are badly designed for an interactive terminal. The read and write procedures are fairly expensive to implement, since they are extremely general and all encompassing.

On machines like the 6809 which lack a divide instruction of any sort (let alone a 16 bit one), division will be done by calling a run time support routine. Only if the programmer explicitly writes either a divide, or modulus operation, will the call be generated. Floating point numbers will be interpreted, as usual.

Pascal allows procedures and functions to be defined inside other procedures and functions. This requires either a display, which must be copied, or a system of pointers by which a routine may access the variables owned by routines in an outer scope. (The latter is the most likely choice.)

Strings, arrays, records and large sets (if implemented) may all be assigned or passed as parameters to routines. These operations require block copies, but only if the operations appear in the source program. Copying of actual parameters may be avoided, of course, by declaring the matching formal parameters as var parameters.

The remaining points concern some philosophical concerns about Pascal and its implementation. (Input and output might also be considered in this class.)

Philosophy

It has been observed that much of the checking done at run time in other languages may be done at compile time in Pascal. This is not always so, and run time checks are required on assignments of a variable from a larger subrange to a variable in a smaller subrange of a given type, or on similar use in array indexing, and pointers must always be checked to ensure that they are not nil. It might be argued that run time checks might not be done at all. It is better to arrange for them to be turned on and off, as required, in different sections of code.

The Pascal Report (see references) does not put boundaries on the number of elements in the base type of a set type, but it does say that an implementor will likely choose the word length of a given computer as that limit. Otherwise, routines are required to perform various Boolean operations on large bit strings. Unfortunately, a great many Pascal programs in existence, most notably those for the CDC 6600, assume that it is possible to declare or use a set of char, as in:

```pascal
if c in ['a': 'z'] then
  { c is a letter }
```

where c is declared as a char. The CDC Pascal compiler restricts the number of elements in the base type of a set to about the number of bits in a word (58), but the CDC character set is small enough that it (nearly) fits within a set. On a microcomputer with the ASCII character set even 16 bits is clearly insufficient, and larger sets may need to be implemented.

There is no method provided to initialize variables in their declaration. This is of consequence when one wishes to create a table with values that remain constant throughout the life of the program (eg: a translation table). The only way to do this in standard Pascal is to write a sequence of assignment statements. This will typically result in several bytes of code for each assignment, as well as forcing two copies of each data value in the table. On a large machine like the CDC 6600, this may be of
little consequence, but on a microcomputer with little core, this is a distinct disadvantage. Of course, various implementations of Pascal have provided a means to do this sort of thing efficiently, but this results in a portability problem because each implementor tends to have slightly different rules about where and how these initializations may be accomplished.

Conclusions

For languages like Pascal, compilation is the preferred method of implementation on hybrid 8 and 16 bit microprocessors. The object code size on these machines for common constructs in these languages seems to compare quite favorably with that for larger processors like the PDP-11 or the Honeywell 66/60. We illustrated this with a very simple array operation; the reader can try other operations.

When choosing a programming language, one typically considers not only the ease or difficulty of implementation and the efficiency of the compiled code, but stylistic qualities as well. For example, we have found the C language a pleasant and effective language for developing programs, but it does not, of course, follow that everyone else would. The same holds true for Pascal. We merely note that the Pascal is interesting, in that Pascal programs may be so written as to allow a compiler to compile code which makes efficient use of 8 bit accumulators on machines that have them, and that amongst the other major high level languages this is an unusual property (PL/I is a likely exception). Whatever the language used, we hope to see the day when on microcomputer systems, as on UNIX, the use of assembly language for a program of any size is greeted with surprise, shock, depairs, dismay and outright hostility.
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BYTE's Bugs

The Price Is Wrong

In the book review of The Elements of Programming Style, which appeared in May 1978 BYTE, page 161, the price of the book should have been $5.95, not $2.65. Thanks go to P J Plauger for notifying us of this error.

Transposition Bug

We apologize for any inconvenience to readers' internal interpreters caused by the slight deviation in scanning between pages 164 and 165 in the June 1978 issue. The two columns of text on page 165 were inadvertently reversed. Transposition of these two columns will restore the correct syntactic order of the text (see below).

System Clear

When a CTRL/W is followed by a Clear, it is detected in the Control Check section, a jump is made to INIT120 and all system parameters are initialized. The screen is cleared and the cursor is moved to the upper left-hand corner.

System Clear is designed to be accessed by pressing CTRL/W and then Clear, instead of accidental. It is, however, essential, only to be able to terminate the entire program.

Clear Screen and Home Cursor

When the Clear key is pressed, the program jumps to CLEAR. This clears the screen and returns the cursor to the upper left-hand corner. Memos status words are unblocked.

Home Cursor

When a CTRL/H is detected in the Control Check section, the program jumps to Home, which returns the cursor to the upper left-hand corner but does not affect the screen currently of the memories status words.

Escape

When the escape key (ESC) is pressed, it is detected by the Control Check section and a jump is made to HALT where the program resumes instructions for exist from GRAPH (see Program Function and Use).

Addressing and Memory Requirements

In its present assembly, GRAPH resides in hexadecimal memory locations O800 through 3FFF and is designed to drive a VDU-I addressed at hexadecimal CO00 VDU-I status port (to reset) is addressed at hexadecimal CF.

In addition, six 1K byte memory vectors are set aside for the STORE and RECALL functions (see table 3). A keyboard input status information to port 00 (data present = 1 bit 6 set) and data to port 01.

Still Further Thoughts

On page 122 of the June 1978 BYTE there appeared a Language Forum item called "An APL Interpreter: Further Thoughts." In paragraph 2 Tom Brightman remarks that most reductions are monadic. David Eisenstein contacted us to state that most reductions are dyadic and research into several APL books verified this.

I feel that the problem here is one of interpretation. If a reduction function, such as $\frac{1}{2}$, is considered to be one operation, then the operation is monadic. The one operand is to the right of the function and is usually a vector.

However, the reduction function is usually defined to be only the left slash symbol. This means that the reduction function is dyadic. The right operand would usually be an array and the left operand would be some operator such as + or $\times$. This is the form that texts seem to use...

Table 3: Six 1 K byte memory vectors which are set aside for the STORE and RECALL functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addressing Scheme</th>
<th>Hexadecimal</th>
<th>Hexadecimal End Address in GRAFH</th>
<th>Hexadecimal End Address in GRAPH Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start Screen</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear Screen</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escape Screen</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store Screen</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall Screen</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit Screen</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Number Crunching Processor

National Semiconductor Corporation's MM57109 microprocessor is designed specifically for numeric processing. Called "The Number Cruncher" in their advertising, the MM57109 has an instruction set that includes floating decimal arithmetic, logarithmic and trigonometric functions and other sophisticated features. Although it can be used as a stand-alone device with read-only and programmable memory, or as the "brain" of a smart instrument, most hobbyists will probably want to use it as a peripheral processor where it will save both money and memory space.

The MM57109 requires a 9 V power supply which can be configured as +5 V and -4 V for easier TTL interface. It also requires a single phase 5 V clock of about a

Figure 1: Pin assignments for the dual in line packaged MM5701 and a functional block diagram of the processor. Reproduced courtesy of National Semiconductor Corporation.
400 kHz frequency. This is internally divided down to a 100 kHz SYNC signal which forms the basic time period of the processor. National calls this 10 μs period a microcycle. All instruction times are expressed in microcycles.

A pinout and block diagram are shown in figure 1. The MM57109 receives instructions and data via input lines I₁ thru I₆. Timing of an instruction or data fetch operation is shown in figure 2. Note that the RDY output goes high to signal that input is required. I₁ thru I₆ may change only when the RDY line is high. Processing begins when it returns to a logic “0,” 8 microcycles later. The MM57109 can be halted when the RDY line is high by applying a logic “1” to the HOLD input before or at the rising edge of RDY. If HOLD goes high after RDY does, the processor will not stop until the next RDY pulse. Stopping the processor can allow more time for an external device to prepare data or an instruction. The MM57109 cannot be halted during execution of an instruction. For 2 word operations, the RDY line will go high twice, once for each fetch. The ISEL output is used during such operations to indicate when the processor is expecting an instruction; it will go low when data is expected. This is useful if the data and instructions are coming from two different sources.

D₀₁ thru D₀₄ are used to output data during an OUT operation. The number of digits and format depend on parameters set by software, especially the SMDC and TOGM instructions. The RW output is strobed low, once for each digit. Note in figure 3 that the MM57109 issues a second RDY pulse during the OUT operation. This is for external memory control and can be ignored if the processor is being used as a microcomputer peripheral.

The digit address lines, DA₁ thru DA₄, and the digit address strobe, DAS, are used to provide address information when the MM57109 is configured as a stand alone processor with its own memory. Typically, the digit address lines would provide the lower four bits of address with the upper four bits coming from an external read only memory.

Reference Source:

The source of the information used to design this circuit for the MM57109 is the National Semiconductor publication, MM57109 MOS/LSI Number Oriented Microprocessor, copyright 1977 by National Semiconductor Corporation, published in March 1977. The publication number of this 24 page booklet is IM-B5OM37. National Semiconductor Corporation is located at 2900 Semiconductor Dr, Santa Clara CA 95051, and the MM57109 is available from electronics distributors who handle National Semiconductor's product line.
The POR input is used to reset the processor after power is first applied. Following a 2 microcycle, or greater, positive pulse on this line, the MM57109 will issue three RDY signals. The first two should be ignored; processing begins following the third one.

The remaining outputs are all controlled by software. F1 and F2 may be set or pulsed by the SF or PF instructions. The ERROR line indicates an illegal operation or overflow and BR responds to a jump or branch operation with a pulse to “0.”

**Instruction Set**

Table 1 details the MM57109’s 70 instructions. This number is achieved with only a 6 bit word through the use of the INV instruction, octal 40, which gives double service to some of the other op codes. The instruction set provides a complete set of scientific calculator operations in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>SUBCLASS</th>
<th>MNEMONIC*</th>
<th>OCTAL OP CODE</th>
<th>FULL NAME</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digit Entry</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Mantissa or exponent digits. On first digit (d) the following occurs: Z \rightarrow T</td>
<td>\text{Mantissa or exponent digits. On first digit (d) the following occurs: Z \rightarrow T.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Y \rightarrow Z</td>
<td>\text{Y \rightarrow Z.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>X \rightarrow Y</td>
<td>\text{X \rightarrow Y.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>d \rightarrow X</td>
<td>\text{d \rightarrow X.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{See description of number entry on page 11.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Digits that follow will be mantissa fraction.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Digits that follow will be exponent.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Change sign of exponent or mantissa.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Xm \rightarrow X mantissa}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Xe \rightarrow X exponent}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DP</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Decimal Point</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{CS causes \sim Xm \rightarrow Xm or \sim Xe \rightarrow Xe depending on whether or not an EE instruction was executed after last number entry initiation.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EE</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Enter Exponent</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{3.1415927 \rightarrow X, stack not pushed.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Change Sign</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Terminates digit entry and pushes the stack. The argument entered will be in X and Y.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Constant n</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Z \rightarrow T}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Enter</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Y \rightarrow Z}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{X \rightarrow Y}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Operation</td>
<td>NOP</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
<td>Do nothing instruction that will terminate digit entry.</td>
<td>\text{Do nothing instruction that will terminate digit entry.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halt</td>
<td>HALT</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Halt</td>
<td>External hardware detects HALT op code and generates HOLD = 1. Processor waits for HOLD = 0 before continuing. HALT acts as a NOP and may be inserted between digit entry instructions since it does not terminate digit entry.</td>
<td>\text{External hardware detects HALT op code and generates HOLD = 1. Processor waits for HOLD = 0 before continuing. HALT acts as a NOP and may be inserted between digit entry instructions since it does not terminate digit entry.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Move</td>
<td>ROLL</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Roll</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Roll Stack.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{X \rightarrow Y}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Y \rightarrow Z}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Z \rightarrow T}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{T \rightarrow O}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POP</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Pop</td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Pop Stack.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Y \rightarrow X}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{Z \rightarrow Y}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{T \rightarrow Z}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{O \rightarrow T}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XEY</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>X exchange Y</td>
<td>\text{Exchange X and Y.}</td>
<td>\text{Exchange X and Y.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>XEM</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>X exchange M</td>
<td>\text{Exchange X with memory.}</td>
<td>\text{Exchange X with memory.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>\text{X \rightarrow M}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Memory Store</td>
<td>\text{Store X in Memory.}</td>
<td>\text{Store X in Memory.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Memory Recall</td>
<td>\text{Recall Memory into X.}</td>
<td>\text{Recall Memory into X.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LSH</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Left Shift Xm</td>
<td>\text{X mantissa is left shifted while leaving decimal point in same position. Former most significant digit is saved in link digit. Least significant digit is zero.}</td>
<td>\text{X mantissa is left shifted while leaving decimal point in same position. Former most significant digit is saved in link digit. Least significant digit is zero.}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSH</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Right Shift Xm</td>
<td>\text{X mantissa is right shifted while leaving decimal point in same position. Link digit, which is normally zero except after a left shift, is shifted into the most significant digit. Least significant digit is lost.}</td>
<td>\text{X mantissa is right shifted while leaving decimal point in same position. Link digit, which is normally zero except after a left shift, is shifted into the most significant digit. Least significant digit is lost.}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
an easy to use keyboard entry format. The processor uses reverse Polish notation, RPN, which is the same system used on the Hewlett-Packard calculators. This method can obviate the need for parentheses in many cases.

There is a complete set of conditional branch test operations that may be quite useful if a programmable calculator or higher level language is being implemented. The BR output will pulse low if the condition being tested is true.

Among the numerous digit entry and IO operations are three different ways to input digits: AIN, IN and “digit as instruction” number entry, octal 00-11. This latter method is most similar to calculator number entry and is the input system assumed for the interface in this article.

The MM57109 offers two conventional

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>SUBCLASS</th>
<th>MNEMONIC*</th>
<th>OCTAL OP CODE</th>
<th>FULL NAME</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Math</td>
<td>F(X,Y)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>Plus</td>
<td>Add X to Y. X + Y -&gt; X. On +, -, x, ÷ and YX instructions, stack is popped as follows: Z -&gt; Y T -&gt; Z O -&gt; T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Former X, Y are lost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Minus</td>
<td>Subtract X from Y. Y - X -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>Times</td>
<td>X X X X -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>/</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Divide</td>
<td>Divide X into Y. Y ÷ X -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>YX</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Y to X</td>
<td>Raise Y to X power. YX -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F(X,M)</td>
<td>INV+*</td>
<td>40, 71</td>
<td>Memory Plus</td>
<td>Add X to memory. M + X -&gt; M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INV-</td>
<td>40, 72</td>
<td>Memory Minus</td>
<td>On INV-, -, x and ÷ instructions, X, Y, Z, and T are unchanged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INV x*</td>
<td>40, 73</td>
<td>Memory Times</td>
<td>Subtract X from memory. M - X -&gt; M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INV y*</td>
<td>40, 74</td>
<td>Memory Divide</td>
<td>Multiply X times memory. M X -&gt; M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1/X</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>One Divided by X</td>
<td>Divide X into memory. M + X -&gt; M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F(X) Math</td>
<td>SOR T</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>Square Root</td>
<td>1 + X -&gt; X. On all F(X) math instructions Y, Z, T and M are unchanged and previous X is lost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SQ</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>Square</td>
<td>X² -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10X</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>Ten to X</td>
<td>10X -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EX</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>E to X</td>
<td>eX -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Natural log of X</td>
<td>In X -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LOG</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Base 10 log of X</td>
<td>log X -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SIN</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Sine X</td>
<td>SIN(X) -&gt; X. On all F(X) trig functions, Y, Z, T, and M are unchanged and the previous X is lost.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F(X) Trig</td>
<td>COS</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Cosine X</td>
<td>COS(X) -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TAN</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Tangent X</td>
<td>TAN(X) -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INV SIN*</td>
<td>40, 44</td>
<td>Inverse sine X</td>
<td>SIN⁻¹(X) -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INV COS*</td>
<td>40, 45</td>
<td>Inverse cosine X</td>
<td>COS⁻¹(X) -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INV TAN*</td>
<td>40, 46</td>
<td>Inverse tan X</td>
<td>TAN⁻¹(X) -&gt; X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear</td>
<td></td>
<td>DTR</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Degrees to radians</td>
<td>Convert X from degrees to radians.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RTD</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Radians to degrees</td>
<td>Convert X from radians to degrees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MCLR</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Master Clear</td>
<td>Clear all internal registers and memory; initialize I/O control signals, MDC = 0, MODE = floating point. (See initialization.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>ECLR</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Error flag clear</td>
<td>O = Error flag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>JMP*</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Jump</td>
<td>Unconditional branch to address specified by second instruction word. On all branch instructions, second word contains branch address to be loaded into external PC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TJ C*</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Test jump condition</td>
<td>Branch to address specified by second instruction word if JC (flg) is true (=1). Otherwise, skip over second word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TERR*</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Test error</td>
<td>Branch to address specified by second instruction word if error flag is true (=1). Otherwise, skip over second word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TX = 0*</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Test X = 0</td>
<td>Branch to address specified by second instruction word if X = 0. Otherwise, skip over second word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TXF*</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Test X &lt; 1</td>
<td>Branch to address specified by second instruction word if X &lt; 1. Otherwise, skip over second word. (i.e. branch if X is a fraction.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TXLTO*</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Test X &lt; 0</td>
<td>Branch to address specified by second instruction word if X &lt; 0. Otherwise, skip over second word.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
microprocessor operations, HALT and NOP, but with a difference. HALT, by itself, only acts as a NOP; it does not stop the machine. It is designed to be detected with external hardware that will generate a HOLD signal to halt the processor.

The number of microcycles required to execute an instruction may vary from a few hundred to many thousands as shown in table 2. Speaking generally, the complex operations such as trigonometric and logarithmic functions take the greatest time. As a benchmark, the floating point addition time is 2200 microcycles, or 22 ms. However the floating point add time might not make a very reliable benchmark since it varies over a wide range (22 ms, typical, to 66 ms, worst case) depending on the numbers involved.

Figure 4 shows how easy it is to interface the MM57109 to your system. Most of the required pins are TTL compatible. The POR and HOLD inputs, however, must have a

---

**Table 1, continued:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>SUBCLASS</th>
<th>MNEMONIC*</th>
<th>OCTAL OP CODE</th>
<th>FULL NAME</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Branch</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>IBNZ</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Increment memory and branch if M ≠ 0</td>
<td>M + 1 → M. If M = 0, skip second instruction word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DBNZ</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Decrement memory and branch if M ≠ 0</td>
<td>M - 1 → M. If M = 0, skip second instruction word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>Multi-digit</td>
<td>IN*</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Multidigit input to X</td>
<td>The processor supplies a 4-bit digit address (DA4–DA1) accompanied by a digit address strobe (DAS) for each digit to input. The high order address for the number to be input would typically come from the second instruction word. The digit is input on D4–D1, using ISEL = 0 to select digit data instead of instructions. The number of digits to be input depends on the calculation mode (scientific notation or floating point) and the mantissa digit count (See Data Formats and Instruction Timing). Data to be input is stored in X and the stack is pushed (X → Y + Z + T). At the conclusion of input, DAA = DA1 = 0. Addressing and number of digits is identical to IN instruction. Each time a new digit address is supplied, the processor places the digit to be output on D04–D01 and pulses the R/W line active low. At the conclusion of output, D04–D01 = 0 and DAA = DA1 = 0. A single digit is read into the processor on D4–D1. ISEL = 0 is used by external hardware to select the digit instead of instruction. It will not read the digit until ADR = 0 (ISEL = 0 selects ADR instead of I), indicating data valid. F2 is pulsed active low to acknowledge data just read. Set F1 high, i.e. F1 = 1. Set F2 high, i.e. F2 = 1. This results in it being set low. If F2 is already high, this results in it being set low. Generates R/W active low pulse which may be used as a strobe or to clock extra instruction bits into a flip-flop or register. Identical to PRW1 instruction. Advantage may be taken of the fact that the last 2 bits of the R/W pulse are 10 and the last 2 bits of the R/W pulse are 01. Either of these bits can be clocked into a flip-flop using the R/W pulse. Change mode from floating point to scientific notation or vice-versa, depending on present mode. The mode affects only the IN and OUT instructions. Internal calculations are always in B-digit scientific notation. Mantissa digit count is set to the contents of the second instruction word (1 to 8). Set inverse mode for trig or memory function instruction that will immediately follow. Inverse mode is for next instruction only.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MODEL CC-8
$185.00 (4800 Baud)
$195.00 (9600 Baud and 220V/50 Hz)

9600 BAUD CASSETTE RECORDER
An ASYNCHRONOUS NRZ type Recorder with remote motor start/stop. Error rate 10^-8 at 4800 BAUD. Can be used from 110 to 9600 BAUD into a UART — no clocking required. This is not an audio recorder. It takes RS232 or TTL signals from the terminal or computer and gives back the same signals. No audio interface is used. Motor start/stop is manual or through TTL or RS232 signals.

Tape speeds are 1.6” / 3.0” and 6.0” per second. 110 volt, 60 Hz, 5 watts. (220 Volts on special order). Can use high quality audio cassettes (Philips Type) or certified data cassettes. Can be used in remote locations from a 12 Volt battery.

Recommended for DATA LOGGING, WORD PROCESSING, COMPUTER PROGRAM RELOADING and DATA STORAGE. Manual control except for motor start/stop. 6800, 8080 or Z80 software for file or record searching available on request with order. Used by major computer manufacturers, Bell Telephone and U.S. Government for program reloading and field servicing.

AVAILABILITY — Off the shelf.

PROVIDES MONITOR AND TAPE SOFTWARE IN ROM. TERMINAL and TAPE PORTS on SAME BOARD. CONTROLS ONE or TWO TAPE UNITS (CC-8 or 3M3B).

This is a complete 8080, 8085, or Z80 system controller. It provides the terminal I/O (RS232, 20 mA or TTL) and the data cartridge I/O, plus the motor controlling parallel I/O latches. Two kilobytes of on board ROM provide turn on and go control of your Altair or IMSAI. NO MORE BOOTSTRAPPING. Loads and Dumps memory in hex on the terminal, formats tape cartridge files, has word processing and paper tape routines. Best of all, it has the search routines to locate files and records by means of six, five, and four letter strings. Just type in the file name and the recorder and software do the rest. Can be used in the BiSync (IBM), BiPhase (Phase encoded) or NRZ modes with suitable recorders, interfaces and software.

This is Revision 8 of this controller. This version features 2708 type EPROM’s so that you can write your own software or relocate it as desired. One 2708 preprogrammed is supplied with the board. A socket is available for the second ROM allowing up to a full 2K of monitor programs.

Fits all $100 bus computers using 8080 or Z80 MPU’s. Requires 2 MHz clock from bus. Cannot be used with audio cassettes without an interface. Cassette or cartridge inputs are TTL or RS232 level.

AVAILABILITY — Off the shelf.

2SIO (R) CONTROLLER
$190.00, Tested & Assmb.

PROVIDES MONITOR AND TAPE SOFTWARE in EPROM. EXPANDS MIKBUG with 1K of ADDITIONAL ROM PROGRAM

This is a complete tape controller for the SWTP 6800 system. Has 3K of EPROM space for your own programs. A 1 K ROM (2708) is provided with all tape and monitor functions. The ROM program is identical to our extensive 8080 ROM program.

Has one ACIA for one or two tape drives, one UART for an additional Serial port and a 4 bit parallel port for motor control. Will control one or two CC-8 or 3M3B drives with the software provided. Can be used with other tape drives controllable with 4 TTL bits if appropriate software changes are made.

Extra serial port is provided for your use with a second terminal or printer (RS232, TTL or 20 ma).

The ROM program supplements the MIKbug program and is entered automatically on reset. SWTbug compatible ROM is also available.

AVAILABILITY — Off the shelf.

6800 CONTROLLER for SWTP
$190.00, Tested & Assmb.

6800 CONTROLLER for SWTP
$190.00, Tested & Assmb.

Z 80 BOARD for SWTP COMPUTER

Now you can use the 8080/Z80 software programs in your SWTP 6800 machine. Replaces your MPU board with a Z80 and ROM so that you are up and running with your present SWTP memory and MPS card. 1 K ROM on board replaces MIKBUG.

AVAILABILITY — Off the shelf.

$190.00, Tested & Assmb.

For U.P.S. delivery, add $3.00. Overseas and air shipments charges collect. N.J. Residents add 5% Sales Tax. WRITE or CALL for further information. Phone Orders on Master Charge and BankAmericard accepted.
Table 2: Execution times for command set. The execution time is measured in microcycles which are defined as being 10 µs long. Reproduced courtesy of National Semiconductor Corporation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INSTRUCTION MNEMONIC</th>
<th>EXECUTION TIME (MICROCYCLES) (AVERAGE)</th>
<th>EXECUTION TIME (MICROCYCLES) (WORST CASE VALUES)</th>
<th>INSTRUCTION MNEMONIC</th>
<th>EXECUTION TIME (MICROCYCLES) (AVERAGE)</th>
<th>EXECUTION TIME (MICROCYCLES) (WORST CASE VALUES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q-9</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>OUT</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>FF1</td>
<td>CS</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>FF1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>FF2</td>
<td>PI</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>FF2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIN</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>FF2</td>
<td>TIC</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>PRV2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>SIN</td>
<td>FX</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>SIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TKI TO</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>COS</td>
<td>TKF</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>TAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERR</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>INV SIN</td>
<td>IMP</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>INV COS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBNZ</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>INV TAN</td>
<td>DBNZ</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>NV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMDC</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>LOG</td>
<td>XEM</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>EX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDC + 3</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>PRO</td>
<td>MDC + 3</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>PRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
<td>INV</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>INV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
<td>EN</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSH</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
<td>TOGM</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSH</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
<td>ROLL</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INV</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
<td>ECLR</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOGM</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
<td>MCLR</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>SORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROLL</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
<td>KEY</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>SQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECLR</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
<td>NOP</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>DTR, RTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>INV INV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCLR</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>SORT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>SQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOP</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>DTR, RTD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The data format for floating point and scientific notation input and output. MDC stands for mantissa digit count which is set by the SMDC instruction. It is initially set to 8. Sm is the sign of the mantissa; it is 0 for positive and 1 for negative numbers. Se is the sign of the exponent which is set to 0, for positive, in the floating point mode. DP POS is the decimal point position indicator which is a value in the range from 11 to 12-MDC, which indicates a digit, as given by the DP POS column in the table. The decimal point is located to the right of this digit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D4A—D1A</th>
<th>IN:</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OUT: D04</td>
<td>D03</td>
<td>D02</td>
<td>D01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Most significant exponent digit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Least significant exponent digit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sm 0 0 0 Se</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Not used</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Most significant mantissa digit (Decimal point follows this digit)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDC + 3</td>
<td>Least significant mantissa digit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D4A—D1A</th>
<th>DP POS</th>
<th>IN:</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OUT: D04</td>
<td>D03</td>
<td>D02</td>
<td>D01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DP POS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Most significant Mantissa Digit = 0-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDC + 3</td>
<td>12-MDC</td>
<td>Least significant Mantissa Digit = 0-9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Electric Pencil II is a Character Oriented Word Processing System. This means that text is entered as a string of continuous characters and is manipulated as such. This allows the user enormous freedom and ease in the movement and handling of text. Since line endings are never delineated, any number of characters, words, lines or paragraphs may be inserted or deleted anywhere in the text. The entirety of the text shifts and opens up or closes as needed in full view of the user. The typing of carriage returns as well as word hyphenation is not required since lines of text are formatted automatically.

When text is printed, The Electric Pencil II automatically inserts carriage returns where they are needed. Numerous combinations of line length, page length, line spacing and page spacing allow for any form to be handled. Character spacing, BOLD FACE, multicolumn as well as bidirectional printing are included in the Diablo versions. Right justification gives right-hand margins that are even. Pages may be numbered as well as titled. This entire page (excepting the large titles and logo) was printed by the Diablo version of The Electric Pencil II in one pass.

NEW FEATURES: !!! CP/M Compatible !!! Disk Operating System Supports Four Disk Drives !!! Simple File Management !!! Quick and Easy Disk Storage and Retrieval !!! Dynamic Print Formatting !!! Multicolumn Printing !!! Print Value Chaining !!! Page-at-a-time Scrolling !!! New Bidirectional Multispeed Scrolling Controls !!! New Subsystem with Print Value Scoreboard !!! Automatic Word and Record Number Tally !!! Cassette Backup Capability !!! Full Margin Control !!! End-of-Page Control !!! Non-Printing Text Commenting !!! Line and Paragraph Indentation !!! Centering !!! Underlining !!! BOLD FACE !!!

WIDE SCREEN VIDEO!!!
Available to Imsai VIO video users for a huge 80x24 character screen!!

HAVE WE GOT A VERSION FOR YOU?
The Electric Pencil II operates with any 8080/280 character oriented word processor on the market today. Michael Shayer is now proud to present the new Electric Pencil II.

The Electric Pencil II is still available for non CP/M users:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vers.</th>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Printer</th>
<th>Cassette</th>
<th>Disk Drive</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>SOL</td>
<td>TTY or similar</td>
<td>CENTS</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$100.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>VTI</td>
<td>TTY or similar</td>
<td>Tarbell</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$100.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>VDM</td>
<td>TTY or similar</td>
<td>Tarbell</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$100.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>SOL</td>
<td>TTY or similar</td>
<td>Tarbell</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$125.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPN</td>
<td>VTI</td>
<td>TTY or similar</td>
<td>Tarbell</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$125.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVN</td>
<td>VDM</td>
<td>TTY or similar</td>
<td>Tarbell</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$125.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV</td>
<td>VDM</td>
<td>Diablo 1610/20</td>
<td>Tarbell</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$150.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>SOL</td>
<td>Diablo 1610/20</td>
<td>CENTS</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$150.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSN</td>
<td>SOL</td>
<td>Diablo 1610/20</td>
<td>CENTS</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>$175.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPN</td>
<td>VTI</td>
<td>Diablo 1610/20</td>
<td>Tarbell</td>
<td>North Star</td>
<td>$175.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPN</td>
<td>VTI</td>
<td>Diablo 1610/20</td>
<td>Tarbell</td>
<td>North Star</td>
<td>$175.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The NEC printer package !!!

Sort & Merge Utility !!!

The HELIOS Electric Pencil !!!
Pencil to CP/M file conversion !!!
CP/M to Pencil file conversion !!!

Demand demo from your dealer!

MICHAEL SHRAYER SOFTWARE
1253 Vista Superba Drive
Glendale, CA 91205
(213) 956-1593

Now on CP/M
You've probably seen The Electric Pencil in action by now. It's the most powerful 8080/280 character oriented word processor on the market today. Michael Shayer is now proud to present the new Electric Pencil II.
Figure 4: Schematic diagram for interfacing the processor to a computer. The STROBE signal can be any software controlled output pulse with a width varying from 200 ns to 50 µs. The rise and fall times are noncritical. All unused inputs in the circuit should be grounded to prevent floating voltage problems. All resistors are 0.25 W unless otherwise specified. All resistances are measured in ohms.
BASIC FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM

- RANDOM ACCESS FILES
- ANY NUMBER OF FILES MAY BE OPEN (IN USE) AT ONE TIME
- THE NUMBER OF FILES AND SIZE OF FILES IS LIMITED ONLY BY THE SIZE OF THE DISK
- MERGING FILES REQUIRES NO EXTRA DISK SPACE
- NO WAITING FOR THE DISK TO RE-PACK
- LONGER DISK LIFE—MORE EVEN DISK WEAR

We delivered our first mini-floppy disk system a year and a half ago — 6 months ahead of any other 6800 based mini system. Since that time, it has earned the reputation of being the most reliable mini-disk system available.

This system comes completely assembled with a disk controller that is plug compatible with the SWTPC 6800. In fact all our products use the 6800 standard SS-50 (Smoke Signal 50) bus used by SWTPC. The cabinet and power supply are capable of handling up to 3 Shugart Mini-Floppy Drives. One drive is included in the price of the BFD-68 and others may be added easily at any time. Or you may save money by ordering the dual-drive BFD-68-2 or triple drive BFD-68-3 (pictured). Price: BFD-68 $795, BFD-68-2 $1139, BFD-68-3 $1479, SA-400 Drive $355.

A bootstrap PROM is included on the controller board to initiate the Disk Operating System. Thus, you can be up and running from a cold start in just a few seconds.

SUPER SOFTWARE

The BFD-68 includes our new expanded disk operating system and disk file handling BASIC interpreter. In addition, the BFD-68 is supported by the most complete microcomputer software available today. This includes an excellent editor and text processor, several assemblers and a BASIC compiler.

Send for FREE NEW Computer Products Catalog

SMOKE SIGNAL BROADCASTING
6304 Yucca/Hollywood, CA 90028/(213) 462-5652
Listing 1: An 8080 familiarization program for the MM57109 which allows the user to execute single commands and observe the results. The program will output a prompting colon after which the operator can input the command to be observed in its octal format.

with the input port. If you have a spare interrupt, however, you can connect it to the RDY line to free the computer from the task of polling the input port while the MM57109 is executing an instruction.

DIGOUT is monitored by the computer when processing the MM57109's OUT instruction. It goes high to signify the presence of a digit on DQ1 thru DQ4 and must be reset by the computer after the digit is read in. When reading in digits, the computer will also monitor the RDY line to tell when the instruction is completed.

It should be noted that this program was written for my personal 8080 system and uses memory mapped IO, i.e., my IO ports are addressed as memory locations. If you have a system which uses the 8080 IO ports, you will want to substitute IN and OUT instructions for LDA and STA, respectively.
A COMPLETELY REFURBISHED “SELECTRIC” ASCII TERMINAL FOR THE SMALL BUSINESSMAN OR SERIOUS HOBBYIST.


Demand for our AJ 841 I/O computer terminal has been great. And now that we’ve finally added RS 232 interface, it will get even greater. So while you can still order it direct from us, now you can also buy it from dealers around the country. But act now. Our special introductory price of $995 will soon be raised.

The AJ 841 features:
- Choice of Serial RS 232 or parallel interface
- ASCII code
- 14.9 cps printout
- High quality Selectric printing
- Reliable, heavy-duty Selectric mechanism

- Off-line use as typewriter
- Documentation included
- 30-day warranty — parts and labor
- Mail order shipments to AJ office or direct to you.

Warranty and service available from your local AJ dealer — or from AJ offices in:
- Atlanta/Boston/Chicago/Cincinnati/
- Cleveland/Columbus/Dallas/
- Detroit/Hackensack/Houston/
- Los Angeles/New York/Philadelphia/
- San Jose/Washington, D.C.

Full warranty information available on request.

Order with coupon—or from your local AJ dealer
For location of your nearest AJ dealer call toll-free: 800/538-9721 (Calif. residents call 408/263-8520).
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HOW TO ORDER DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY
1. Make cashier’s check or money order payable to Anderson Jacobson, Inc. and mail to:
Anderson Jacobson, Inc.
PERSONAL COMPUTER TERMINAL
521 Charcot Avenue
San Jose, CA 95131
2. You will be notified when your unit is ready for shipment. Allow six to eight weeks for delivery.
3. Shipments direct to you will involve a collect freight charge (FOB San Jose) in addition to the $35 handling charge. Shipments to nearest AJ office include freight in the $35 handling charge.
4. For warranty or repair service, return unit to local dealer or to designated AJ service location.

Available only in U.S.

CLIP AND MAIL WITH ORDER

Select interface:
- RS 232
- Parallel

Select keyboard:
- EBCD
- Correspondence

- Ship direct to me (freight collect, FOB San Jose)
- Ship to AJ office (freight incl. in handling charge)

Number of units ______________ at $995 each $ ____________
Sales tax at delivery location $ ____________
Shipping and handling $35 each (excluding San Jose) $ ____________
TOTAL $ ____________

NAME ____________________________
ADDRESS __________________________
CITY ___________________________ STATE ______ ZIP ______
PHONE ( ) ________________________

ANDERSON JACOBSON
PERSONAL COMPUTING COLLEGE
Has the industry's leading speakers participating

Dr. John W. Mauchly, Co-inventor of ENIAC
Robert W. Bemer, The father of ASCII
Dr. Adam Osborne, Author, of Osborne & Associates
Robert S. Jones, Publisher & Editor-in-chief, INTERFACE AGE MAGAZINE
Carl Warren, Senior Editor, INTERFACE AGE MAGAZINE
Walter Banks, Author, University of Waterloo
Dr. Christopher A. Titus, Author of the BUGBOOKS
Carl T. Helmers, Jr., Editor-in-chief, BYTE MAGAZINE
Christopher P. Morgan, Senior Editor, BYTE MAGAZINE
Blaise W. Liffick, Senior Editor, BYTE MAGAZINE
Dr. Robert Suding, of The Digital Group
Chod Harris, of the American Radio Relay League
David H. Ahl, Publisher, CREATIVE COMPUTING MAGAZINE
Merl Miller, Author, Publisher dilithium Press/Matrix
Bill Langenes, Associate Editor, COMPUTER RETAILING
Jim Warren, West Coast Computer Faire
Sol Libes, President, Amateur Computer Group of New Jersey
Richard Moberg, President, Philadelphia Area Computer Society
Richard A. Kuzmack, President, Chesapeake Microcomputer Club
Rodnay Zaks, Author, Publisher, SYBEX Inc
Howard A. Chamberlin, Jr. (Hal), Author, Inventor Micro Technology Unlimited
Larry Steckler, Editor, Radio-Electronics Magazine
Tod Loofoorow, Student and Author for Interface Age Magazine and Hayden Book Co
many-many more

80 hours of free seminars on subjects such as:
- Building your own robot
- Personal computing applications for the home
- The microcomputer controlled solar energy home
- Business applications
- Educational uses
- Understanding software
- Ham radio applications
- Designing your own microcomputer system
- Everything you wanted to know about floppies
- Software copywriting and trademarks

SPECIAL at our show:
- The unveiling of a new, complete, easy-to-learn high level language for microcomputers.
- A complete series of seminars aimed at the small business man presented by the INTERFACE AGE speaking team.
- Computer music.

THE AMAZING MICRO-MOUSE MAZE CONTEST
Official East Coast Runoffs being held Fri., Sat., Sun. at the show. Sponsored by IEEE Spectrum.
A contest of self-contained microcomputer controlled mice designed to negotiate a complex maze.

PHILADELPHIA CIVIC CENTER
August 25, 26, 27th at the Philadelphia Civic Center
THE 1st FULL DAY INDUSTRY TRADE SHOW AUG. 24th

LARGEST SHOW EVER HELD!
300 BOOTHS
Open Only To:
EXHIBITORS
DEALERS — RETAILERS
INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES
EXHIBITOR GUESTS

PHILADELPHIA
Personal Computing and Small Business Computer Show
August 24th-27th, 1978

PRE REGISTER FOR
• A Full Day To See Your Suppliers, Dealers, Distributors
• New Products and New Manufacturers
• Plus Three Additional Days
• Aug. 25th-27th, Personal Computing Show

PRE REGISTRATION INCLUDES:
• Distinctive Badge for Admission to Aug. 24th Trade Show
• Special Seminars and Meetings
• Admission to Personal Computing Show Aug. 25th-27th
• Hotel and Philadelphia Information Package
• Newsletter

Send _ Registrations at $15.00 each
Send Exhibitor Information
Amount Enclosed $ __________

Please include your business card or Letterhead.

COMPANY NAME ____________________________
NAME ____________________________
STREET ____________________________
CITY _______________ STATE ___________ ZIP __________
PHONE ____________________________

Send To:
PERSONAL COMPUTING Inc.
Rt. 1 Box 242 • Mays Landing, N. J. 08330 • 609—653-1188
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PASCAL

A Structurally Strong Language

People should be able to communicate their ideas to a computer in a language that people understand; not simply in a language they know. Additionally, if the computer can be made to understand the same language easily, all the more reason to consider its use. Such a language is PASCAL. This language, perhaps more than any other common language, is the easiest to understand and more importantly, allows a straightforward presentation of most algorithms. Although many languages also make this claim, few have the overwhelming and energetic support from collegiate computer science departments. Let’s consider some of the language features of PASCAL.

This language is equipped with a precise syntactical description that defines both how programs may be constructed and how PASCAL compilers should function. There is a required form for programs, statements within programs, and data operated upon by programs. At first glance, a naïve user may rebel at this apparent lack of freedom: (e.g. BASIC allows a dimension statement virtually anywhere in a program). One soon learns that this structure admits very general programs and in no way limits the programmer in exercising his talents. On the contrary, it forces the user to think logically and plan out the program.

A program written in PASCAL may utilize the free format form of programs that is conducive to structured programming. Unlike line oriented source languages, PASCAL allows extra spaces, tabs and carriage controls to be inserted anywhere without significance except in the middle of identifiers or character strings. Comments may be inserted wherever spaces may be inserted and are delimited by "(" ... ")". A program is made up of two parts, a heading and a block. The heading contains the name of the program and lists its parameters. The parameters are somewhat implementation dependent but normally specify the names of file pointers from which the default input is received and to which output is sent. A typical heading is

```
program parser (input, output)
```

A block consists of six separate segments or sections of a program. All but the last part are optional. These are:

- Label declaration section
- Constant declaration section
- Type declaration section
- Variable declaration section
- Procedure and function declaration section
- Statement section

Labels in PASCAL identify statements to which control may be transferred. Labels are numeric; more specifically, unsigned integers. Not every statement requires a label. In fact, most PASCAL users consider programs better if they have fewer labels. At first glance, these declarations might seem a nuisance, but they force the user to think about the entire program before sitting down at a terminal.

The constant declarations allow a user to create synonyms for constants used in the program. Thus

```
const pi=3.141592;
  e=2.7182818;
```

defines the constants “pi” and “e” for use throughout the program. Clearly, it no longer is necessary to type 3.141592 in the several places required by a program. Additionally, one may name character strings as well

```
const title="matrix inversion program v01"
```

The type declaration section allows creation of user defined named data types. This will be discussed in some detail later. PASCAL has four predefined data types: integer, real, Boolean, and character. Most versions of BASIC support the first three types and
ARTEC CRAFTSMANSHIP HAS CREATED

The First
Truly Silent
Motherboard

Noise in your bus lines means errors in your programs. The Artec shielded Motherboard totally eliminates noise.

At 4MHz, the Artec shielded Motherboard is free from spurious noise. No ringing in your bus lines. No errors in your programs.

This Motherboard offers you engineering and craftsmanship never before available in the small computer field. Outstanding as either a replacement for your present Motherboard or as the heart of a new system. Consider these features:

- 1/16 inch thick—more than twice as thick as most Motherboards.
- Totally shielded—all holes plated through; full bus terminations.
- Fits easily into any standard chassis.
- Masterite edge connectors—the finest quality connectors available.
- Reflowed solder circuitry.
- No soldering required.
- Designed for the S-100 bus.

The Motherboard price is: $150 (KIT) $190 (ASSEMBLED)

Five years of experience in every card

For five years, Artec has worked hard to develop a complete line of custom, prototype and off-the-shelf printed circuit boards. And in five years of tough industrial use, Artec boards have proven themselves among the most reliable boards available anywhere.

NEW! DEC® and Heath Compatible LSI Boards

The new Artec WW11 lets you adapt or add onto your DEC LSI-11 or Heathkit LSI mini-computer. Can accommodate 14 and 16 pin DIPs plus all necessary passive components.

F U L L C A R D $ 7 5
(10.45" x 8.4")

H A L F C A R D $ 3 5
(5.225" x 8.4")

Order today!

Put an Artec board to work for you. Use your Mastercharge or Visa. Or just send along a money order. We can accept only U.S. currency. Please include $3 handling on all orders. California residents add 6% sales tax.

Please send me: (include quantity)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shielded Motherboard</th>
<th>Full WW11 Card</th>
<th>Half WW11 Card</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ I've enclosed a money order for $</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Mastercharge □ Visa (number) (exp. date)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name __________
Address __________
City __________ State __________ Zip __________

Calif. Res. add 6% sales tax. Encl. $3 handling. 10% discount for students and computer club members. (Please enclose name of club or school)

ARTEC ELECTRONICS, INC.
Artec Electronics, Inc. • 605 Old County Rd. • San Carlos, CA 94070
(415) 592-2740
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strings. Data of type character is very convenient in a microprocessor environment since a byte is the basic unit of memory.

The variable declaration section requires the naming of all identifiers that will be used as variables within this block. FORTRAN, BASIC, APL, and LISP do not adhere to this convention. Again PASCAL forces the user to think about what he wants to say before he says it. A sample variable declaration section might be

```
var x,y:integer;
cost:real;
flag:boolean;
```

PASCAL's design allows the user to combine the utility of type declarations and variable declarations into data forms that would shame BASIC and FORTRAN. We have already seen PASCAL's predefined scalar variable types above. These are actually known as simple types.

Another simple type is the subrange type. Often a variable in a program may be expected to take on values only from a subrange of a simple type, say integers. For example

```
var asiz:1..100;
```

meaning "asiz" will be an integer whose values should lie between 1 and 100. Note that the compiler might choose to store "asiz" as a byte rather than a word if it was efficient enough to do so. Alternatively, if several variables are of the same range, a type statement could have been used

```
type lsiz = 1..100;
```

Another simple type is the symbolic scalar type. This feature permits identifiers to be used in place of a sequence of integers, greatly enhancing the readability of the program. Suppose a program needed to represent the months of the year as a variable associated with some billing information. The approach in BASIC would be to use the sequence 1, 2, ..., 12. PASCAL could use the subrange type 1..12 or better

```
type months = (jan, feb, mar, apr, may, jun,
    jul, aug, sep, oct, nov, dec);
var billmonth, duemonth: months
```

In the statement section of a program, "billmonth" may be assigned one of the symbolic scalars from "months" or tested to see how its value compares with "due-month." There are several functions available that operate on symbolic scalars, for example, `ord(billmonth)` would yield a number between 0 and 11 indicating the position of that month in the list "months."

Simple types are part of a more general data description called a type. Types include pointers which are used when dynamic data storage is referenced, file pointers which are used to reference secondary data storage, and arrays which are used with vector data storage. An example of an array declaration is

```
var cost: array[months] of real;
```

Notice that this array will be indexed, or subscripted, by "months." In general, arrays may be indexed by any simple types, may be multidimensional, and may be of any type, including arrays of arrays.

Two additional types set PASCAL in a class by itself; these notions allow powerful algorithm descriptions. The set type allows user manipulation of sets. Consider

```
var special: set of months;
```

The union, intersection, and set difference operators as well as relational operators may be applied to sets. A variable of scalar type may be tested for membership in a set of the same scalar type, for example

```
if billmonth in special then...
```

The last type is the record type. Items of different types may be aggregated into a single entity that can be stored as one logical unit, for example as one element of an array.

```
type customer = record
    name: array[1..20] of char;
    bal,bal30:real;
    datedue:date;
end;

daterec = record
    day: 0..31; 
    mo:month; 
    year: integer
end;

var database: array[1..100] of customer;
```

To reference fields of a record, the record name followed by a period, followed by the field name is used. Hence the over 30 day balance of customer 12 is "database[12].bal30" and the day of the due date of the current bill of customer 27 is "database[27].datedue.day." The full impact of record types cannot be explained in this short article; they must be used to be appreciated. One advantage of records is that items may be logically grouped together rather than stored in parallel arrays.

Procedure and function definitions would follow next in a program. They may be recursive and permit parameter passing in a style somewhat similar to ALGOL. Because of the position in a program of these declarations, procedures and functions may reference globally any variables or types defined in the main program. The body of a
Osborne & Associates is publishing its business systems in book form. These systems represent five years of development and testing by O&A programmers, and the books include another year’s worth of extensive and detailed documentation.

What systems are we selling?

1. **PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING** — available now, on display at your local computer store.
2. **ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE** — should be published by July 30.
3. **GENERAL LEDGER** — will follow A/P AND A/R, probably published in September.

Each book sells for $15, and includes source listings in Wang BASIC, program and system documentation, and user’s manual. Each is a complete package by itself, or all three may be implemented together to form a complete system with interdependent files.

And if Wang BASIC won’t work, or you don’t know programming, or you’d rather not key in thousands of words of source code*, take a look at the list of consultants who have adopted O&A programs, converted them to run on many popular systems, and are waiting to hear from you.

*Wang listings available from Osborne & Associates on cassette or hard disk

**GOOD NEWS FOR CONSULTANTS, COMPUTER STORES AND SYSTEMS HOUSES**

Osborne & Associates is converting its business systems from Wang BASIC — as it was originally published — to CP/M C-BASIC, which runs on most floppy disk-based microcomputers. The disks for each book sell for $250. Once you buy the floppy disk you can copy it, resell it, change it or use it. We place no restriction on the magnetic surface: we copyright only the printed word in our books.

We will only sell the CP/M magnetic surface to consultants, computer stores and systems houses. Osborne & Associates prefers to write and sell books, not customize the programs or answer the end user’s questions. PAYROLL should be available on CP/M in July — call us for exact availability and more policy information.

If you are an end user, write or call us. We will put you in touch with your closest dealer.

---

**BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR MICROCOMPUTERS IS HERE — AT LAST**

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>These prices effective July 1, 1978.</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>AMT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6001 Volume I — The Beginner’s Book</td>
<td>$ 7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001 Volume I — Basic Concepts</td>
<td>$ 8.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3001A Volume II — Some Real Products</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4001 8080 Programming for Logic Design</td>
<td>$ 8.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5001 6800 Programming for Logic Design</td>
<td>$ 8.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7001 280 Programming for Logic Design</td>
<td>$ 8.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31003 8060A/8085 Assembly Language Programming</td>
<td>$ 8.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22003 6800 Assembly Language Programming</td>
<td>$ 8.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21002 Some Common BASIC Programs</td>
<td>$ 8.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22002 Payroll With Cost Accounting</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23002 Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 61/2%, SF Bay Area residents only
* 6%, California residents outside SF Bay Area

---
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procedure or function is identical to the
body of a program; hence, procedures may
be defined within procedures, and so on.
Any variables defined within procedures or
functions are considered local to the pro-
cedure and are unique to each invocation of
the procedure. The sample program in
listing 1 has several examples.

The statement portion of a program is
called a "compound." A compound is a
sequence of the keyword begin, any num-
ber of statements separated by semicolons,
and the keyword end. The program ends
with a period. Each of the statements with-
in a compound may be one of a variety of
different kinds of statements. Assignments, like

\[
\text{database}[i+k].\text{bal} := \text{total}
\]

are the most common statements. PASCAL
supports a large number of control state-
ments which give the language its structure.
PASCAL has a looping control similar
to that of standard BASIC but the step or
increment may be only +1 or -1. The for
statement causes a single statement, which
could be quite complex, to be executed
some number, including zero, times. For example

```
for ind. := 1 to 100 do
begin
  due := 1.006 * database[ind].bal;
  database[ind].bal := 0.0;
  sum := sum + due;
end;
```

This segment shifts the balance 30 days,
adds some interest charge and accumulates
a sum of the recently aged balances. If in
a for statement, the increment were to be
-1, then the keyword downto would re-
place the keyword to.

PASCAL supports both simple condi-
tional and full conditional statements; that is

```
if <condition> then <statement>
else <statement>
```

Any "dangling else, an else which follows a
sequence of "if . . . then if . . . then . . . "
is paired with the innermost if.

When working with records, partial ad-
dressing can be done by using the "with"
statement. This allows the fields of a record
to be referenced as variables. The previous
example then becomes

```
for ind. := 1 to 100 do
begin
  with database[ind] do
  begin
    due := 1.006 * bal;
    bal := 0.0;
    sum := sum + due;
  end;
end;
```

Three additional control statements are
the while, repeat, and case statements. The
while statement allows a given statement
to be executed as long as some Boolean
expression is true (the condition is tested
first).

```
while <condition> do <statement>
```

The repeat statement allows one or more

```
for ind. := 1 to 100 do
begin
  due := 1.006 * database[ind].bal;
  database[ind].bal := 0.0;
  sum := sum + due;
  database[ind].bal := 1.006 * database[ind].bal + due
end;
```
Plug-in-and-run performance takes the uncertainty out of owning a computer. That's the kind of computer products Dynabyte builds.

Confidence in your computer is increased because you know that Dynabyte S-100 boards are factory assembled by trained technicians, burned in for 72 hours at elevated temperatures and continuously tested for three days.

That was true of the industry's first assembled and tested 16k dynamic RAM from Dynabyte, and it continues with all the other products from Dynabyte.

Once you plug Dynabyte boards in their careful design, factory prime components and quality construction keep them running. Dynabyte backs them with a one year warranty—the longest in the industry.

Incompatibility is coming to an end. Dynabyte's 16k and 32k static RAMs come with access times of either 250ns for Z-80A processors or 450ns for 8080 and 8085 chips. You can use the 16k static RAMs with Alpha Micro or Cromemco bank switching memory expansion techniques.

Computer users are so confident of Dynabyte's 16k dynamic RAM they have made it the most widely used S-100 dynamic memory in the world.

If you intend to become a proficient data processor but instead are unhappily debugging your system, or want to avoid a lot of debugging, then Dynabyte will be a great choice.

As you spend less time monkeying with hardware and more time computing, you'll become more confident of your abilities and proud of your accomplishments. Isn't that what owning a computer is all about?

Tell your computer retailer with confidence that you want Dynabyte boards—the plug-in-and-run performers.

1005 Elwell Court, Palo Alto, CA 94303.
(415) 965-1010.

---

32k Fully Static RAM. 250ns or 450ns; 4k boundary addressing; no DMA restrictions; full Schmitt trigger buffering; no wait states; complete S-100 compatibility; conservative thermal design includes eight regulators and heat sinks. 250ns, $995, 450ns, $925.

16k Fully Static RAM. 250ns or 450ns; bank select is provided and is compatible with most popular schemes for memory expansion beyond 64k including Alpha Micro and Cromemco systems; 4k block addressing along 4k boundaries; write protect with alarm for each 4k block; full Schmitt trigger buffering. 250ns, $555, 450ns, $525.

16k Dynamic RAM. The industry's most popular S-100 dynamic RAM. Self-contained refresh logic is transparent to the 8080 processor and never generates a WAIT state. 1MHz direct memory access, 16k addressing. The Original Great Memory by Dynabyte, $399.

Naked Terminal. 80 character x 24 line = 1920 character display capacity. Not just a video interface but a full terminal; plug into a mainframe with keyboard and monitor and save! Upper and lower case; black/white or white/black; block mode editing; addressable cursor, half and full duplex; no software support required; addressable status and I/O ports. $350.

---
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Listing 1, continued:

PROCEDURE GENCODE(CHAR I ATTR, A CHAR); BEGIN PC = PC+1; IF PC=MAPC THEN BEGIN WRITELN('OVERFLOW'); ERROR END; WITH CODE(PC) DO <INDEX INSTRUCTION> BEGIN OPC = F. ITYPE = 1. ADDR = A END END <OF GENCODE>, PROCEDURE LISTCODE. VAR LPC CODESPACE. BEGIN FOR LPC = 1 TO PC DO WITH CODELPC) DO BEGIN <INDEX INSTRUCTION> CASE OPC OF '+' WRITE('ADD'), '-' WRITE('SUB'), '*' WRITE('MUL'), '/' WRITE('DIV'), 'F' WRITE('FLOAT'), 'P' WRITE('PUSH') END. IF OPC='F' THEN BEGIN IF ITYPE=INT THEN WRITE('I') ELSE WRITE('R') END. IF OPC='P' THEN WRITELN('CHAR (11B) ADDR') ELSE WRITELN END <OF WITH AND FOR> END <OF LISTCODE> PROCEDURE FIXUP AXPC CODESPACE. BEGIN CASE OPC OF 'P' WRITE('CHAR'), 'DONTCARE' GENERATE OPERATION END <OF FIXUP> PROCEDURE expr <HERE IS ALL THE WORK> VAR LOP CHAR, LATTI ATTR, AXPC CODESPACE, AXPC CODESPACE, AXPC CODESPACE; LOP CHAR, LATI ATTR, AXPC CODESPACE, AXPC CODESPACE; PROCEDURE FACTOR BEGIN IF LEX=IDENT THEN IDENTIFIER END BEGIN GATTR = CHTYPE, GENCODE('P', GATTR, CH), SCAN ELSE IF LEX=PAREN THEN BEGIN SCAN EXPR, IF LEX=PAREN THEN SCAN ELSE ERROR END END <OF FACTOR>; BEGIN <OF TERM>; BEGIN AXPC =PC+1, <SAVE ADDR OF NEXT INSTRUCTION> END PROCEDURE FACTOR; WHILE LEX=MULOP DO BEGIN LATTI =GATTR, LOP =CH, AXPC =PC+1, <SAVE ADDR OF NEXT INSTRUCTION> SCAN FACTOR, FIXUP(AXPC, LOP, LATTI) END END <OF TERM> BEGIN <OF EXPR> IF LEX=ADDOP THEN BEGIN IF LEX=MULOP THEN BEGIN LOP =CH, SCAN TERM, IF LOP='-' THEN GENCODE('9', GATTR, DONTCARE) END ELSE END;

Statements to be executed until a condition becomes true (the condition is tested last).

repeat <statement> { ; <statement> } until <condition>

The brackets denote a portion that may occur zero or more times; for example

```
for i:=0 to n do repeat repeat repeat repeat
```

This will find the first customer whose balance is greater than $100, if one exists.

The case statement consists of an expression, known as the selector, and a list of statements, each labelled by one or more constants of the type of the selector. The statements whose constant is equal to the current value of the selector is executed. Some versions of PASCAL admit subranges for labels and an else or otherwise clause within a case statement.

```
case database[ind].bal of
`
Rackets or Racquets?

Software systems from TSC serve — whether your racket is business or pleasure. TSC's software is designed for business and industrial uses as well as for recreation. Off the job or at work, TSC software serves your needs.

Assembly Language Programs
(Includes Source Listings)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With Object Code Cassette</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SL68-5C 6800 Space Voyage</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL68-24C 6800 Text Editing System</td>
<td>$30.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL68-26C 6800 Mnemonic Assembler</td>
<td>$30.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL68-29C 6800 Text Processing System</td>
<td>$38.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With Object Code Paper Tape</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SL68-24P 6800 Text Editing System</td>
<td>$31.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL68-26P 6800 Mnemonic Assembler</td>
<td>$31.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL68-29P 6800 Text Processing System</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL80-10P 8080 Text Editing System</td>
<td>$37.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL80-11P 8080 Text Processing System</td>
<td>$41.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cassettes are in the Kansas City Standard format. Many other programs are available. Send 25¢ for a complete catalog.

To Order: Include 3% postage, $1.00 handling on orders under $10.00, and Indiana residents add 4% sales tax. Check your dealer!

TSC Monthly Feature:

8080 Mnemonic Assembler

This is the most complete resident non-macro assembler available for the 8080 and the complete source listing is included. The assembler is fully Intel compatible except for logical expression operators. All standard pseudo-ops are supported plus features such as paging, tilting, spacing, listing suppression, sorted symbol table, Intel format tape generation, hex or octal output, decimal line numbers, auto field formatting, hex, decimal, octal or binary constants, and more. 55K of RAM is required beginning at 1000 hex, plus source and symbol table space. An object code paper tape in Intel ASCII format is available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SL80-12 8080 Mnemonic Assembler</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL80-12P Assembler with paper tape</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technical Systems Consultants, Inc.
Box 2574
W Lafayette, Indiana 47906
317-423-5465

Specialists in Software & Hardware for Industry & the Hobbyist

Circle 370 on inquiry card.
Figure 7: Syntax diagrams for generation of valid expressions. The diagram "expr" is entered from the left and calls term. Term calls "factor" which may call expr, etc. This model assumes that the only operations are addition, subtraction, multiplication and division.

An expression is an optional sign, a term, followed by any number of addition or subtraction operators and terms.

This may be done by several methods including precedence tables, LALR(1) parsers, and recursive descent. The latter will be used since it is the technique employed within most PASCAL compilers. Recursive descent compilation utilizes a set of recursive procedures to recognize its input, with no backtracking. To understand the algorithm, consider the series of "syntax diagrams" in Figure 1.

To generate a valid expression, for example, one enters the diagram from the left, selects an arbitrary path through the diagram, and exits to the right. Any box encountered is to be treated like a subroutine or procedure call. A circle or box with rounded edges is to be the current input item. An expression is thus an optional sign, a term, followed by any number (including zero) of addition or subtraction operators and terms. Similarly, one can define a term. These definitions build in the normal precedence of operators and correctly handle a unary minus. Notice that <expr> will call <term>, <term> will call <factor> and maybe <factor> will call <expr> again. This would occur whenever parentheses were encountered.

A second task to accomplish is to properly handle the necessary type conversion of intermediate results. Many textbooks refer to this problem when discussing syntax directed translation but few illustrate "real" solutions. As an example (using the above assumptions) consider

\[ J + K * X \]

It is not known that this expression must have a real value until the X is seen. The recursive descent phase, independent of type conversion might translate this to

```
PUSH J
PUSH K
PUSH X
MUL
ADD
```

for its equivalent Polish Notation: \( J \ K \ X * + \). However, what is really required is

```
PUSH J
FLOAT (convert the top of the stack)
PUSH K
FLOAT
PUSH X
MUL
ADD
```

where the operators have either "R" or "I" suffixed to indicate a real or integer operator, respectively. The suffix for the PUSH instruction is known as soon as the variable name is seen. The types for the arithmetic operators and the insertion of the FLOAT instructions must be added somewhat after both operands have been seen; in other
The PerSci generation of Diskette Mass Storage Systems Smarter, Faster, Smaller.

A new generation of advances in diskette drive technology comes together in PerSci Mass Storage Systems, the first diskette subsystems to provide large storage capacity, intelligence and high speed in as little as $4\frac{1}{2}$" of space.

Two Times The Capacity...
New PerSci developments in large disk voice coil technology reduced to floppy disk applications make possible data densities as high as $\frac{1}{2}$ Mbyte per diskette side — up to 2 Mbytes in a two drive system. When IBM data format compatibility is required, PerSci Systems will store $\frac{1}{2}$ Mbyte per drive.

Microprocessor Intelligence...
PerSci’s highly intelligent microprocessor based controllers, either single or double density versions, include the PerSci File Management Firmware. Under controller direction, the PerSci Mass Storage Systems are capable of performing many functions normally requiring CPU time and memory, including formatting, editing, reinitializing, automatic file and full diskette copy.

7 Times The Speed...
The unique voice coil positioning system of PerSci diskette drives allows PerSci systems to access data as much as 7 times faster than competitive systems. A random average seek is only 33 ms, as fast as many large disk systems.

In Half The Space.
PerSci Systems, one or two drive models, can be configured for mounting in a 19" rack or for table top operation. When maximum capacity in minimum space is called for, PerSci offers the “Slimline” system, only $4\frac{1}{2}$" wide. A single or double density controller can be mounted in the standard system chassis or in the host. Interfaces to major microcomputers are available and an RS232 serial interface is optional.

Get all the most recent engineering advances in one smarter, faster, smaller system at competitive prices from PerSci, Inc., 12210 Nebraska Avenue, W Los Angeles, Calif. 90025. (213) 820-3764.

Peripherals a Generation Ahead.
The program in listing 1 is a solution to the expression evaluation problem. It is a direct implementation of the methods suggested. The main portion of the program is trivial; it asks for a line of input, calls procedure EXPR to parse the line, lists the output if there is no error, and repeats the process.

The type statements are important and quite varied. See that the constant MAXPC defines the maximum address space and is used in the declaration of the subrange type CODESPACE. The variables ATTR and LEXTY are symbolic scalar types and INSTRUCTION is a record type.

The variable CODE is an array of instructions. This is where the "compiled" code will reside. The type attribute of the second operand of an operation is stored in GATTR which is global to all the program’s procedures.

The procedure SCAN picks up the next character(s), ignoring spaces and determines the correct token and type if it is a variable. Note the use of the case statement and the sequential nested conditionals.

The procedure ERROR outputs a line with an upward pointing arrow to indicate where the error occurred.

The procedures GENCODE and LISTCODE are responsible for encoding the instructions into the code array and decoding the code array for output respectively. The with statements simplify both the PASCAL and compiled codes.

Any discrepancy in types of operands is resolved by FIXUP which inserts the code for the operator itself. In a full compiler, FIXUP would also worry about strings and other data types and issue the appropriate error messages when needed.

EXPR does most of the work, together with the procedures TERM and FACTOR. They function exactly as described above. They are quite simple in appearance but function correctly as the sample runs illustrate. The symbolic scalars ADDOP and MULOP are quite useful in this design.

When properly segmented, any program should be similarly constructed and as easy to read or modify. A lot may be gained from using a top down design. Given the time, anyone could stretch this program into a full compiler whose output was a similar Polish code, and alternatively encode this program into their favorite assembly language. All the hard work has really been done in expressing the algorithm to solve the problem.

I heartily recommend that anyone seriously interested in PASCAL in particular and good programming style in general obtain the two books listed in the bibliography.

BIBLIOGRAPHY


Consistency—or a Lack Thereof...

Notes by C Helmers

In this issue readers will note a lack of consistency in the typography of various articles on Pascal. One fairly obvious example of this is the use of all upper case and the use of normal English capitalization of the name of the language. Since Pascal is derived from a proper name, the proper notation is lower case with initial capitalization. For names which are acronyms, like FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/I, etc, the upper case notation is appropriate. While we strive for consistency within a given article, at least one article used upper case notation for the name Pascal, showing the extreme inertia of traditionalism at a point when it was too late to make the changes to final copy.

The second area of questionable typography is a bit more nebulous and less subject to editorial fiat when “camera ready” type is received from authors: the style of representation of Pascal program listings. The ideal style is of course that used by Niklaus Wirth in his book Algorithms & Data Structures Programs, published by Prentice-Hall in 1976. This style uses bold face type in lower case for representation of the Pascal language keywords. It uses italics for the representation of specific variable names, procedure names and literal values which are part of the program. In articles by authors Ken Bowles (page 122), Charles Forsyth and Randall Howard (page 50), Chip Weems (page 143), and Allan Schwartz (page 168) this notation was used. But in two of these cases, the authors supplied camera ready typeset copy along with the articles involved, in order to minimize potential errors due to keystroking. Since two of these were typset at BYTE, and the other two were typset with different type specifications on different machines, there is naturally a different aesthetic flavor to the listings in these articles. A close variant of this form is seen in the listings of David Mundie’s article (page 110) where bold face type and normal type are mixed in the listing.

There is yet another variation on the graphics used to represent Pascal programs, provided by the listings accompanying Stephen Alpert’s article (page 78). Here, the camera ready listing was supplied by the author as printed on an upper case line printer, so keywords are indistinguishable from program details on the basis of typography alone.

What can we conclude about this inconsistency? Our goal at BYTE from now on will be to asymptotically approach the notation of Pascal programs in the bold face and italic form whenever we do the actual typesetting of a listing. The italic and the bold face typography provides an excellent contrast to normal type when elements of a program are mentioned within text. But when a manuscript comes with a usable camera ready listing of a Pascal program, such details of aesthetics must take second place to the goal of minimizing errors of transcription: It is far better to use a camera ready image derived from a machine produced listing than to key in a program manually in order to create a typeset form of the listing. Like programming, execution of a magazine production task once a month is fraught with myriad details. .CH
Philadelphia's

179 Year Old Android

Cuckoo clocks, computers and dolls with rolling eyes somehow fascinate us all. The fascination seems to stem from our delight that people can make contraptions which do things by contrivance that are usually done by living men and beasts. But whatever the reason for it, we find animated statues in ancient China and in the temples of classical Greece. In Europe, the clockmakers of the Renaissance often adorned their works with marvelous moving figures. The famous tower clocks of Berne and Messina and the remarkable clock in the Cathedral at Strasbourg are just a few examples.

For us who live toward the beginning of the Electronic Age, it is hard to imagine the excitement that existed in the early years of mechanism. The automaton at the Franklin Institute that writes poems and draws pictures dates from those times. In the same way that they made machines to perform marvelous and delightful things, we program computers and build microprocessors to perform even more amazing feats. It is much the same phenomenon.

The Franklin Institute's mechanical lady dressed in green is one of the most important of the small number of androids that have ever been built with the ability to write and draw. The first machine with such capabilities was built around 1750 by Friedrich von Knauss working in Germany, but it was from Pierre Jaquet-Droz, Jean-Frederic...
Leschot, and a succession of their collaborators that the most elegant machines came. In 1774 they produced their first writing doll in Neuchatel, Switzerland. The machine now at The Franklin Institute in Philadelphia was built about 1805 in London by Henri Maillardet, an associate of Leschot and Jaquet-Droz. His automaton is particularly distinguished by its unusually large memory and excellent movements.

The Maillardet machine weighs about 250 pounds (113.4 kg) and consists of a figure kneeling at a writing desk mounted atop an ornate stand containing the program and driving mechanism. Information for the doll's movements is communicated up through the body of the figure by an incredibly intricate combination of levers, rods, pulleys and cams.

The heart of the writing and drawing operation is actually a mechanical "read only memory" in the form of an array of disk cams rotating on a common shaft to drive the right hand of the figure. The cams are driven by a spring motor located at one end of the base that is coordinated with a second motor located at the other end of the base. This motor is used to slide the stack of operating cams transversely on their shaft into the proper position to produce the desired readout. The information contained in the undulations of the selected set of cam surfaces is picked up by three cam followers linked to the doll's hand to produce the required right and left, up and down, and vertical motions. There are seven programmed designs from which to choose: two poems in French, one in English, and three graceful pictures. Two designs require four sets of three cams each; the remaining designs are each on three sets of cams. This adds up to a total of 96 operating cams to govern the motions of the right hand of the figure. Additional, and far simpler, cams move the left hand, head and eyes.

The machine is marvelously complex, but perhaps the greatest marvel is that it can still function after nearly 175 years. Apparently very little wear has taken place. The details of the drawings are still remarkably sharp and the writing quite legible. The complex of linkages between the rotating cams and the motions of the hand still operate with no detectable play or slop in the bearings: a considerable achievement for engineering and technology. How this was achieved is largely a matter of conjecture today, but the automaton was built in an age in which trade secrets were kept closely within the circle of one's apprentices and family. It would be interesting, for instance, to know exactly how the machine was programmed. One can speculate that the profiles of the cams were

Figure 1: One of the incredible drawings executed by Maillardet's writing and drawing automaton in approximately five minutes. The automaton is currently on display at The Franklin Institute.

Photo 2: Right arm of the automaton, undraped. Modern ballpoint pen is not historically correct, but is effective.
laid out after the doll was constructed by moving its hand over a master drawing and tracing the corresponding motions of the three cam followers on simultaneously rotating disks of brass which were then cut and filed to their proper shapes. Yet, this is only a guess. The only thing that we know for certain in this regard is that the profiling of the cams had to be done with the greatest care and precision since there is up to a ten-fold magnification of any possible error due to the multiplying effect of the linkage between the cam followers and the writing instrument in the doll’s hand.

Some of the elaborate and delicate mechanisms that Maillardet made were sold to the wealthy. Occasionally they were commissioned as state gifts. In fact, the only other doll with the ability to write that can be attributed directly to Henri Maillardet was made for King George III to give to the Emperor of China during a period when the English were attempting to establish favorable trade relations with that country. That machine was programmed to write, in Chinese, flattering messages to the Emperor. It made the trip to China successfully and is reported to be alive and well in a museum in Peking. However, most of the automata that were built, including the one at The Franklin Institute, went into show business and toured all over Europe. Surviving advertisements attest to their popularity. Through newspaper clippings, the progress of the Philadelphia machine can be traced from France to Russia and throughout England until 1850. It is possible, but not altogether certain, that it was purchased at about that time by the great American showman, PT Barnum, for his American Museum. By some process, now unclear, it came to be owned by a Philadelphian, John Penn Brock, whose grandchildren donated it to The Franklin Institute. Perhaps it was the fire that destroyed the museum Barnum set up in Philadelphia that damaged the machine, but it was indeed a charred mass of wreckage when it was delivered to The Franklin Institute in November of 1928. Although Maillardet had his automaton originally fitted out as a little boy in court dress, by the time it came to The Institute, the costume had been changed to that of a French soldier. At The Institute, the machine was stored in one place and then in another until a staff machinist, Charles Roberts, became interested in trying to repair it. He was tremendously proud of his success in doing so as, indeed, he should have been. New clothes were made, but this time the doll was put into a dress instead of a boy’s suit. The restoration of the original motion of dipping a pen (or perhaps it was a brush) into an inkwell turned out to be impossible. Roberts substituted a stylograph pen which has since been replaced by a totally unhistorical, but much more convenient, ballpoint pen. And, of course, it was necessary to make a number of new parts, but the only significant alterations made were to the writing instrument and to the sex of the doll.

Tradition in the Brock family had it that the automaton had been built by Maelzel, a considerable showman, the inventor of a metronome, and the builder of a number of
__Microcomputer Problem Solving Using PASCAL by Kenneth L Bowles. This book is designed both for introductory courses in computer problem solving at the freshman and sophomore college level, and for individual self-study. Graphics is stressed in this version of the book, in many cases borrowing from the "Turtle Graphics" approach originated by Seymour Papert of MIT. A complete single-user software system based on PASCAL has been developed at the University of California at San Diego, where the author is a professor in the Department of Applied Physics and Information Science. This system embodies extensions to the standard PASCAL which include the necessary functions and procedures for handling graphics and strings. 563 pp. $9.80.

__An Introduction to Programming and Problem Solving With PASCAL by G M Schneider, S Weingart, and D Perlman. This book has three major goals:
(1) To introduce all aspects of the programming and problem solving process, including problem specification and organization, algorithms, coding, debugging, testing, documentation, and maintenance.
(2) To teach good programming style and how to produce a high quality finished product. This is brought out in numerous style examples throughout the text.
(3) To teach the syntax of the PASCAL programming language.

PASCAL is used as a vehicle to teach various aspects of programming techniques. $12.95.

__PASCAL User Manual and Report (Second Edition) by K Jensen and N Wirth consists of two parts: the User Manual and the Revised Report. The Manual is directed to those who have some familiarity with computer programming and who wish to get acquainted with the PASCAL language. It is mainly tutorial and includes many helpful examples to demonstrate the various features of the language. The Report is a concise reference for both programmers and implementors. It defines Standard PASCAL, which constitutes a common base between various implementations of the language. $6.90.

__Programming in PASCAL by Peter Grogono. This book is an excellent introduction to one of the fastest growing programming languages. The text is arranged as a tutorial containing both examples and exercises to increase reader proficiency in PASCAL. Besides sections on procedures and files, there is a chapter on dynamic data structures such as trees and linked lists. These concepts are put to use in an example bus service simulation. Other examples range from the Tower of Hanoi problem to circumscribing a circle about a triangle. Programming in PASCAL is sure to hold the reader's interest. 359 pp. $9.95.

__The Design of Well-structured and Correct Programs by S Alagic and M A Arbib. This book represents ten years of research in top-down program design and verification of program correctness, and demonstrates how these techniques can be used in day-to-day programming with PASCAL. An explanation of control and data structures and many examples of programs and proof development are provided. As a programming text, this book contains an introduction to the language, provides algorithms which operate on sophisticated data structures, and offers the full axiomatic definition of PASCAL in terms of proof rules. To use this book, no particular mathematical background is necessary beyond the basic ideas of a mathematical proof, although an introductory course in programming is required. 292 pp. $12.80.
automata. In his memoirs, P.T. Barnum records the purchase of several automata from him. But after being repaired, the automaton herself set things right when her memory was read out. Following the last line of her last poem, the hand continued to write in its clear but quaint style: "Écrit par L'Automate de Maillardet," meaning "Written by Maillardet's Automaton." With this clue, locked for nearly 90 years in the memory of the machine, it was possible to search out and determine its proper origin.

The one English poem that she knows how to write (see page 102) is as follows:

```
Unerring is my hand, tho' small.
May I not add with truth:
I do my best to please you all;
Encourage, then, my youth.
```

Certainly her hand cannot be as unerring as it was in 1805. It would be interesting to have a sample of her writing from that time to make a comparison. But she still does her best to please and amaze us.

---

You May Have Seen Her in Action...

In an excellent WGBH NOVA presentation on "Artificial Intelligence" aired on public television stations in March 1978, The Franklin Institute automaton by Maillardet may have been seen in action by many readers. (Also seen in action were robots NEWT and Shakey of contemporary vintage. The program also featured interviews with science fiction writer Arthur C. Clarke, and a number of artificial intelligence researchers regarding the prospects for the near and far future of smart machine technology.)
Get Down to Business

**How to Profit From your Personal Computer**
by Ted G Lewis

- If you want to use your personal computer in a profitable manner, and you need some help planning programming techniques, this book is for you. It contains suggestions for accounting, payroll handling, inventory management, and sorting mailing lists. Many terms and notations are explained. Sample programs in BASIC, the use of blueprints to design program structure, and a full glossary of terms are a few of this book's special features. 191 pp. $7.95.

**Payroll With Cost Accounting in BASIC**
by Lon Poole and Mary Borchers

- This book includes program listings with remarks, descriptions, discussion of the principles of each program, file layouts, and a complete user's manual with step-by-step instructions, flowcharts and sample reports with CRT displays. All 35 programs are written in the widely used computer language BASIC, and work together to produce a payroll, right down to the printing of paychecks and maintaining of employee records. $12.50.

**Charging for Computer Services**
by D Bernard, J C Emery, R L Nolan, and R H Scott

- This book is written for managers who must deal with service charges. This book provides the manager with principles and guidelines for a better understanding of the charge problem. The book provides general design principles along with specific suggestions to deal with specific problem areas. Charging for Computer Services is a necessary book for the manager making decisions in this vital area. 120 pp. $10.00, hardcover.

**Fundamentals of Recordkeeping and Finance for the Small Business**
by Robert C Ragan, CPA, and Jack Zwick, Ph.D

- Once you have your organization or business up and running, records must be kept. What should I keep, and how do I record them? This book on fundamentals will give you a helpful start. Section one deals with maintaining records, protecting assets, and providing a basis for planning. Section two provides a starting point for owner-managers wanting to sharpen their financial management skills. 196 pp. $10.00.

**Up your OWN Organization!**
by Donald M Dible

- A great handbook on how to start and finance a new business, this is the most comprehensive reference we've seen on the subject. For the programmer-consultant or the basement homebrewer-turned-entrepreneur, this is your book. It is recommended in the Bank of America Small Business Reporter and Changing Times magazines. 372 pp. Available for $14.95 in hardcover.

**BASIC with Business Applications**
by Richard W Lott

- This book focuses on the BASIC language and its application to specific business problems. The book is divided into two sections. Part one introduces the BASIC language and the concept of logical flowcharting. Part two presents problems and possible solutions. Topics include: interest rate calculations, break-even analysis, loan rates, and depreciation. Exercises at the end of each chapter give a greater understanding of BASIC by actual programming. $10.50.

**Financial Analysis and Business Decisions on the Pocket Calculator**
by Jon M Smith

- This book is designed to aid the experimenter in performing applied analysis. It gives a variety of numerical techniques, approximations, tables, graphs, and flowcharts for calculations. All methods have been optimized for the pocket calculator. Topics include: calculating present and future values, consumer finances, real estate calculations, business statistics, and systems analysis. 317 pp. $14.95 hardcover.

**Writing at Work: Do's Don't's, and How To's**
by Ernst Jacobi

- This is not a grammar or usage text. The goal of this informative book is "to turn writers into communicators." Addressed to the educated business or professional person who can write adequately, this guide is full of practical advice that will help you make your writing enjoyable, effective, and successful. 198 pp. $7.95.

**A Dictionary of Microcomputing**
by Philip E Burton

- In the opinion of BYTE's editor, Carl Helmers, "This is one of the best designed and executed dictionaries of computer related terms yet seen on the market. It is of particular relevance to those individuals who want a good general reference to numerous technical terms, broadly covering hardware and software fields as currently practiced." $12.50 in hardcover.

For your convenience in ordering, please use this page plus the order form on page 93. You may photocopy this page. DIAL YOUR CHARGE CARD ORDERS TOLL-FREE 1-800-258-8477.
Antique Mechanical Computers

Part 2:
18th and 19th Century Mechanical Marvels

In “Part 1: Early Automata,” page 48, July 1978 BYTE, we traced the development of antique mechanical computers up to the middle of the 18th century, and described such devices as Vaucanson's mechanical duck. Now we continue with a discussion of talking, writing and music playing automata of the 18th and 19th centuries. (The discussion is not meant to be an exhaustive one, of course, since that would be beyond the scope of this series.)

Later Automata

Vaucanson's creations blazed across the scene in Europe 240 years ago, casting new light into hitherto dark places by showing what the dedicated mechanician could achieve. But, even after Vaucanson, the way was difficult. 38 years passed before a second flute playing machine was seen, a seated pair of rustics built by Duchamps in 1776 and said to be capable of playing 13 tunes. 109 years after Vaucanson made the original mechanical duck, a mechanician named Rechsteiner, who had restored that original duck, produced and displayed a duck of his own. Rechsteiner's duck was the product of three years of work. It appeared in 1847 and was the last automaton animal of note.

In the last quarter of the 18th century, first a few, then nearly a flood of automata began to appear, as clockmakers began to realize not only the possibilities of their craft but also the splendid prices their premier work might command. The more standard automata such as ornamented clocks, from snuffbox size to prodigies bigger than steamer trunks, with processions of moving allegorical figures, spirals, pin-wheels, and waterfalls, chimes, bells, dulcimers, whistles, organs, and birdcalls, continued to be made and sold. Every titled person had a score of them and men of substance could own several. The clockmaker of ambition knew where his challenge lay. There were mysteries to be created in machinery, and money and fame to be had. Mechanicians began to devote themselves to duplicating the physical action of parts of the human body. They chose part-behavior because of the immense difficulty of fabricating a mechanism that could imitate even one of the coordinated acts humans orchestrate into the continuous chain of actions; namely, behavior.

It is worth noting that in adults the discrete units of purposeful action which seem so integrated and effortless to most of us are anything but smooth and coordinated in early childhood. Most people can recall their clumsiness and exasperation in learning to tie their shoes or button their garments. The most intense concentration and dedicated repetition is required to cause these action patterns to set in our central computing mechanism (see "The Brains of Men and Machines," parts 1, 2, 3 and 4, February thru April 1978 BYTE), but once the setting (ie: learning) takes place over time, it becomes possible for us to execute one of these unit actions at will, devoid of effort and concentration. (The mechanism and locus of the setting is obscure: so is other memory storage. Lately, the cerebellar complex is viewed as the best candidate for unitary motor
Figure 7: Aquatint etching of the Automaton Exhibition held at Gothic Hall in London in 1836. Various automata are shown; the one at the far right is evidently Jacquet-Droz’s writing and drawing automaton now in the collection of the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia (see “Philadelphia’s 172 Year Old Android” by Charles F Penniman, page 90 in this issue). The figure is shown dressed as a boy, but women’s clothes were substituted when the unit was rebuilt in 1936 at the Institute. Exhibitions like this were relatively common in the 19th century. Engraving courtesy Charles F Penniman.

Walking and Running Machines

Early walking and running automata were represented only by dolls and toys. They were essentially trivial, programmed devices for they always very ingeniously arranged an apparent walking action (only a simple repetitive motion). The walk lacked directionality, nor was there provision for walking on other than smooth surfaces. It would be difficult to design a machine to walk in the same sense that people do: that is, the weight of the trunk is for a moment supported by one leg alone while the other leg is being drawn forward for a next step. Walking is in fact organized falling, with the mobile extremity brought forward just in time to forestall disaster. When you stop to recall that every known mechanical man actually rolls on wheels, and that at least three wheels are always employed to define the plane, you gain a new respect for human locomotion and a valuable perspective on the limitations of mechanisms that undertake to imitate it.

Speaking Machines

As far as I can discover, no programmable device uttering words, or their approximations, was ever known before the late...
88-MODEM: A complete serial I/O port and an Originale/Answer MODEM on an S100 bus compatible board. The 88-MODEM features automatic auto-dialer (not software timed), operates at any software selected baud rate between 66 and 600 baud, has separate 5-pole transmit and receive active filters, and all functions are software selected. The 88-MODEM provides communication to -58 dbm and is intended for use with either a CBS (1001D) or CBT Data Access Arrangement for connection to the telephone system. The kit price is $245.00.

88-UFC UNIVERSAL FREQUENCY COUNTER. The 88-UFC is an S100 compatible frequency and period measurement module. The 88-UFC has four software selected inputs. Frequency measurement to above 600MHz and period measurement to 1/10th microsecond are standard. The counter provides nine digits of readout and is priced at $179.00 in kit form.

88-SPM CLOCK MODULE. The 88-SPM provides a time of day clock and an independent real-time clock on one S100 compatible module. Provisions are included for battery backup so the 88-SPM can maintain the time during power-off conditions. $99.00 kit
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88-RCB 16 Channel Relay Control Board Kit $179.00
MCTK Morse Code Trainer/Keyer Kit $29.00
TSM Temperature Sensing Module Kit $24.00
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19th century (or even in later periods up to the time of Bell Labs' Vodor of 1939 World's Fair fame, which required an operator). Still, some remarkable devices appear to have existed. Leaving aside the brazen talking heads that dot Greek and Byzantine mythology (they were without a doubt all hoaxes), we learn that the Abbé Mical in 1774 was said to have exhibited two talking heads which he later destroyed. In 1779 Kratzenstein won a prize offered by the Russian Imperial Academy of Science for a device that could pronounce distinguishable vowels. This device was made from a set of five specially shaped pipes. Baron Wolfgang Kempelen, creator of the Great Chess Automaton, worked for many years on talking devices, and one was said by Goethe to be "...able to say some childish words very nicely." The machine was a kind of bellows, soundbox, artificial tongue and mouth contrivance that the Baron manipulated under cover of a cloth; it now resides in a museum in Munich. Farber invented a machine which apparently spoke well enough to induce P.T. Barnum to purchase it for exhibition, in 1873. The device was operated by a keyboard.

It is a very curious thing that investigation of artificial speaking devices was so neglected by gifted mechanicians, for speech is the unique achievement of man. Moreover, the ear is so adaptable and forgiving of faults in the spoken word that virtually any kind of squawk might pass for a sentence. The mechanical problems would have been very great, but not insuperable.

Writing Machines

Between 1753 and 1760 Friedrich von Knaus of Darmstadt devised and constructed four different machines that wrote block letters or cursive script according to programming using a quill pen and ink with programmed pauses to dip the pen. One machine produced three texts from three pens, while the last machine could inscribe up to 107 letters of preset text from its stored program or write individual letters one at a time from dictation under control of the operator. It may accurately be described as the first typewriter or script-writer. The mechanism appears to have been a cluster of shaped cams on which rode an array of cam followers, each one directing movements of the pen to form a letter. Text composition was managed by a drum that bore many rows of holes into which studs could be placed to activate the required cam. Thus text was easily altered by changing the pattern of studs. The tablet,
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--- Introduction to Computer Programming by Rudd A. Crawford Jr. and David H. Copp. Here is an excellent way to learn about the general aspects of computer programming. Introduction to Computer Programming makes use of a hypothetical computer model and set of assembly language instructions designed to help the beginner see what goes on in computer programs. The emphasis throughout is on general principles; such concepts as loops, decisions, flowcharts and 10 routines are covered in detail. The book also provides many example problems and prompts the reader by posing several quiz questions. Anyone who masters its contents will have a solid foundation for the study of practical assembly and high level languages. It is especially recommended for students, but just about everyone new to the subject should profit from it. $4.35.
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The Automata of Jacquet-Droz and Leschot

How can one describe machines so marvelously devised and “tutored” (i.e., programmed) in their tasks that they rival the actions of human beings proficient in the art the machine imitates? One can compare them to humans and the analogy is intriguing, but humans are born with the necessity to learn many advanced action patterns and the automata were able to perform several advanced action patterns directly after construction. And humans age and die while the machines are two centuries old and act as well as the day they were set in place. They are seemingly flawless, ageless, potent and wise. And if you compare them to spirits you will be very nearly right, for they are shaped to resemble otherworldly creatures: cherubs or angels. If the compactness, beauty and simplicity of their mechanism with its nearly perfect functioning leads you to compare them to fine watches, you will be very nearly right again, for their builders were first of all horologists. They were the family of Jacquet-Droz (two brothers and a son) and Leschot, their master mechanic.

Long involved in making elaborate timepieces in Geneva, Jacquet-Droz the younger may well have been influenced by word of Knaus’ writing automaton. The Writer, Draftsman and Musician he designed and constructed, were placed on display simultaneously in 1774, and they have charmed every person who has seen them. They are on display in the Museum of Automata, in Neuchatel, 30 miles east of Geneva in western Switzerland. Consider the fact: here are devices seen and admired today, as well as by the courts of Louis XV, Louis XVI, George III, Napoleon and even by Franklin and Jefferson.

The Writer writes a preset text of 40 letters and spaces in about the same time and with quite a bit more skill than it might be written by an 8 year old child. The Draftsman draws a series of stored pictures, any one you choose, about as well as a gifted child of 12 years might do, while the Musician plays five melodies on her harmonium, as a musical child of 10 years might do. They have been performing these feats for 204 years.
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Circle 372 on inquiry card.
The Writer

The Writer is 28 inches (71 cm) tall. Carved of wood and painted, this automaton produces "an unusual impression of life" similar to top quality wax figures. He is clothed in a flowing robe and is seated on a Louis XV stool at a mahogany desk. His right hand, poised an inch above the desk and writing tablet, holds a short tube in which a quill pen is fixed. When the mechanism is activated the Writer raises his hand, swings it laterally, dips his pen into the inkwell fixed to the right margin of the desk, shakes the hand twice to clear the pen of excess ink and pauses. Another touch on the mechanism and he begins to write, forming letters with slow, patient care.

After each letter, the pad of paper moves to the left by an amount sufficient to leave space for the next letter, but more for a wide letter or a capital than for is and is and fs. He can write 40 different letters on two or three lines, and there is programming for several pen dips. Most remarkable is the provision for the unit to vary the pressure of the pen so that the letters produced are weighted, formed of thick and thin strokes.

Except for the few levers controlling movements of the paper tablet, all of the automaton's mechanism is contained in the torso, accessible from the back. There are two parts of the mechanism, and they interact with each other. The first is a cluster of letterforming cams on a common shaft, the cam follower of which rides on a carriage that slides on rails so it can cover the length of the cluster to settle on the rim of the desired cam. There are actually three cam followers and three cams provided for each letter. Two govern movements of the right arm and the third regulates pen pressure for varying the stroke width.

The second portion of the mechanism is the text selector, a disk 4 inches (10 cm) in diameter at the bottom of the cam cluster shaft. The rim of the text selector disk is divided into 40 sectors, or an angular wedge of 9° per sector. The sectors are not fixed, but rather slide radially when one of their 40 screws is turned. In this way the radius of the disk can be varied sector by sector, giving the appearance of a snaggly toothed gear. Each sector in turn regulates the position of the cam follower carriage (with its three cam followers) according to where that sector is set. Thus the text selector disk selects which set of three cams will be employed, and the letter those three cams control is the letter the right arm inscribes. Changing the text is as easy as turning 40 screws to just the right position. The zero radius (baseline) position of the text selector appears to control the pen dipping mechanism, so you can set up as many pen dips as you wish at the loss of a letter or space for each one.

Control is handed back and forth between the text selector disk and the letter forming cam cluster. Either one or the other operates at a given moment, but the text disk is stationary almost all the time (moving in jumps) whereas the cam cluster that forms the letters is moving most of the time (halting only to permit the text selector to turn to its next position and choose the next letter). An intriguing point, for 1774, is that the surfaces of greatest wear (the three cam follower bearing points) are apparently jewelled with ruby so that the high pressures (probably a 40:1 lever ratio, or more) will cause minimal wear and distortion of the letter shapes over time. All this machinery is said to be quite sensitive to temperature changes.
Getting Involved With Your Own Computer by Leslie Solomon and Stanley Veit answers the questions: "What can small computers do? Which is best for my purposes?" Whether your interest is business applications, word processing, education, security, etc., this lucid text will bring you in touch with an exciting new world destined to affect us all. $5.95.

The Thinking Computer: Mind Inside Matter by Bertram Raphael. Artificial intelligence, or AI, is the branch of computer science concerned with making computers "smarter." It is a growing, vital field that is, unfortunately, the subject of much popular misunderstanding. This book is a lucid introduction to AI that does much to overcome this misunderstanding. With a minimum of technical jargon, it discusses the capabilities of modern digital computers and how they are being used in contemporary AI research. It discusses the progress of AI, the goals, and the variety of current approaches to making the computer more intelligent. $6.95.

The First Book of KIM edited by Jim Butterfield, Stan Ocker, and Eric Rehnke. Attention KIM users! Here is the book you've been waiting for. In it you'll find a beginner's guide to the MOS Technology KIM-1 microcomputer as well as an assortment of games including Card Dealer, Chess Clock, Horse Race, Lunar Lander and Music Box. Also featured are diagnostic and utility programs for testing both the computer and external equipment (such as cassette recorders), and chapters on expanding memory and controlling analog devices. 176 pp. $8.95.

Periodical Guide for Computerists, January-December 1977, by E. Berg Publications. This is a comprehensive index of all the articles, book reviews, editorials, letters, record reviews, and miscellaneous small inserts and notes from the top 25 magazines in the field. Several thousand articles are grouped into over 60 subject categories that are listed alphabetically for easy reference. At the back is an author index, including the major areas of their expertise. An indispensable guide for anyone in the fields of personal computing, amateur radio, and electronics. 72 pp. $5.00.

Scientific and Engineering Problem Solving With The Computer by William Ralph Bennett Jr is one of the most exciting books we've seen in years. Besides teaching BASIC, this lively, lucid book presents a wealth of imaginative and unusual applications programs taken from many disciplines (A sample exercise: "Using the algorithm in the text with the pair-correlation matrix from Hamlet, compute the most probable diagram path which starts with the letter T"). The exercises run the gamut from random processes to the dynamics of motion, from entropy in language to the Watergate problem. You'll discover BASIC applications in lasers and in the Fourier series and the law (I). In its diversity and elegant style, it ranks with Donald Knuth's works as a milestone in the art of computing. Hardcover $19.95.

Computer Power and Human Reason by Joseph Weizenbaum. This book is one which should be purchased or read for several reasons. If you're presently a programmer by trade or skill, you'll see a philosophy of computer use and abuse propounded. It's genuinely interesting, and definitely provocative if you reference the storm of letters, counter letters and counter counter letters which this book produced in the Association for Computing Machinery's SIGART newsletters during 1976. If you're a novice to the field, the tutorial and explanatory chapters of this book, which are aimed at the layperson, will serve as an excellent background source which is also eminently readable. This includes an excellent and low level explanation of what an algorithm is, and how computers go about executing effective algorithms. $5.95.

Volume I, Fundamental Algorithms, begins with a thorough discussion of the mathematics used in computer programming, followed by a treatment of information structures, stacks, arrays, linked lists, dynamic storage allocation, and trees. 634 pp. $21.95.

Volume II, Numerical Algorithms, is concerned with random numbers, statistical tests, random sequences, as well as arithmetic (floating point and multiple precision), polynomials, and rational arithmetic. 624 pp. $21.95.

Volume III deals with Searching and Sorting, and as the name implies, the emphasis is on algorithms for sorting, including combinatorial properties of permutations, internal sorting, optimum sorting, and external sorting. Also included is a section on sequential searching, hashing, digital searching, and more. 722 pp. $21.95.

A hypothetical assembly language called MIX was developed by the author to illustrate programming examples throughout the series. MIX is easily convertible to other assembly languages. Professor Knuth writes with style and wit. This classic work belongs on the reference shelf of everyone seriously interested in computer science.

For your convenience in ordering, please use this page plus the order form on page 99. You may photocopy this page.

DIAL YOUR CHARGE CARD ORDERS TOLL-FREE 1-800-268-6477.
A point which is obscure to me is that the letter forming cams are alleged to operate on a polar coordinate system. Suppose the letters are formed on X-Y coordinates. Photo 2 is a greatly magnified letter superimposed on a grid of 1 mm lines. Now you can appreciate the delicacy of the mechanism, for it is clear that a deviation of ±0.25 mm at any point will make a very different looking letter. (Incidentally, at a 40:1 lever ratio, a 0.25 mm movement at the pen is equivalent to 0.00625 mm on the cam face.) Clearly, the letters as inscribed on paper are well within this deviation (see photo 1 and figure 2).

Look how the es from several different words are exact duplicates: Probably the deviation is within about a tenth of that figure (ie: ±0.025 mm).

The mechanism is analog, of course, but if it were digitalized, the scale applied (resolution) has got to be less than 0.025 mm per bit, or in a letter of 8 mm height and 4.5 mm width:

\[
\frac{8}{0.025} = 320 \text{ bits for height}
\]

\[
\frac{4.5}{0.025} = 180 \text{ bits width}
\]

A grid of 320 by 180 equals 57,600 points, which would be the upper margin of the error. The limit is plus and minus this, so each letter may be digitalized with 57,600/ (2*2) = 14,400 points. But that is the amount for each letter, and we have 26 of them, which is 14,400 x 26 = 374,400. Adding upper case letters, the proper figure is 14,400 x 52 = 748,800 bits to digitize the entire alphabet within the limits of error the machine consistently displays. You may wish to adjust the figures slightly because not all letters are the size of the y, and hence do not require as much storage of information (see photo 2). However, many letters fall below the line, and the capitals are larger than all the lower case, so it evens out. We have not taken account of the stroke shaping bits, which might require 4 to 6 more increments of information. Altogether, the machine’s “read only memory” has over three quarters of a million 1 bit bytes stored within it!

The Draftsman was constructed to resemble the Writer, and works in practically the same manner except that the tablet of paper is fixed, and the arm holds a pencil instead of a pen. The device moves under guidance of a cam cluster and draws designs in segments with pauses while the mechanism shifts from one cam pair to the next. During these pauses the Draftsman blows a puff of air from his lips to disperse the graphite debris. I would estimate that there might be 20 or more cam pairs for each of the four designs (there are no depth cams) on a slip of paper about 2 by 3 inches (5 by 7.5 cm). The designs were simplified reproductions of popular etchings of the age: cupids in chariots being hauled by butterflies, etc; and the head of Louis XV. The little Draftsman appears to have elicited a good deal more excitement than the Writer, but he was actually easier to construct, since the builders profited from their earlier experience with the Writer and simplified the mechanism.
Assume that the Draftsman's paper is 50 by 75 mm, that any point on it could play a part in the design, and that it was necessary to provide a mechanism that could discriminate between lines as close together as 0.5 mm (i.e., to a tolerance of ±0.25 mm). You end up with a grid of 50/0.25 by 75/0.25 = 200 x 300 = 60,000 points that may be encoded. These were parcelled out among 20 "read only memory" cams. The total information contained in the machine would be 60 K bits by 4 designs = 240 K bits. The total information storage was much less because the eye can accept more line deviation in a drawing than in the formation of a letter.

The Musician is the triumph of automata that counterfeit life. She is 42 inches (1.07 m) high, seated at her instrument with a pleasant expression on her face. Her clothing is rich satin brocaded in the elaborate style of the period, and her coiffure is impressive. She consecutively plays five pieces on her instrument, a curious device rather like a harmonium but called by some accounts a flute-organ, suggesting tuned pipes instead of metal reeds. The keyboard consists of two arcs of keys, 12 on a side. It is double arc shaped because the musician's arms pivot at the elbows (concealed by lace sleeves on her gown) enabling her to cover all 12 keys with five fingers. The music, or most of it, was composed by Jacquet-Droz the younger, a musician who studied composition with Marchal.

She actually fingers the keys that produce the music! The mechanism to accomplish this feat consists of a connection for each digit, and some extremely clever devices must be employed to enable the arm to swivel while maintaining continuity for the digit controlling mechanism. I leave you to contemplate the delicacy of the arrangement of mechanism that trigger each finger in the tiny hands, but keep in mind that this machine is a workhorse; this musician has been playing music for 200 years.

Her programmed movements are startlingly lifelike in the accounts. All the Jacquet-Droz and Leschot automata turn their heads and move their eyes, but this automaton also raises her head to look at the audience, drops her gaze, takes a deep breath, and starts to play. She turns her head as she plays and, swaying from side to side as artists will do, breathes all the while. At the end of a piece she looks up and seems to smile, then shyly lowers her gaze, drops her head, and curtsies.

Other Musicians

In 1784 Maillardet, who was in business with Jacquet-Droz (fils) in London, introduced a new and improved version of a lady musician. She played a sort of piano, perhaps actually a harpsichord, and it is known that she had 17 or 18 melodies in her programming. She was lost in 1833 when sent to St Petersburg together with other automata.

The Dulcimer Player of Roentgen and Kintzing first appeared in 1760, and was said by the magician Robert-Houdin (who repaired her in 1866) to have been designed to resemble Marie Antoinette and emulate her skill with the string dulcimer. This figure is famous for her beauty, and much praise has been lavished on her musical skill, for the instrument is clearly a difficult one to play (and is hardly known in this country). The mechanism is a cluster of cogs mounted below the figure, concealed by her gown.

J N. Maelzel, mechanic to the Austrian court and later the proprietor of the Chess Automaton, personally designed and had built a life-size Automaton Trumpeter, which he exhibited beginning in 1808. It was destroyed in a fire, about 30 years later. At least two other trumpeters have existed. At least two other trumpeters have.
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the praise their performances evoked. None survives.

Maelzel invented and displayed, beginning in 1804, the Panharmonicon, a compound musical mechanism which produced the sounds of flutes, trumpets, drums, cymbals and triangle, and plucked strings, a menage then called Turkish music and much favored by the public. This machine was followed by his Orchestron, imitating the sound of the military band (which had become popular during the French Revolution). An improved Panharmonicon, with clarinets, violins, and violas added, was so well received that Maelzel commissioned music from Dussek, Pleyel, Weigl, and even Beethoven, whose "Wellington's Victory," opus 91, employing the Automaton Trumpeter as well as the orchestra, had its premiere on December 8, 1813, in Vienna. These devices were the first of the programmable multiple instrument machines so popular 75 years later.

A Combination Automaton by Maillardet

It was known that Maillardet, constant collaborator with the Jacquet-Droz and Leschot organization, had constructed a writing and drawing automaton about 1811, which was exhibited in London in 1815, and was owned by several persons until 1833 when it was sent to St Petersburg where it disappeared.

Long ago a resident of Philadelphia mentioned to a staff member of the Franklin Institute that his family owned an automaton that drew pictures and wrote poems. He supposed it to be Maelzel's work. When the owner's house was destroyed by fire, reducing the automaton to a "mass of cams and wheels," the museum acquired it, but it took immense patience and care on the part of the museum restorer, Charles Roberts, to make the machine completely whole. In the restoration process the sex of the automaton was changed. When the time came to sample the machine's program, it was found to be Maillardet's missing automaton (see photo 3 in this article and Charles Penniman's article, "Philadelphia's 172 Year Old Android" in this issue, page 90).

The machine is about 30 inches (76 cm) high, and represents a child (originally a little boy, as alluded to in one verse, and in an 1812 encyclopedia article) kneeling before a desk and holding, since restoration, not a brush but a pen. The mechanism is in the base and consists of a common shaft holding about 60 cams, each one 6 inches (15 cm) in diameter. The whole is driven by a pair of powerful spring motors. Three triplets of cams are devoted to each of the seven productions of the automaton, except that the depth cams are minimally employed. The follower arms, one for each dimension of the drawing, are jewelled and move from pair to pair of cams in the course of one machine cycle (one drawing). The automaton executes its seven productions rapidly, completing one in 7 to 8 minutes.

This would appear to explain Maillardet's need to skeletonize the 60 programming cams: they turn rather swiftly (about 3 mm of linear motion per second) and at changeover they must be brought quickly to a halt, then accelerated to working speed again. Storing all information on three pairs of large cams per production would have made grinding the cam faces much easier, and would have minimized the effects of wear compared to a small cam. Shifting to a new program is done by simply sliding the common shaft laterally to set up a new triplet of cams.

Maillardet evidently took it as his task to produce a machine that worked on its productions rapidly and casually, perhaps in the manner of a person inspired. The sketches are marked more by fluency of line than by precision, but they are very sophisticated, as a glance at the ship sketch will show (see page 91). The poetry is interesting and is done more in the manner of a design with scriptwriting than in script (see figure 2).

In terms of brute force memory storage, if each of the points 1 mm apart on an 89 by 120 mm paper is to be stored, 10,680 points would be required. But discriminating between points with an error of no more than 1 mm requires ± 0.5 mm precision, resulting in 42,720 points that must be stored on the three triplets of cams. But this is the amount of point storage required for one production. There are seven of them, so the total storage capacity within the machine is 42,720 x 7 = 299,040 points (with ±0.5 mm precision). This figure, the digital equivalent of the analog storage, begins to make the impressive forest of cams seem more useful.

All of the above speaks about the information capacity (in terms of a grid of points) necessary to encode the designs and script that our automata can produce by analog means. The great majority of those digital data would not be employed in a display, just as an automaton will not inscribe marks on, say, more than 2 percent of the area of paper available to it. There is a lot of wasted (unused) space in any charac-
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In Praise of PASCAL

As has been pointed out in these pages before, personal computing will never achieve its full potential as long as our state of the art machines are hobbled down with a language as far from state of the art as BASIC is. Some have argued for designing a special high level language for microprocessors, but I personally fail to see why we don't just implement PASCAL and be done with it. I would like to look briefly at the language itself and try to explain why it seems the logical choice to me.

I am an applications programmer with no theoretical interest in computing whatsoever. What I like about PASCAL is not the theory of its design, though that seems sound enough, but rather the fact that it lets me formulate my problems in my own terms. In PASCAL more than in any other language I know, I can remain on the abstract, algorithmic level where, as a human being, I function best. Because of this pragmatic bias, much of what follows will be an informal discussion appealing to the reader's intuitions rather than a technical demonstration. I shall use BASIC for comparative purposes, since it is the tyrant in the field.

I find PASCAL easy to use because it allows me to define new data types which express my data meaningfully. It provides control structures with which I can express what I want done to my data clearly and naturally. PASCAL allows and encourages me to formulate my thinking in a structured way. Let us examine these three aspects of PASCAL in reverse order.

Program Structure

PASCAL is a resolutely structured language. A PASCAL program is structured into blocks. Each block bears a heading which gives it a name and specifies its parameters. Roughly speaking, a block consists of a definition part, in which constants, types, variables, and subroutines are defined, and an action part, which contains the algorithm of the block. This rigorous separation of data definition and algorithm expression is partly responsible, it seems to me, for the greater legibility of PASCAL compared to ALGOL.

Subroutines are themselves block structured and may thus be nested within one another. This allows the declaration of "local" variables and subprograms, meaning that storage may be allocated efficiently; yet it is easy to guard against unwanted side effects.

What does all this mean for the practicing programmer? The answer may perhaps best be seen in the light of a claim recently repeated by David Higgins in the October 1977 BYTE ("Structured Program Design," page 146). Higgins presents the now well established arguments in favor of structured programming, but goes on to contend that once a program is designed in a structured way, using for example Warner-Orr diagrams, "It does not matter what programming language you code it in." This assertion seems pretty improbable on the face of it, and if true it would be a powerful argument against PASCAL. I think that a rapid examination of two test cases will show it to be quite unjustified.

Let us take our test cases from the "bug" program which Higgins uses as his own example. Higgins would have us break the program down into three parts, as expressed in the following Warner-Orr diagram:

```
program bug;
    beginprogram;
        games (1,g);
    endprogram;
end.
```

Nothing in the BASIC listing which accompanies the article even remotely suggests this overall algorithm. Look at what we might have in an equivalent PASCAL program.

```
program bug;
    begin
        beginprogram;
            games;
        endprogram
    end.
```

Need I point out that to all intents and purposes the PASCAL program is the Warner-Orr diagram, with only a few notational
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differences such as the replacement of the brace by the symbols begin and end? Are we really asked to believe that this one to one correspondence between the problem and the program does nothing to simplify the programming task? On the contrary, it simplifies matters enormously.

Considerations of space prevent me from giving the rival BASIC and PASCAL versions in full. Another striking example is presented in figure 1 and listings 1 and 2, which show the Warnier-Orr diagram for the "turn" subprogram, Higgins' coding of the subprogram in BASIC, and the PASCAL equivalent. Higgins calls his BASIC coding "simple and straightforward." Tastes differ but that is a phrase I would have reserved for the PASCAL version. Higgins has had to fake truly structured programming in a language which fights his efforts every step of the way, and the results are tortured and confusing. In contrast, the PASCAL coding is, once again, a nearly perfect reflection of the Warnier-Orr diagram, so much so, in fact, that most PASCAL users will probably feel, as I do, that the diagrams are a useless intermediary step, less clear and bulkier than the program itself. The intent of the PASCAL program segment is so transparent that in my opinion it could almost be understood by a complete programming novice.

Before leaving the topic of program structure, we should perhaps remark that PASCAL subprograms (procedures and functions) bear names, not numbers, virtually eliminating the need for the comments which pepper any well documented BASIC listing. Furthermore, because PASCAL subprograms can have parameters, the programmer is encouraged to use a single subprogram for a single task. Higgins has written separate subprograms for each body part, whereas for a PASCAL user it is virtually impossible to resist the temptation of passing the arrays body, neck, head, etc, to a single procedure "give" as parameters.

Algorithm Expression

Program structure alone does not explain the relative clarity of the PASCAL listing in listing 2. We may also use that listing to illustrate the tools which PASCAL provides for expressing algorithms.

Logical operators: PASCAL provides the logical operators (and, or, and not) which are so painfully lacking in BASIC and without which expressing an algorithm is so clumsy. The use of the operator and in the turn subprogram is a good example; or the reader may want to express "if (x=1) or ((y>2) and (z=3)) then..." in BASIC.

Conditional statements: PASCAL's if structure groups statements with the conditions for their execution. The if statement is of the form:

\[
\text{if} <\text{expression}> \\
\text{then } <\text{statement}_1> \\
\text{else } <\text{statement}_2>
\]

The expression is evaluated as being either true or false. If it is true statement 1 is performed; otherwise statement 2 is performed. Suppose the expression is: \(x=1\). In English the if statement translates to:

\[
\text{if } X \text{ equals 1 then perform statement 1; else perform statement 2.}
\]
PASCAL offers a very flexible case statement which is remotely related to the computed GOTO statement to be found in some BASICS. It is much more powerful because, among other things, selector values need not be contiguous, and actions are grouped with the conditions for their execution. A good example of the case statement's clarity is to be found in the procedure "turn," where the action taken depends on the value of roll.

Repetitive statements: BASIC provides only one repetitive control structure: the FOR statement. But there are innumerous situations where we do not know ahead of time how many times a given action is to be repeated. In such cases BASIC users have two choices. One is to set up a dummy FOR statement with a jump out of it when a certain condition is met: whence the ubiquitous "FOR I=1 TO 9999" statements in BASIC programming. This is bad because it seriously disguises the intention of the algorithm. One's natural expectation is for such a loop to be executed 9999 times, but that is not the case. The other solution is for the programmer to fake an appropriate control structure with GOTOS or conditional jumps. That is what Higgins has done in his program to express the fact that the computer and the human take turns until the game is over:

```
210 REM TURNS (L,T)
220 LET EGAM = 0
230 GOSUB 390
240 IF EGAM = 0 THEN 230
250 REM END GAME
260 GOSUB 1150
```

This is no doubt the best one can do in BASIC, but just consider how much more elegant the PASCAL version is:

```
 repeat turns until endofgame
```

This is typical of the way in which PASCAL's control structures make algorithm expression a source of joy rather than a contortionist exercise. In addition to the repeat statement, PASCAL offers a while statement for the case when an action is to be repeated as long as a condition is true.

Data Definition

Now that we have seen how much easier it is to express what one wants done to data in PASCAL than in BASIC, let us turn to the wonderful data types which PASCAL makes available for manipulation. Data types are the programmer's buffer between his abstract formulation of an algorithm and the messy realm of bit level details where that algorithm will eventually be executed. PASCAL makes defining new types a trivial task. Once a new data type is defined, it is in effect indistinguishable from a predefined type and may be used in any way a predefined type may be. We leave BASIC behind at this point, since that language has no facilities for creating new types.

The bug program was too simple to provide examples of data structuring, so we shall have to turn elsewhere. Being a birdwatcher, I shall replace the traditional "Christmas card list" example by a bird data bank. I can do no more than skim the surface, so I ask the reader's indulgence if some of the listings are not fully explained. I am not trying to teach PASCAL, but merely to spark intuitions.

PASCAL distinguishes between simple and structured types. Let us examine each in turn.

Simple types: These are the basic building blocks of which any structured type, no matter how complex, is ultimately composed. In addition to integer, real, and character types, PASCAL offers two additional simple types which as far as I'm concerned come close to exhausting the simple types needed in a general purpose language. The first is the defined scalar type, and is defined by simply listing the values which a variable of the new type may take on.

```
490 REM TURN SUBROUTINE
500 REM PLAY=1 PLAYERS TURN PLAY=2 COMPUTERS TURN
510 REM ROLL DIE
520 LET ROLL - FIX((RND(0)+6.0)+1)
530 PRINT "ROLL IS ": ROLL
540 IF ROLL = 1 THEN IF BODY(PLAY) = 1 THEN GOSUB 690 ELSE ELSE:
550 IF ROLL = 1 THEN 650
560 IF ROLL = 2 THEN IF BODY(PLAY) = 1 THEN IF NECK(PLAY) = 1 THEN GOSUB 760
570 IF ROLL = 2 THEN 650
580 IF ROLL = 3 THEN IF BODY(PLAY) = 1 THEN IF NECK(PLAY) = 1 THEN IF HEAD(PLAY) = 1 THEN GOSUB 820
590 IF ROLL = 3 THEN 650
600 IF ROLL = 4 THEN IF HEAD(PLAY) = 1 THEN IF ANTE(PLAY) = 2 THEN GOSUB 880
610 IF ROLL = 4 THEN 650
620 IF ROLL = 5 THEN IF BODY(PLAY) = 1 THEN IF TAIL(PLAY) = 1 THEN GOSUB 940
630 IF ROLL = 5 THEN 650
640 IF ROLL = 6 THEN IF BODY(PLAY) = 1 THEN IF LEGS(PLAY) = 6 THEN GOSUB 1000
650 LET A = 3
660 RETURN
```

Listing 1: BASIC listing for Warnier-Orr diagram in figure 1. This is the best one can do in BASIC, but is still a far cry from the clarity of the PASCAL listing.

```
procedure turn;
begin
 roll := trunc(random(1)*6)+1; writein(roll is a,roll);
    case roll of
    1: if (body[player]) = 1 then give(body);
    2: if (body[player]) = 1 and (neck[player]) = 1 then give(neck);
    3: if (neck[player]) = 1 and (head[player]) = 1 then give(head);
    4: if (head[player]) = 1 and (ante[player]) = 2 then give(ante);
    5: if (body[player]) = 1 and (tail[player]) = 1 then give(tail);
    6: if (body[player]) = 1 and (legs[player]) = 6 then give(legs);
end
end:
```

Listing 2: The PASCAL listing equivalent to listing 1. Note the clear affinity between the listing and the Warnier-Orr diagram. Notice that arrays are indexed using square brackets.
Suppose I need a data type for the various habitats in which a bird may appear. In PASCAL I write:

```pascal
type h = (ocean, rivers, fields, suburbs, forests, mountains);
```

A variable of type h may take on any of the values listed. This means that while programming I may continue to think in terms of habitats, and am not forced to descend from that abstract level and think in integers, as I would have to do in BASIC. This also makes for virtually self-explanatory programs. Compare "IF HABITAT = 3 THEN..." with the much more transparent "if habitat=fields then..."

The second simple data type is the Boolean, and is extremely useful in programming since one is constantly controlling program flow with Boolean expressions. Boolean variables take on the values true and false. Languages without such variables must make do with integers, which muddles things since one's natural expectation is for integers to count something. The PASCAL user may simply write "if good then...", which is the way we think; the BASIC programmer must write "IF GOOD = 1 THEN...", which is alien to the way we think.

A large part of PASCAL's elegance comes from the fact that in most contexts these simple or scalar types may be used indifferently. Thus for example the type h as defined above could be used as the index variable in a for statement:

```pascal
for habitat := ocean to mountains do
```

or in a case statement, or as the index type of an array:

```pascal
if founding [fields] then
```

Furthermore, functions may return any scalar type: we have already seen the function "endofgame" which returns a Boolean value.

**Structured types:** In addition to the simple types, PASCAL offers five different structuring methods: arrays, records, sets, files, and pointers. These different methods may be combined in virtually limitless ways. One may have files of arrays, pointers to records, arrays of sets, pointers to files of arrays of records, and so on. This extreme flexibility of data structuring methods is one of PASCAL's most exciting features. The type array should be familiar, but let us look briefly at the other four structured types.

**Sets:** Each bird in my hypothetical data bank has associated with it a set of habitats in which the bird may be found. Having defined the type h as above, all I need to do to set up a variable habitats which will be a set of different habitats is to write:

```pascal
var habitats: set of h;
```

When constructing the entry for the robin, I will write:

```pascal
habitat := [fields, suburbs];
```

thus assigning to the robin the set of habitats containing the two elements fields and suburbs. When going on a trip to the mountains, I can test whether mountains are in a given bird's set of habitats by the following simple test:

```pascal
if mountains in habitats then
```

Imagine trying to do this in BASIC. PASCAL provides a variety of set operators which allow set manipulation in all its generality.

**Records:** Let us imagine that each entry in my data bank will contain the bird's name, its length, and a set of habitats where it may be found. The entry cannot be an array, since components of arrays must all be of the same type. The appropriate data type is the record, defined in PASCAL as follows:

```pascal
type bird = record
  name: string;
  length: real;
  habitats: set of h;
end;
```
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This is a simple and logical way of grouping data of different types into a meaningful whole. Given variables robin and redbreast of type bird, a simple assignment statement will set one equal to the other:

```
robin := redbreast
```

To test whether a robin is more than 20 cm long, we would have:

```
if robin.length > 20 then
```

and so on. These are simple examples, but they suffice to illustrate the flexibility of the record type.

Files: Now let us suppose that I have 600 entries of type bird in my data bank, and want to make a list of all the birds whose length is greater than 20 cm. It is pointless and wasteful to keep all 600 records in memory for such a task; all I really need is to store them in mass storage and read them in one at a time. In PASCAL, what I do is declare a file of records as follows:

```
var fb : file of bird
```

Now, supposing the file to have been written, all I need to perform the task is:

```
reset(fb);
repeat if fb.l.length > 20
  then writeln(fb.l.name); get(fb)
until eof(fb);
```

Reset positions the file at its beginning; get advances it one record; fb.l is the buffer variable containing the current record; and the writeln statement prints the bird's name. The Boolean function eof tests for the end of the file.

Pointers: Finally, let us suppose that I wish to update the data bank by deleting a bird. It is of course possible to do this by storing all the records in an array, but this is clumsy and inefficient, since all the records following the deleted record would have to be shifted one position. List processing provides a much better solution. The records are linked together into a list by inserting a pointer field "next" into each record. Each record will then "point" to the record following it in the list. Deleting a record becomes the simple matter of changing a single pointer value as illustrated in figure 2. Given the pointer "current" pointing to the item just before the one to be deleted, the following simple statement will do the trick:

```
current.next := current.next.next
```

Adding a new record is only slightly more complicated.

Let me repeat that these simple examples are not meant to do more than provide a brief glimpse of the marvels of PASCAL's structured types. For full explanations the reader is referred to the texts in the bibliography.

### Conclusion

Rapid though it has been, I hope that this survey of PASCAL will have brought out some of the features which make it vastly superior to BASIC. BASIC offers an absolutely minimal set of features and expects you either to devise makeshift solutions or to design a new version of the language when they are inadequate. No wonder there are so many different versions of BASIC. PASCAL offers a somewhat wider selection of features, but avoids the pitfalls of trying to include every feature known to humanity. PASCAL is a simple and streamlined language: the PASCAL Report defining the language is a mere 32 pages long. Yet PASCAL's designers seem to have chosen just those features which the user needs to expand the language when the need arises, so that it is a genuinely general-purpose language suited to a wide variety of problems. It is this combination of simplicity and power which seems to me to make PASCAL the natural choice for a standard microprocessor language.

---
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In the Languages Forum of the April 1978 BYTE, page 150, we read Stephen Smith’s report on his homebrew compiler project. Actually, he is developing the Pascal subset compiler on a mainframe computer at a university and planning to transfer it to a microcomputer. He said he had a minor problem with code generation (using 6502 machine code). We think his project might progress more smoothly if he uses another approach—that of generating assembly code for a hypothetical stack machine. This is the same method professionals use for implementing portable Pascal compilers on big computers.

Our own homebrew compiler project was developed in house on a microcomputer that uses an 8080 processor and has a North Star disk system. We began in mid December of 1977. Our motivation came from the fact that the North Star disk BASIC, although very good for general programming purposes, was not fast enough for system software development and some graphic games. For instance, our 8080 assembler, written in BASIC, takes 1 to 3 seconds to assemble one single assembly instruction. Assembling a 500 line program takes about one half hour. From various sources of information we know that Pascal is one of the easiest languages to implement. It also has many nice features that are desirable in a high level language.

The Pascal subset is small, otherwise it would be very difficult to develop using a BASIC interpreter. All variables in the subset are 16 bit integers. Arrays are single dimensional. Character strings are declared as arrays and each character takes one array element; although wasting space, this is easy to implement. Procedures and functions may be recursive. Variables and constants, except arrays, can be passed as arguments to procedures and functions. Language statements include declaration, assignment, BEGIN-END, IF-THEN-ELSE, WHILE-DO, REPEAT-UNTIL, FOR-TO/DOWNTO-DO, CASE-OF-ELSE. The subset is big enough to provide useful features. The Pascal compiler can be written in the subset without much difficulty.

The actual coding of the compiler (in BASIC) began in January 1978. The compiler generates P-code for a hypothetical stack machine, the same one described in Wirth’s book, *Algorithm + Data Structure = Programs*. (P-code is the intermediate code generated by the Pascal compiler. It is the machine language of a hypothetical Pascal oriented computer. Use of P-code makes the Pascal language portable since only a P-code interpreter needs to be written for a particular processor. This saves the user from writing the entire compiler for each individual machine.) Several instructions and input/output (IO) capabilities have been added. At the same time, an interpreter was also written (in BASIC) to execute and debug the P-code. It helps to verify the correctness of the codes generated by the compiler. In late January, after most parts of the two programs had been debugged, we began to design a run time support package in 8080 assembly language and also a translator that translates P-code to 8080 machine code. With the debug package and
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A Note About the Tiny Pascal Project...

As this special issue went to press, we had just received the first two parts of a 3 part series of articles on a Tiny Pascal compiler by Herbert Yuen and Kin-Man Chung. Watch future BYTES for this excellent “do it yourself” project for the software experimenter. . . CH
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August 7-9, Knowing and Understanding Computer Graphics, Toronto CANADA. This 3 day intensive seminar will cover all aspects of computer graphics, demonstrating how effectively and economically they may be incorporated into the business community. Contact Robert Sanzo, Frost & Sullivan Inc, 106 Fulton St, New York NY 10038, (212) 233-1080.

August 7-9, Project Management for Computer Systems, Houston TX. This 3 day seminar will illustrate techniques for planning, implementing, installing and controlling projects. Specific examples and case studies will be discussed. This seminar is intended for computer project managers, data processing managers, VPs of administration, financial managers and others involved in EDP systems development and implementation. Contact the University of Chicago, Center for Continuing Education, 1307 E 60th St, Chicago IL 60637.

August 7-9, Third Jerusalem Conference on Information, Jerusalem ISRAEL. The conference will cover a broad range of topics on computing applications, science and technology. Primary emphasis will be on the role of computers in the transfer of technology between large and small countries. Contact Robert W Rector, executive director, AFIPS, 210 Summit Av, Montvale NJ 07645, (201) 391-9810.

August 7-9, Laser Beam Information Systems, Minneapolis MN. This seminar will cover the growing application of laser technology in image and data manipulation in the form of scanning, transmission, reproduction and control. The principles and practice of laser beam information systems will be covered in preparation for direct application to such fields as facsimile, computer memory and display, target identification, reconnaissance, photography and image manipulation. Contact Philip M Nowlen, program chairman, director, Center for Continuing Education, the University of Chicago, 1307 E 60th St, Chicago IL 60637.

August 8-10, Management Information Systems, Lehigh University, Bethlehem PA. The major objectives of this seminar are to prepare a user manager to better understand and communicate with data processing specialists during the feasibility study, design, conversion, implementation and evaluation of an information system and to equip the manager with sufficient data processing knowledge to identify potential areas for computerization and/or to improve existing systems. Contact Faith Newhall, Administrative Assistant, Industrial Engineering Department, Packard Lab #19, Lehigh University, Bethlehem PA 18015, (215) 691-7000 ext 385.

August 7-11, Coding and Information Theory, University of Toronto CANADA. This course will present the fundamentals of representation, storage and transmission of data. Protection against storage and transmission errors using error detection and error correcting (including Hamming) codes will be developed. Efficiency enhancement through information compressing codes, predictive run encoding and Markov chains (probabilistic finite state machines) will be discussed. Contact Short Course Program Office, 6266 Boelter Hall, UCLA Extension, Los Angeles CA 90024, (213) 825-3344 or 825-1295.

August 15-17, In-house Development of Data Processing Documentation and Procedures Manuals, Lehigh University, Bethlehem PA. This workshop seminar is designed for DP personnel of computer centers who wish to revise or develop a DP documentation and procedures manual. The seminar will allow the individual participant to interact with the lecturers and other participants about their specific problem areas. Some of the program topics will include documentation principles and practice, DP documentation and procedures manual, definition of systems, the systems development process. Contact Faith Newhall, administrative assistant, Industrial Engineering Department, Packard Lab #19, Lehigh University, Bethlehem PA 18015, (215) 691-7000 ext 385.

August 21-26, Digital Filters, UCLA. This course will provide a practical introduction to the subject of digital filters. Topics will include the frequency approach, Fourier series and integrals, non-recursive filter design, theory of recursive filter design, discrete Fourier transforms, fast Fourier transform implementation, estimation of power spectra and non-linear phenomena due to quantizing signals. This course will be of interest to those who use linear combinations of data. The emphasis is on its basic nature and practicability. Contact Nonie Watanabe, Short Courses, 6266 Boelter Hall, UCLA Extension, Los Angeles CA 90024.

August 21-26, Three Short Courses for Engineers, Computer Scientists and Individuals Interested in the Areas of Microcomputers and Digital Electronics, Trenton State College, Trenton NJ. The courses are: assembly language programming and interfacing for the 8080/8085/2-80 microprocessor, programming in BASIC for the microcomputer owner, and microcomputer digital logic circuits. Each of the courses will cover approxi-
mately the same ground as a normal 1 semester college course and will be presented in the form of an intensive, fully documented lecture coupled with laboratory sessions. Contact The Division of Continuing and Adult Education, Trenton State College, Trenton N.J., 08625, (609) 771-2255.

August 21-September 2, Courses on Microcomputer Interfacing and Analog Signal Conditioning, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. The objective of these programs is to provide an educational experience for scientists, engineers, teachers, managers or technicians in the areas of microcomputer data acquisition, instrumentation, and measurement systems ranging from the analog sensor through the analog data channels to the microcomputer. The courses provide a combined lecture and laboratory experience. Continuing education units are provided for each course. Contact Dr Linda Leffel, Center for Continuing Education, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg VA 24061, (303) 951-5241.

August 24-27, PC '78, Philadelphia Civic Center, Philadelphia PA. The first day of PC '78 (August 24) will be an industry trade show which is open to dealers, the industry and exhibitors' guests. For the remaining three days the full Personal Computing Show and Personal Computing College will be running. Over 80 hours of free seminars are planned. Contact John H Dikis III, Rt 1, POB 242 (Warf Rd), Mays Landing NJ 08330.

August 29-31, Data Processing Operations Management, New York NY. This seminar will offer the senior data processing professional an opportunity to gather the latest management skills. The curriculum is designed towards practical, applied data processing management techniques. Contact Philip M Nowlen, program chairman, director, Center for Continuing Education, University of Chicago, 1307 E 60th St, Chicago IL 60637.

September 6-8, COMPCON Fall '78, Capitol Hilton Hotel, Washington DC. Sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society, this conference will cover computers and communications, interfaces and interactions. Such topics as microprocessors in communications, multiple computer systems, advances in communications technology and many others will be discussed at this conference. Contact Kenneth H Crandall Jr, COMPCON Fall '78, POB 639, Silver Spring MD 20901.

September 11-13, Coding and Information Theory, Georgia Institute of Technology. See August 7-11, University of Toronto, for information.

September 12-14, WESCON/78 Show and Convention, Los Angeles Convention Center and Los Angeles Bonaventure Hotel. Contact Electronic Conven-
Continued from page 10

I see no need for a $20+ kit (eg: Pickles and Tost TVM-04 mentioned in the article) when a $20 resistor will do. I converted my Philco 9 inch black and white TV set by providing a jack at the base of the first video amplifier transistor and by increasing the value of the emitter resistor of that stage by 100 ohms to prevent overloading from my KIM/TVT-6 interface. The resulting picture is excellent.

Cass R Lewart
12 Georgean Dr
Holmdel NJ 07733

It is a matter of having a product marketed with coherent step by step instructions for a specific product. While your method no doubt works, you probably have the benefit of personal experience which gives you the confidence to proceed.

TRS-80 INTERFACES WANTED

I would like to receive information and schematics on interfacing a Texas Instruments 59 calculator and PC-100A printer to a Radio Shack TRS-80 or information on where I can obtain a board for this use.

I would appreciate hearing from any of your readers who have done this or may know someone who has. Any help will be appreciated.

I am also interested in a S-100 bus adapter for the TRS-80.

Tom Swalenberg
541 Barnett Rd
Columbus OH 43213

A SOFTWARE EXCHANGE?

At Coloma (MI) High School we have a computer center. In our center we have eight different microcomputer systems plus a 3M Model 5500 test scorer. These systems use four different BASICS as well as a number of different ways of storing programs. The BASICS we use are:

1. Polymorphic extended version A00
2. IMSAI CPM system BASIC-E version 1.33
3. Altair 8K BASIC version 4
4. North Star BASIC

The storage systems we use are:

1. Poly 88 Byte Base cassette recording system
2. IMSAI dual floppy disk system with CPM
3. Tarbell cassette recording system
4. North Star minifloppy disk system
5. Standard paper tape

We feel it is necessary to set up a software library between schools using microcomputer equipment. This would give schools a chance to exchange programs and ideas, and to help other
PET BUG!

Recent PET computers have included a comment sheet stating that Richard Duda’s Othello program in October 1977 BYTE, page 60, cannot be run because of excessive subroutine nesting. This is absurd; the program does not contain any subroutine nesting. It does not work as written because PET BASIC does not allow branches out of FOR loops. This probably applies to other versions of Microsoft BASIC as well. On the PET it appears to be acceptable to shorten a FOR by setting the index to its terminal value. At any rate the following fixes work on my PET and should work for other computers (such as Apple II, Radio Shack TRS-80 Level II, etc) use Microsoft BASIC.

```
01820 J=0
01825 FOR J=1 TO 10
01830 IF D=J+10 THEN J= J-9
01840 NEXT J
01850 IF J=0 GOTO 1720
02620 J=1
02630 FOR J=1 TO 11
02640 IF A1=J+11 THEN J=J+11
02650 IF A1=J J=J+11
02660 EXIT
02670 NEXT J
02680 RETURN
Delete 02690 thru 02720
```

This is an excellent program and the graphics can be easily enhanced to show off the PET’s capabilities in this area. A Go board with the pieces at the intersections of the lines is easier to use and more appropriate to the game than a checker type board. It does require an 8 K machine as written, but probably could be compressed.

Some of PET’s bugs the new owner should watch out for are that expressions of the form IF NOT X may not evaluate properly, and executing a DIM in the middle of a program may clear all variables to zero. These are real disasters in connection with the PCC version of LIFE, for instance.

Incidently, my PET, delivered April 5, is #2,341. It was delivered less than three weeks after I mailed the order, has worked flawlessly from the start and is a superb machine for the price. Documentation remains less than complete, so novices beware.

Mike Hughes
POB 393
Rapid City SD 57709

---

Hobbyists! Engineers! Technicians! Students!

Write and run machine language programs at home, display video graphics on your TV set and design microprocessor circuits—the very first night—even if you’ve never used a computer before!

```
ELF II
RCA COSMAC
microprocessor/mini-computer

999.95
```

Stop reading about computers and get your hands on one. ELF II is an out-of-this-world tool for anyone who needs to use a computer to maximise his or her personal effectiveness. But ELF II isn’t just a trainer. It becomes the heart of a powerful computer system.

For 999.95 You Get All This:

- No other small personal computer offers wider input and output and ELF II’s expansion capabilities for anywhere near 999.95. ELF II can create graphics on your TV screen and play electronic games. It pays for itself over and over again in the fun it provides for your whole family.
- Engineers and hobbyists can use ELF II in microprocessor-based circuits as a counter, alarm, lock, thermostat, times, telephone dialer, etc. The possibilities are endless.
- The ELF II Expands into A Game!
- Once you’ve mastered computer fundamentals, ELF II can give you POWER! Plug in the GIANT BOARDS™ and you can record and play back your programs, edit and debug programs, communicate with remote devices and make things happen in the real world. Add Hubba Board to solve specific problems such as operating a more complex alarm system or controlling a printing press. 48 memory units in write-protecting and solve new more sophisticated business, industrial, scientific and personal finance problems.
- Add ELF II TINY BASIC and expand.
- To make ELF II easier to use, we’ve developed ELF II Tiny Basic. It is your program ELF II with simple words you can type out on a keyboard such as PRINT, RUN and ( LOAD) ELF II commands. By displaying answers on your screen, your mind is in the learning process and solves new more sophisticated business, industrial, scientific and personal finance problems.
- Add ELF II TINY BASIC and expand.

```
SPECIFICATIONS

ELF II features and RCA COSMAC COS/MOS 8-bit microprocessor addeable to 64 bytes with DMA, interrupt, 16 registers. AUTO 256 byte RAM, full keybord, two digit hex output display, 8 digit plug in expansion box (tax connection), sub-keyboard for running programs and a double-sided, plug-through PC board plus RCA 1841 video IC, full display any segment of memory on a video monitor or TV screen.

EXPANSION OPTIONS

- ELF II GIANT BOARD™ with cassette interface, RS-232C (110 to 300 baud) interface, 128 bytes RAM, 256 bytes ROM, 16 variables A-Z, 2 text screens with program loader.
- ELF II BASIC BOARD \\
- ELF II TINY BASIC

ELF II TINY BASIC

Communicates with ELF II in BASIC. ELF II TINY BASIC is completely compatible with either ASCII keyboard and TV screen or standard ideccode/video terminal utilizing RS-232-C or 20 ml TTL interface. Connections include SAVE and LOAD for loading programs on standard cassettes, a plot command to display graphic information and special commands for controlling ELF II I/O devices. 16-bit integer arithmetic, 8-bit 16 variables A-Z, 2 text screens with program loader. Each IF THEN IF THEN, INPUT, PRINT, GOTO, GOSUB, RETURN, END, REM, CLEAR, LIST, RUN, PLN, PEEK, POKE. Comes with maintenance documentation and excellent user’s manual that allows even beginners to use ELF II for sophisticated applications. 16 memory required 1 1/4 K on cassette tape.

Coming Soon... D.A. D.A. Converter • Controller Board • Cabinet • Light Pens (Let you write or draw things on a TV screen. Imagine having a "magic wand" that writes like a crayon!)

---

NETRONICS R&D LTD., Dept. BY-6
333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776
(203) 354-9375

---
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Pascal versus COBOL

Where Pascal Gets Down to Business

Ken Bowles
Institute for Information Systems
University of California San Diego
Mail Code C-021
La Jolla CA 92038

With a few important extensions, Pascal can be an extremely powerful tool for writing interactive business application programs on microcomputers and minicomputers. Pascal provides data structuring facilities generally superior to those of COBOL, and its control constructs allow a systematic and modular approach to program design that reduces development effort and improves reliability compared with BASIC or FORTRAN. The extensions needed make it easy to write interactive programs, use random access (flopdy) disk files, handle business arithmetic, and recover from error situations.

A Case Study

In this article we will illustrate the use of Pascal for a program application one might find, with variations, in many small businesses. More general descriptions of the language are contained elsewhere in BYTE and in many published introductory textbooks.

The business we have in mind keeps records of information about transactions with its customers, and also records containing descriptive information about the people with whom it deals. The descriptive records might apply to clients of a law firm, patients of a medical or dental clinic, suppliers of a hardware store with a large and diverse stock, houses currently listed by a real estate firm, users of hardware and software products handled by a computer store, and so on. The transaction records would describe orders for goods to be sold, deliveries, invoices sent, payments, requests for information, promotional literature sent, customer property sent out for repairs, medical tests ordered, etc. Typically each record in the file of descriptive records would correspond to many transaction records. Depending upon circumstances, the transaction records might be stored intermingled with the descriptive records (just as in the shoe boxes that some small businesses now use) or in a separate disk file. They might be stored on the same floppy disk if the files are small, or they might be stored on different disks. In any event, we assume that the number of items in the descriptive file is so large that manual processing of the transactions information represents a significant cost to the business for record keeping. We also assume that the business is small enough that it cannot afford to have its own full time data processing department.

We now consider how Pascal programs written for a small computer might help in the operations of a hypothetical small business, the Zyx Gizmo Store. With many competing manufacturers producing gizmos, it is necessary for Zyx to keep track of many different sizes, shapes, qualities and specialized forms of gizmos. Moreover, the buyer can start with a basic model, later adding modules to obtain a larger and more sophisticated gizmo. Gizmos require periodic maintenance and corrective repairs. Zyx stocks some replacement parts which are installed in customer's gizmos by the Zyx repair department or sold to users who do their own repair work. Some replacement parts are too expensive to stock locally, and Zyx must order them from regional distributors when needed. Gizmos are complicated enough to use that many users require text-books or short training courses to understand how to use them. Zyx sells the text-books and runs periodic training seminars for which users pay a small fee. Both the training and repair problems are made complex by the rate at which the technology of manufacturing gizmos is advancing, as new models are introduced by the manufacturers each year. While the similarity of the gizmo to the microcomputer is easily recognized...
by many readers, the gizmo model could apply equally well to technology based devices being sold in many fields today.

We can assume that Zyx is large enough to employ several salespeople, repair people, and at least one full time administrative assistant in addition to the owner of the company. In general, when a situation arises requiring communication with a customer, any one of these people may have occasion to refer to the filed records on previous transactions involving that customer. If the customer telephones to request advice about an apparently malfunctioning gizmo, the responding Zyx employee usually needs information about the make, model, size and other details describing the customer’s gizmo. If a customer asks Zyx to order an additional module from a national distributor, he or she may call Zyx to inquire about the fate of the order before delivery is actually completed. If a manufacturer of modules for gizmos introduces a new line of devices, Zyx may wish to save on promotion costs by contacting only customers known to be using gizmos compatible with that manufacturer’s devices. For these and many other reasons, designated employees of Zyx should have ready access to records on the customer’s dealings with the firm. These records make it possible for Zyx to render a personalized service that probably is the main reason why customers come to the Zyx store for their gizmos rather than to a national or regional distribution company.

Of course now that low cost microcomputers have become moderately powerful, it is possible, in principle, for Zyx to maintain its descriptive and transaction records on customers in a floppy disk or small hard disk system. Ideally, the cost of adding a microcomputer to a small business operation is only a fraction of the value received, both in labor costs and in improved customer relations. Moreover, the company could use the microcomputer for maintaining its accounting records, sending bills, keeping track of inventory and so on. We say ideally because the effort to write a suite of programs to access and maintain the necessary files can be quite substantial if the programming is done in BASIC or FORTRAN (or assembly language). Using Pascal the effort should be very much less than the equivalent effort using BASIC or FORTRAN.

Since COBOL is becoming available on microcomputers, some comments on COBOL versus Pascal are appropriate. Here the principal issue has more to do with the operating system, within which business programs written in the language will run, than with the language comparison. Given reason-
able operating system support of the language, no one voiced in Pascal would consider backing up to COBOL. COBOL’s principal attraction in the business computing community has been that it is the most standardized of all the widely used languages. COBOL provides facilities for storing dissimilar types of information mingled together in transaction records intended to be stored in offline media like disks and magnetic tape. Pascal too has very powerful facilities for storing complex data records, and its facilities for building complex programs are far superior to those of COBOL.

Regarding the operating system support, we’ll assume in the rest of this article that the user’s Pascal program is developed under and runs within, the UCSD (University of California at San Diego) Pascal Software System (see “UCSD Pascal: A Machine Independent System,” May 1978 BYTE, page 46). This system provides what amount to language extensions to Pascal which facilitate the use of Pascal in writing interactive business programs. Some of these extensions will be mentioned at points in the discussion where they are used in our example. The accepted informal standard for the Pascal language, as described by Niklaus Wirth in his revised report on Pascal (Pascal User Manual and Report, K. Jensen and N. Wirth, Springer Verlag, New York/Heidelberg, 1975), lacks definition of several facilities that are really essential if the language is to be convenient for writing business programs. On the other hand, Pascal provides an extremely high level from which these facilities can be added.

Transaction Records

In Pascal, the programmer is required to declare what type of information will be stored under the identifier of each variable. Readers of BYTE should be familiar with the concept of type as it refers to an integer (whole number), real (floating point number), or string (of characters) item stored in the program’s memory. Readers may also be familiar with the concept of an array containing a collection of items of all the same type. In effect, an array is a composite type associating one identifier with a collection of many similar data items, i.e., all integers or all reals, etc. Pascal allows one to declare one’s own composite type containing a collection of items of dissimilar types. Listing 1 gives a concrete example that might apply to the records of the Zyx company.

In Pascal, any type declarations one wishes to make must appear in the main program or in a block (subroutine) before any variable identifiers are declared following the reserved word var. In the example
above, representing part of a block, the variable identifier `inrec` is to be used for temporary working storage of a customer record read in from an external device such as disk. `outrec` is to be used to collect several data items together before writing out to the external device. Both variables are declared to be laid out in memory according to the type declaration for `customer`. In other words, the declaration of `customer` describes the various fields of information that will be found in any record of that type, whether currently stored in main memory or on an external medium.

The first field within a record of type `customer` is a name consisting of up to 30 characters. The name is of type `string`, which is a UCSD extension of the standard Pascal concept of a packed array of characters. The type `string` is really just a predefined record type within standard Pascal. In addition to the packed array of characters, the record also contains a single byte field representing the number of characters currently containing useful string information. In UCSD Pascal, a variable of type `string` with no reference to the maximum length (like the `[30]` in the name field) will be given a default maximum length of 80 characters. Characters are ASCII and are synonymous with the concept of 8 bit bytes.

The identifier `chargesunpaid` is an extended precision integer represented internally as a 32 bit binary number and limited to storing numbers with up to eight decimal digits of precision. Associated with `chargesunpaid` is a scale factor of two decimal digits, designed to represent dollars and cents. Both the extended precision concept and the decimal scaling factor are UCSD extensions to standard Pascal intended particularly for business use. Where no precision or scaling factor is mentioned in the type portion of an integer declaration (as with the fields `areacode`, `prefix` and `extension`), the system assumes that the programmer wants the standard integer precision on the machine being used. On most microcomputers this will be 16 bits, equivalent to about 4.5 decimal digits.

`telephone` is the identifier of a field within the `customer` record layout, where `telephone` is itself a record containing three fields, each of which is an integer. Depending upon the purpose one might have in mind for the data on telephone numbers, it might be better to represent the telephone number field as a string of ten characters. We have used this representation mostly as an illustration of the language facilities.

`address` is also the identifier of a field which is itself a record containing three fields. Both `telephone` and `address` are said

New UVS-11E EPROM Erasing System

Performance and Reliability at an affordable price!

Now available... the newest member of UVP's growing family of quality EPROM Erasing Lamps. The UVS-11E Short Wave UV Lamp was designed specifically for the small systems user and computer hobbyist. It's compact, easy-to-use, and will erase up to 4 chips at one time. It even features a special safety interlock system for complete safety. This is the first UV erasing system to offer simple operation and foolproof safety features at an affordable price. Like all UVP products, the UVS-11E is quality-built and backed by 45 years of UV technology.

Order now from your local authorized UVP stocking dealer. Or write today for more information and name of nearest dealer.
type customer =
 record
  name: string[30];
  chargesunpaid: integer[8:2];
  telephone:
    record
      areacode: integer;
      prefix: integer;
      extension: integer
    end;
  address:
    record
      street: string[40];
      citystate: string[40];
      zip: integer[5]
    end
 end {customer};

var
  x, y: real;
  i: integer;
  inrec, outrec : customer;

Listing 1: User declared composite type declaration in Pascal. In Pascal, the programmer is required to declare what type of information will be stored under the identifier of each variable. Examples of standard predeclared types include integer and real. Pascal allows one to declare one’s own composite type containing a collection of items of dissimilar types. In this example, the type “customer” has been created, consisting of a record of the variables name, chargesunpaid, telephone and address. String is a predeclared composite type provided by UCSD’s Pascal system.

to be “nested” inside the record of type customer. Pascal would allow us to nest record type fields within either telephone or address if we wished to do so, and those record fields could in turn contain other records. In this respect Pascal and COBOL are similar, though the Pascal facilities for record declarations are generally more flexible. As in COBOL, one can declare that a particular transaction record may be used with several distinct field layouts, allowing a file to contain records with several different formats.

In Pascal, one refers to a complete record by its identifier alone. We could transfer the entire content of inrec to outrec using the statement:

    outrec := inrec

No concept similar to COBOL’s MOVE CORRESPONDING statement is available to allow the transfer of similarly named fields between records declared to be laid out differently.

If we wish to refer to a single field of a Pascal record, it is necessary to name both the record identifier and the field identifier. Thus we might assign a value to the name field of outrec as follows:

    outrec.name := 'John Q. Public'
In the situation of complex record types with many nested records, one can often simplify the extra writing needed to refer to all the nested record identifiers by using the Pascal with statement.

Interactive Input and Output

Input and output (IO) is the area of greatest importance in business applications where the standard Pascal definition lacks a few essential features. Standard Pascal input and output do provide an orientation similar to some implementations of COBOL. In that a file (an IO device) has an associated buffer variable of the same type as that of the file itself. In the next section we’ll consider files associated with record types.

Published discussions of input and output in Standard Pascal are generally limited to handling files of type char, meaning that input and output are assumed to consist of a stream of characters. The standard identifier text is a convenient way to declare a file identifier as in:

\[ \text{fid: text}; \]

which is equivalent to:

\[ \text{fid: file of char}; \]

The standard Pascal read and write statements provide automatic formatting of external character strings representing integer or floating point numbers into and from their corresponding internal integer and real representations.

While the concept of type text is useful when working with magnetic tape devices or with card input and line printer output, it has proven difficult to use with interactive devices. The UCSD Pascal system is extended for this purpose. The principal problem with type text for interactive files is the standard Pascal definition of the read statement. read(fid, x) is equivalent to:

\[ x : \text{fid} +; \]
\[ \text{get (fid)} \]

in which the content of the buffer variable is first assigned to the variable x, following which a new character is loaded into the file’s buffer variable from the external device. This is inconvenient when one would like to place a prompting message on a video display screen, using a simple write statement, following which the program should wait for input demanded by a read statement. The standard mechanism implies that the system looks ahead for a character to be loaded into the buffer variable. This is a great idea for tape files, but not at all convenient for interactive devices. UCSD Pascal
extends this concept by associating type interactive with interactive devices. Type interactive is the same as type text except that the buffer variable is loaded from the external device before the value in the buffer variable is moved to the program variable. In more explicit terms:

```plaintext
var fid: interactive;

get(fid);
x := fid
```

where the last two lines represent `read(fid,str)`.

UCSD Pascal extends the idea of types text and interactive by allowing a string to be handled with minimum fuss. On `read(fid,str)` (or just `read(str)`, when referring to the standard system file entry), one types characters at a video display keyboard with each character appearing immediately on the screen. If a character is mistyped it can be erased from the screen and the input buffer by pressing the backspace key. If one wants to erase the entire input buffer for a clean start (with all typed characters wiped off the screen), one presses the delete or rubout key. The read operation is terminated when return is pressed, whereupon one can determine the number of characters actually input into the variable `str` by using the built-in `string` function `length(str)`. On output, the `write` statement determines how many characters to send from a string variable using the length field associated with that variable. For example,

```plaintext
write('Hello There');
```

and

```plaintext
str := 'Hello There';

write(str);
```

would both produce the same 2 word message on the output device. As in Standard Pascal, the width of the field of characters sent from the `write` statement can be controlled as follows:

```plaintext
write(str: width)
```

Disk Input and Output

One of the main reasons for using a disk file is to allow rapid random access to any selected record in the file. Access to a floppy disk record takes roughly 0.25 seconds, whereas access to a record on a tape cassette or cartridge can take many seconds or more.
than a minute. Interactive business processing usually requires files to be maintained on an external medium like disk or tape because the main memory of a microcomputer or minicomputer is usually not large enough to contain a complete file at one time. Random access is almost mandatory in most cases to avoid long waiting times for the people using the computer.

For example, the Zyx company might have a database of customer records in a file `fcust` declared as follows:

```
fcust: file of customer;
```

within the variable declarations of a Pascal program. When a customer arrives to ask for information, a Zyx staff member wants immediate access to the record associated with that customer in the disk file. Standard Pascal provides no way to reach the customer's record without sequentially reading many other records: usually starting at the beginning of the file. UCSD Pascal allows one to position the record number pointer of the file using the built-in seek statement, for example:

```
seek(fcust, renumber)
```

Following execution of this statement, the standard procedure call `get(fcust)` would load the selected record numbered `renumber` into the buffer variable of the `fcust` file. Contents of the buffer could then be altered directly or moved to other variables in the program. `get` causes the record number pointer associated with the file to be advanced to the next record in sequence. If you want to change the contents of the buffer variable and then return the changed contents to the disk record numbered `renumber` using `put(fcust)`, you would first have to call `seek` again. The `get` and `put` procedures of Standard Pascal are designed with sequential tape files in mind, and they can also be used for sequential reading of disk files. Use of the `seek` procedure as described allows random access to disk files with minimum alteration of the standard language.

Several aspects of disk file handling are very important for simplifying the task of the business application programmer, though not specified as part of the Pascal language. For example, standard floppy disk media are usually partitioned into sectors of 128 bytes each. In some operating systems, such as the Digital Equipment RT11 operating system, a file is made to appear as partitioned into physical records of 512 bytes called blocks (UCSD Pascal system uses this convention). Typically, the record layout a programmer wants to use (such as `customer` in our ex-
any of the items in the manufacturer list such as Able or Davis, but no others outside the type.

The programmer of a business applications program package needs to have a simple way to cause a program to call for changes in the library of disk files maintained by the program. For example, an obsolete copy of a master file might be removed from the directory, or its directory name changed. The UCSD Pascal system provides these and other facilities to make disk file handling as painless as possible on a small machine.

Keeping Track of Categories of Data

One of the common problems in business programming is identifying people or things with certain groupings or categories in order to simplify the handling of data on those people or things. For example, the Zyx company might want to characterize some customers as primarily oriented to gizmos made by certain manufacturers, such as the Able, Baker, Charlie, Davis, Edwards, Jones and Smith companies. Within the product lines of these companies, Zyx might also want to have ready access to a record showing which selection of all the possible gizmo modules a customer might have. Thus, when a customer makes an inquiry or a manufacturer brings out a new type of module, Zyx staff members could reduce the effort in knowing how to deal with the customer. For example, a printed promotional brochure might be sent only to the customers associated with an appropriate combination of categories.

In virtually any programming language, this problem can generally be solved by storing descriptive strings as additional fields of the customer record. However, the strings can take up far more space than one would like (particularly on a minifloppy disk!), and they are awkward to use when you are simply searching through a file for records corresponding to a particular combination of categories. For example, we might want to search the file to identify all customers who own gizmos made by the Able, Jones and Smith companies who also have a particular type of add-on module. (If you are having trouble relating to gizmos, how about 5-100 bus microcomputers with a minimum of 16 K bytes of memory?)

To solve the space problems in storing categories information, a standard technique in traditional programming languages involves deciding on a set of codes to represent the various categories. In our simple example enumerating the gizmo manufacturers, we might store a single letter representing each manufacturer, such as A for Able, B for Baker, and so on. But how do we store the information that a particular customer is associated with two or more of these codes? Without a complex indexing mechanism, a random access disk file virtually requires that all logical records be of the same size. Do we provide an array for storing these codes? How long does the array need to be to account for all possible combinations of codes for our customers? Are we willing to put up with inaccurate data on a few customers in order to save large amounts of file space for the great majority of customers?

How do we write a search program to go through the file quickly to find all the customers associated with a specific combination of categories? The reader might well pause at this point to consider how to accomplish these tasks with his or her favorite programming language.

The Pascal facilities for handling sets are designed to make program solutions for problems like these as painless as possible.

typa

manuf = {able, baker, charlie, davis, edwards, jones, smith, none};
customer =

record
  name: string[30];
  chargesunpaid: integer[8:2];
  equipment: set of manuf;
  telephone:
    record
      areacode: integer;
      prefix: integer;
      extension: integer
    end;
  address:
    record
      street: string[40];
      citystate: string[40];
      zip: integer[5]
    end
  end

var
x,y: real;
i: integer;
supplier: manuf;
inrec, outrec: customer;

Listing 2: An expansion of the Pascal code in listing 1 illustrating the use of sets. The type manuf has been added, which can be associated with a variable allowed to assume only the values enumerated in the declaration. For example, the new variable supplier, of type manuf, may take on the value of any of the items in the manuf list such as able or davis, but no others outside the type.
For example, we might expand the declarations given earlier as shown in listing 2.

We have added the declaration of a new type `manuf` which can be associated with a variable allowed to assume only the values enumerated in the declaration. For example, the new variable `supplier` is allowed to be assigned the value `able`, or `Jones`, from the list of enumerated identifiers.

Also declared as a new field of the `customer` record type is `equipment`, a set of members selected from the type `manuf`. If a customer of Zyx owned gizmos made by Baker, Edwards and Smith companies, the following assignment statement might appear in a simple program:

```
outrec.equip := [baker, edwards, smith]
```

where the quantity in brackets on the right side is a set constant stating that items are present from the three manufacturers noted. For an interactive business file maintenance program, the record of a new customer showing no association with a manufacturer would most likely be initialized using an empty set constant:

```
outrec.equip := [ ]
```

Then, when the customer acquired his or her first gizmo, we might find a statement such as:

```
outrec.equip := outrec.equip + [edwards]
```

which would form the union of the old value of the `equip` set with a new set constant value. In other words, `equip` would now have a notation indicating the presence of `edwards` in addition to what was previously noted in `equip`. We could continue adding notations of other gizmo acquisitions when appropriate. In fact this process is likely to assign a value to a simple variable of the set type associated with `manuf`; then that variable would be used elsewhere in the program to augment the noted membership of `equip`.

Pascal’s facilities for handling sets are advantageous in many ways. A set is generally stored in memory as an array of binary bits which are made accessible in a special way. In UCSD Pascal, a set is stored as a string of bytes, each byte containing up to 8 bits to indicate whether a corresponding value is present in the set. Only the number of bits needed to hold the declared number of set members need be stored. If, as is usual, one needs several dozen members in a set for a business application, the space occupied is very little more than the minimum needed. UCSD Pascal allows a set to have as many as 4080 members.

Once the value of a set field of a record has been assigned, it is readily possible to test whether a customer record is associated with a desired combination of members. For example, to determine whether a customer is noted as owning gizmos made by Baker, Edwards or Jones companies, we could use an `if` statement such as:

```
if (outrec.equip * [baker, edwards, jones]) <> [ ]
then
  begin . . . end;
```

Here the expression within parentheses (on the left of `<>`) isolates the members of `equip` falling in the group Baker, Edwards and Jones. The parenthesized expression is said to be the intersection of the value in the `equip` field in `outrec` and the set constant within square brackets. The comparison indicated by `<>` then asks whether the result of the intersection operation has left any members by asking whether the result is an empty set. If not, then at least one of the three members must be present, and the compound statement (`begin . . . end`) following `then` is executed.

The alternative to this test for set membership would usually be a complex sequence of `IF` tests in the traditional languages. The set combining and testing operations can be implemented efficiently by the Pascal system. Thus they allow a
The UCSD Pascal system was described in the May 1978 BYTE, page 46. Interested readers can receive a copy of the software for a $200 subscription fee, which includes the software manual. The manual alone is available for $15 postpaid. Order from: Institute for Information Systems, UCSD, mailcode C021, La Jolla CA 92037, (714) 452-4256. Checks should be made payable to the Regents of the University of California.

program to be written more simply and occupy less space. They also make the operations undertaken by the program more obvious to anyone versed in Pascal, thus making a complex program more easily maintainable and bug free.

There's a Lot More

It is not possible to present a comprehensive view of how one uses a language for complex business programming within a short article. For example, we have not described the use of Pascal `subrange' variables, which allow a programmer to state that a variable is permitted to contain only certain declared values. If an attempt is made to assign to the variable a value outside the declared range, the program either terminates abnormally or (if Pascal is extended in a simple way) the programmer may provide a recovery block in which corrective measures may be taken. Data validation is one of the most common problems in business data processing. At UCSD, we feel that the addition of a simple recovery block mechanism is essential to allow reduction in program complexity for handling the many exceptional circumstances that show up in business data, without unnecessary interruption of processing.

A Note on Pascal Extensions

Though Pascal does seem to require a few extensions to make business application programming truly practical, the language provides an extremely powerful base from which to work. One of the strengths of Pascal, according to the intentions of its designer, is that it offers all this power in a remarkably simple and self-consistent form. The necessary extensions can be made in ways that generally retain this consistency so as to be relatively obvious to the programmer. We feel that Pascal is by far the best language available for adaptation to interactive business processing on small machines. We would be happy to send further information about how we use the language for business or real time applications to anyone who writes to us.

The questions of whether standard Pascal should be extended, and how, are currently being debated intensely in the international Pascal Users Group. Each special interest community of Pascal users has its own list of extensions considered essential to make the language a practical tool for developing software products in that community. Even the question of what extensions are essential is being debated, since it is possible to use the facilities of the standard Pascal language to create a library of routines to handle the user's special problems in most cases. In general, an implementor should consider extending the language only in cases where the result will be simpler and more reliable or efficient programs.

This article discusses extensions that the author feels are essential for business applications. Other communities with very strong interests in Pascal work with real time applications, development of system software such as operating systems and compilers, interactive systems such as computer assisted instruction, scientific computations, and so on. Of course these communities do overlap substantially. If the essential extensions needed by all these communities were added to the standard Pascal language, the simplicity and self-consistency that make the language so important would probably be destroyed. Therefore, it is very unlikely that an eventual formal standard for the Pascal language will include any but the most widely needed extensions currently under discussion.

This situation leaves many Pascal advocates very much worried that there will be no effective standards for the extended language features needed by the special interest communities. There has been discussion within the Pascal Users Group about the possibility of encouraging development of common interest supersets of the language for specialized uses. Ideally, language standardization is a process which should proceed slowly giving attention to the ideas of all experts who wish to be heard. In practice, the use of Pascal is growing so fast throughout the computer industry that close coordination of the extensions made by many implementors has become virtually impossible. We at UCSD have set ourselves the limited goal of seeking coordination and cooperation on Pascal extensions for system programming (including those for business and real time applications) among a number of industrial firms that seem most active in use of the language, particularly as regards small computers. For reasons associated with their own proprietary interests, these firms will generally be able to cooperate on only some of the most widely used language extensions within their special interest communities. A Pascal language extensions workshop was held at UCSD in July of this year primarily to help bring about this coordination. We intend to continue working as closely as possible with the international Pascal Users Group, and to take guidance from the PUG leadership on extension issues whenever practical.
strokings of programs or object code for programs. The traditional manual and job shop methods of production of copies of software for distribution are not appropriate when we think of a mass market of 10,000 to 100,000 copies (or more?) of a program distributed via retailers and mail order houses with a retail price of (for example) $9.95.

The Software Distribution Model

Given an identifiable set of computers with sufficiently similar characteristics, software can be marketed and distributed to multiple users.

The "sufficiently similar" characteristics which make a program marketable to multiple users include the formal representation of the software, and the machine readable medium in which the software is delivered. The machine readable representation of a program product is always accompanied on delivery by extensive printed documentation. At a minimum this documentation describes how to use the product; in the optimal case it includes details of the actual algorithms employed. To summarize, the key points of a delivered product are:

- Formal representation.
- Machine readable medium.
- Documentation.

I'll be making evaluations and comments largely on the subject of formal representation from the point of view of the new mass market for software which is developing in the personal computing field.

Formal Representation

The formal representation of programs to be distributed by a software vendor is one of the key choices which has to be made. At one extreme, the vendor could provide extremely machine dependent and configuration dependent low level code for a particular computer system product. At the other extreme, the vendor of software might provide a largely machine independent formal representation in a high level language shared by a number of computers. At an intermediate point between these extremes, especially in an era of mass production of a small number of processor architectures as microcomputer systems, we find the possibility of delivering configuration independent but machine dependent relocatable representations of low level code for a particular microprocessor instruction set.

For that class of software products supplied by the original manufacturer of a particular computer system, there is no problem providing compatible software at whatever level of representation is chosen. The manufacturer of a system after all controls the detail choices with respect to processor hardware, system configuration and systems software. Since all the details are decided by the particular design, it is even practical to market software in the form of a memory image at the lowest level (possibly in read only memory parts).

Since the choice of processor is well defined, the manufacturer can also provide modules of software represented as relocatable machine code, along with a suitable loader program which is part of his systems software. Since the detailed choice of high level language processors is well defined, the manufacturer can also provide applications and systems programs represented in his or her high level language. The manufacturer of computer systems products at most must deal with a small integer number of processors and high level languages.

We find this model of software delivery by the manufacturer of a system throughout the computer industry to date. Every mainframe and minicomputer comes with low level representations of systems software and (eventually, if not at introduction) with user
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libraries of high level and low level programs applicable with the particular systems. At the lowest end of the personal computer spectrum of functions we find a similar case: the major programmable calculator manufacturers with their independent incompatible systems provide users with libraries of magnetic cards or read only memories expressed in a form consistent with the particular machines.

But a characteristic of manufacturers of computers is already evident again in the personal computer world, just as it previously existed in the world of minicomputers and larger computers: whatever the resources of the manufacturer, there is no way it can cover all the myriad applications possible for its computer. To draw an analogy from music, we hardly expect a piano or organ company to supply sheet music ("software") with the musical instrument which is suitable for every user's tastes. The music "user" purchases scores according to personal likes. A personal computer provides an analogous opportunity to exercise tastes in software characteristics. Even for the traditional high priced computer, customization through software is for the most part independent of the manufacturer once the basic operating system and software tools have been defined.

In software, the past has seen a large number of custom software vendors grow large in the niches of large scale computing and minicomputer technology. As the number of people using personal computer systems increases due to the low price of these systems, independent software publishing seems to be one of the most promising ways to assure a wealth of options to the user, provided that the difficulties of the N-representation problem can be overcome.

The N-Representation Problem

For the moment, let's ignore all reference to the problem of machine readable data compatibility and simply look at the user's point of view with respect to software. The user has purchased computer X for use in personal or professional contexts. When he or she has made the commitment to the system, our user can in general expect to be able to conveniently load programs created on other X systems from the same manufacturer. But what if he or she wants to load a program created by a neighbor on computer Y from another manufacturer? Or if the user wants to load a program from an independent software vendor? The variety of representations available in the traditional world of computers as well as the personal computer world is large — even within the framework of nominally machine independent high level languages.

Confining ourselves just to machine
dependent microcomputer assembly languages, there is a wide choice of architectures. At present we find the 8080, Z-80, 6502 and 6800 dominate personal computer architectures. Over the next two to three years we will find added to this list the 9900, 8086, Z-8000 and 6809. If the user of a personal computer sees a neat application system which only comes represented in 8080 code when he has a 6800, that user is effectively unable to run it without a recoding effort. (But even confining ourselves to assembly languages of the same machine design, there is often incompatibility. One vendor of Z-80 software provided an assembler using a hybrid extension of 8080 mnemonics, while others use Zilog Z-80 mnemonics. So the same processor has at least two low level languages available.)

Turning to higher level languages, the machine independence of software becomes much greater. But current practices in the personal computing industry are far from machine independent. There is a de facto standard BASIC interpreter in existence, available on most 6502 and 8080 or Z-80 systems. This standard high level language is that defined by the Microsoft company. Extensions and changes of detail accompany each implementation, especially when a given computer has specialized graphics capabilities not available on all the other computers. With the Microsoft design, the major portions of an extended BASIC are identical over a large set of machines.

But Microsoft BASIC is not the only interpreter in existence. A very prominent BASIC in terms of the number of users employing it as represented in the unsolicited articles received at BYTE is the North Star BASIC Interpreter. This interpreter is widely used on 8080 and Z-80 systems because of the wide availability of the small floppy disk systems manufactured by that firm: buying a North Star disk peripheral for an S-100 bus system gets the user a limited operating system. This North Star BASIC interpreter and the Microsoft interpreter are inconsistent in a number of fundamental ways in areas of string handling and array dimensions. And these are but the two most prominent interpreters as seen from my point of view as editor of BYTE. I could almost comment that manufacturers take any random formulation of a language vaguely resembling BASIC as originally implemented at Dartmouth, and call it BASIC for marketing reasons. (The temptation to add or delete "features" in a language is of course not confined to BASIC alone.)

From the point of view of a software publisher, the economies of scale obtainable from a mass market will only be obtained if we use a common representation for applica-
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tions and systems programs which can be correctly executed by any low level architecture available in the marketplace. With a large number of mutually incompatible software systems, this is not the case. It is my contention that the N-representation problem can be solved once by use of appropriate intermediate language representation and efficient interpreters for particular microprocessors. Then the key part of an application or systems program product is the high level language documentation, the equivalent lower level intermediate language object code, and the user documentation: all of course independent of the final machine upon which the software will run. The only machine dependent part which needs to be published is the intermediate language interpreter for a given machine and system configuration. This machine dependent part needs only one definition and one publication version.

Given an interpreter definition, the standard high level language, and the standard intermediate language representation of programs, the user can be assured that once the object code is in place in his machine, the program will run with the same characteristics as described in the documentation for a radically different machine. (Hardware differences due to favorable number representations will make differences in precision and accumulated numeric error effects of course.)

Ruling Out BASIC

To the software publisher, a choice of a high level language and intermediate representation for executable code presents a moderate problem. The widely used BASIC interpreters could be used for a perfectly functional representation for the code of many programs. But such interpreters suffer from many inherent disadvantages:

- Lack of uniform representation.
- Slowness of execution.
- Archaic nature of BASIC.
- Lack of a compact machine independent compiled form.

I've already commented on the lack of uniformity in the various BASIC implementations. The slowness of execution is inherent in this type of interpreter. In extreme cases an active search through memory for a label op code is used to find targets of subroutine calls or unconditional transfers. At best there is a level of semantic interpretation necessary to convert a condensed version of the source code into executed code. Many applications and systems programs cannot tolerate the lack of speed inherent in such interpreters. But BASIC can be compiled instead of interpreted, so this argument alone is far from sufficient to rule out BASIC.

More important, a language like BASIC as presently implemented reflects an earlier state in the evolution of computer languages, circa the early 1960s, with innumerable ad hoc patches and fixes to add "features." Through the 1960s and early 1970s advances were made in the concept of what a computer language should be in order to be convenient to use and conducive to error free thinking and programming. (For just one contrast, consider this: where the BASIC programmer is required to go almost to the machine language level of assigning numbers to locations in a program, good
contemporary high level languages such as Pascal and its relatives allow the programmer to use meaningful names based on the application being programmed.)

Finally, BASIC as implemented in most cases suffers from the lack of a compact externally available machine independent version of the compiled form of a program. This is an important requirement for the software publisher, since executable code must always be supplied in some machine readable representation, and compactness of representation is important if the inconvenience of relatively slow input techniques is not to discourage the user.

For the reasons just summarized, BASIC is not the ultimate form in which programs are best published. But if BASIC is not the personal computing representation which minimizes the N-representation problem, then what is a better choice?

Enter Pascal

My own personal interest in Pascal came about for reasons which I summarized in the December 1977 BYTE, page 6, in an essay entitled "Is Pascal the Next BASIC?" In this issue several excellent articles including those by Ken Bowles, Chip Weems and Allan Schwartz provide further rationale by way of tutorial argument and example.

This personal viewpoint with respect to Pascal is that of a user of a personal computer system who wants to conveniently and quickly implement applications and systems software projects ranging from the sublime to the ridiculous. In the sublime category, I include systems software as an art form in itself. I also include writing systems software for my pet projects in musical applications of computers, sophisticated games, and some experiments in the exploration of artificial intelligence concepts. In the ridiculous category, I include such mundane tasks as trivial games, income tax calculations, personal mailing lists of friends and relations, etc. The point about Pascal to be made here is that it is a language well adapted to the utility of computing, whatever your personal definition of utility is. In the range of applications I expect that the Pascal approach to structured, self-documenting, machine independent code will suffice with only an extremely rare necessity to resort to ad hoc kluges in the name of time or memory space efficiency.

From general reading I knew that a Pascal compiler was available and easily transferable to new machines through the use of the technique of "P-code" intermediate language representations. This availability throughout the academic world was one of the reasons for the spread of Pascal, for it is one thing to extemporize about the virtues of a representation and another thing to be able to actually write and examine the properties of code in that representation. Since the original Pascal compilers from Jensen and Wirth et al in Zurich were written in Pascal, producing a P-code intermediate language output file, the task of making the compiler run on a totally new machine architecture was reduced to a relatively simple task of writing an emulator for the hypothetical "P-machine" which executes "P-code" as its machine language.

What I did not know at the time of my earlier comments in these pages is the extent to which that P-code technology had already been applied to small computer systems, in
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summer of 1978, indications are that UCSD will also have bootstrapped the Pascal compiler to run on 6502 and 6800 architectures. Taking this P-code interpreter as the input, it is not that difficult to conceive of a self-contained software system which will run in a 16 K byte or larger personal computer system and will contain the necessary interactive user interfaces to load and run a program expressed in the P-code intermediate form as output from the Pascal compiler, but without the necessity of having the full UCSD system available locally to support local compilations.

As a means of demonstrating this concept, a student at UCSD will spend some time this summer creating and characterizing a system based on the UCSD P-code interpreter software for two different machines. This stand alone system will run in the typical current memory sizes of 16 K to 24 K found in personal computers. The goal is to demonstrate a system which can read in a P-code object file (possibly in bar code or audio format), then execute the object file. Issues to be addressed are those of designing the details of the program so that its machine dependent parts can be relocated easily, and so that initial patches for input/output (IO) conventions can be created without excessive mental effort. The machine independent part of this stand alone operating system will be written in Pascal.

In principle, expanding this work to a greater number of processors, it is possible to create a set of Pascal P-code machine emulators which can be published once and only once for each common machine architecture and personal computer manufacturer’s configuration, so that this “virtual machine” can be used by a whole family of independent software vendors as a target machine for their wares, rather than requiring each software vendor to solve the N-machine problem separately. By inexpensively publishing the code of the P-machine emulators, we hope to help kindle both an interest in Pascal as a source language and a chain reaction of simplification in the software conventions which must be addressed by independent software vendors. Only time will tell whether or not we accomplish this goal.

A Solution to the N-Machine Problem

Given the existence of such inexpensive standard emulators for the P-machine which executes P-code, a number of beautiful effects become evident for the distribution of application and systems software among a large number of users.

First, since P-code is conducive to use of Pascal as a source language, there will be
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a trend toward use of Pascal to express algorithms—a result which is laudable on the abstract and practical grounds of Pascal's beauty as a self-documenting and structured representation of programs. (We already see this trend with respect to BYTE articles presently queued for publication in the near future.)

Second, the N-machine problem of distribution is solved by the device of using the P-machine emulator for each of N-machines as the only machine-specific program, and widely publishing the emulators at as low a cost as possible.

Third, the P-code object code form is a semantically compact representation which in fact minimizes the number of bits necessary to communicate a program to the system which the end user employs. (Yet it maps directly into the source code expressed in Pascal as part of the documentation of the program product in place of flowcharts or other devices.) This consideration is important to the relatively slow I0 devices such as FM subcarrier broadcasts of programs, printed bar code copy of programs, audio channel recording of programs, phone network transmission of programs, or silicon real estate of read only memory parts (as inspired by Texas Instruments' SR-59 "Solid State Software" and hinted at by every other semiconductor manufacturer interested in distributing computers at retail).


The intention of this argument is to provide a way for compiled code to be distributed for use with systems which have diverse microprocessor architectures and detail implementations. A key to publishing software inexpensively is the requirement that every detail copy of the software published be identical. Further, a certain definition of the "lowest common denominator" of the set of systems is required.

One way of publishing which is guaranteed to be amenable to a wide variety of detail representations is to publish the machine readable source code of software. But the sheer volume of the code for a well documented source listing argues for a way which is more economical of the user's time and energy. By publishing the machine readable but machine independent intermediate language object code compiled from a printed source listing (also part of a product), the executable representation can be loaded into the machine much more quickly; for program representations in read only memory which are mass produced, an intermediate code representation is also favorable because of compactness relative to source code.

To summarize, the intermediate language approach provides the benefits of machine independence coupled with the compactness of representation inherent in the usual machine dependent object code for a particular architecture. (The negative side of using a machine independent representation is of course the time overhead of the required low level interpreter. But for a well done intermediate language interpreter, we would expect this penalty could approach a mere 2:1 versus a typical 20:1 or worse penalty for direct interpretation of the source code.)

---
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Some Notes About Pascal...

As this issue was being prepared, a number of interesting bits of information became available:

- Ken Bowles reports that one associate of the UCSD Pascal project is using the microcomputer-based Pascal which the project has created in order to write a P-code optimizer in Pascal. The writing of an optimizer program is not in itself particularly noteworthy, but the fact that this optimizer is being written for Pascal compiler output of a Cray-1 computer shows ample evidence of the relative machine independence of Pascal techniques. Here we find the LSI-11 based Terak machines at UCSD (typically a fully loaded LSI-11 with keyboard, bit map graphics, one floppy drive) being used to write, debug, and check out programs for one of the world's largest and fastest computers, the Cray-1. (How tasteful enough so that light speed propagation limits in the wires become a non-trivial consideration in the physical design of the machine.) Yet the Cray-1 uses a dialect of Pascal for systems programming, and even has a FORTRAN compiler which uses P-code as its intermediate language.

- We note that even the US Defense Department likes Pascal as a replacement for such monstrosities as JOVIAL. Two contracts for further language design efforts on the "Steelman" phase of the search for a "DOD-1" language definition have just been announced, with Intermetrics Inc. and Honeywell-Bull being finalists in a language design competition based on preliminary proposals. Much of the content of this language definition is expected to be inspired by Pascal, even if it is not a proper superset of the language.

- From the industrial side, Texas Instruments Inc has a version of Pascal which is the TMS-9900, and is one of the logical choices for a serious homebrewer or designer of a custom microcomputer system which must use a fair amount of complicated software. The 990 version of Pascal is probably a little too expensive for the individual to purchase, but it represents a very good investment for a commercial user.

- Finally, as we went to press with this issue in mid-May, a standards conference, called by Ken Bowles, was scheduled for mid-July at San Diego. Attendance was expected from the worldwide Pascal community, as well as representatives of major industrial concerns, with the intent of defining a set of "standard" extensions to the Pascal language of the Jensen-Wirth report. We expect to have some comments in a future issue about the major points covered in that standards conference. (Of course, the reason for standards must be properly understood: a language standard provides a reference so that any implementer can flag users about how his particular system deviates from the standard. This philosophy is seen throughout computer technology in areas as diverse as character sets for terminals and FORTRAN IV compilers which use the ANSI standard model. A Pascal standards consensus already exists in the Jensen-Wirth report published by Springer-Verlag, and the purpose of the conference is to define an extensions set that covers the superset of the original language necessary to enhance the practicality of the language in real world situations.)

Pascal is one of the most exciting developments with respect to personal computing we have seen in recent years. The small computer is finally getting to a point where the professionally oriented individual can afford (at the price of a typical new automobile) a computer with some of the most advanced software development characteristics possible in today's computers. Just as a crank starter can get the engine going on an automobile, BASIC and assembly language can indeed be used to program computers. But if one really wants to use an automobile conveniently, an ignition switch and electric starter are now considered essential. The moral of this little simile is that Pascal is the electric starter of the computer world.
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interested in becoming members should write to Patrick at POB 7162, Los Angeles CA 90022.

Association of Small Computer Users

An association of users and potential users of small computers has been formed to provide "a new source of unbiased, user oriented information" on the minicomputer and microcomputer market through available publications. The membership fee is $25 per year, which includes a year's subscription to the association's bimonthly newsletter, Interactive Computing, a year's subscription to Microcomputer News, and two feature reports from Datapro Research Corp, All About Small Business Computers and User Ratings of Minicomputers and Small Business Computers. In addition, members will be eligible for reduced rates on selected publications. Additional information can be obtained by writing to the Association of Small Computer Users, 75 Manhattan Dr, Boulder CO 80303.

$2C3 Computer Group

$2C3 has been formed in Mobile AL by a group of personal computer users. They meet the first Wednesday of every odd numbered month. Anyone in the Gulf Coast area is invited to join. Present membership ranges from novices to established professionals, ensuring a wide variety of subjects for discussion. Members often bring their computers to these meetings for demonstrations and presentations on their building techniques. For the location of the next meeting and additional information, call (205) 478-1777.

6800 Users Group

A 6800 Users Group has been formed for the Dallas and Forth Worth TX area. It meets on the third Thursday of each month at 7 PM at 1220 Majesty, Dallas TX. All parties interested in attending are cordially invited to do so. Varied topics of interest to users of the 6800 systems along with tutorials in assembly programming are discussed.

Also of interest to users of 6800 systems is the group's "Ask the Chips" feature, where any questions or comments concerning the 6800 are presented and discussed during the meetings. World-wide users may correspond at the address listed below; the group will make every attempt to respond with solutions.

For further information contact Charles A Matz, 4114 Avondale, Suite 2, Dallas TX 75219, or phone evenings (214) 322-7130.
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Designing Structured Programs

Structured programming is an attempt to modernize software development and to reduce the side effects that divert so much programmer time from actual programming. The use of structured languages like Pascal promotes good programming techniques.

Chip Weems
Dept of Computer Science
Oregon State University
Corvallis OR 97331

In the early days of the computer industry, the most expensive part of owning a computer was the machine itself. Of all the components in such a machine, the memory bank was the most costly because of the number of parts it contained. Early computer memories were thus small: 16 K bytes was considered large and 64 K bytes could only be found in supercomputers. All of this meant that programs had to take advantage of what little space was available.

On the other hand, programs had to be written to run as quickly as possible in order to make the most efficient use of the large computers. Of course these two goals almost always contradicted each other, which led to the concept of the speed versus space tradeoff. Programmers were prized for the ability to write tricky, efficient code which took advantage of special idiosyncrasies in the machine. Supercoders were in vogue.

Fortunately, hardware evolved and became less expensive. Large memories and high speed became common features of most systems. Suddenly people discovered that speed and space were no longer important. In fact the roles had reversed and hardware had become the least expensive part of owning a computer.

The costliest part of owning a computer today is programming it. With the advent of less expensive hardware, the emphasis has shifted from speed versus space to a new tradeoff: programmer cost versus machine cost. The new goal is to make the most efficient use of a programmer’s time, and program efficiency has become less important — it’s easier to add more hardware.

There are some important observations that should be made concerning modern programming. First, the majority of the cost involved with a particular program centers on maintenance and revision rather than initial development. For example, an average program may take three working months to write but can have a lifetime of up to ten years or more, during which dozens of changes may be needed. These can easily add up to several years of labor.

It is also interesting to note that the largest portion of the time spent in revising a program is tied up in analysis of the existing code by the revising programmer. This is the time needed for the programmer to break into a piece of code.

Even in the development phase, the largest portion of time is not usually spent on designing or coding, but on debugging. The actual programming takes up very little of a programmer’s time in comparison to all of these other program side effects.

Unfortunately, although hardware has evolved rapidly, software techniques have not followed suit to the same degree, since the first high level languages were introduced. Witness that two of the most popular languages in use today, FORTRAN and COBOL, are relics of the late 1950s.

Structured programming is an attempt to modernize software development and to reduce the side effects that divert so much programmer time from actual programming. The main thrust of structured programming is to shift the emphasis of the development phase to careful design in order to reduce debugging time and increase program organization. In addition, special coding techniques make programs easier to revise. The use of structured languages, such as Pascal, makes programs more reliable by permitting
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compilers to build more self-checks into the programs they generate.

This sounds like salvation to companies which have to hire expensive programmers and analysts, but what does this extra effort do for the personal computer enthusiast? Consider that the development of the personal computing industry has paralleled that of the entire computer industry, but in miniature. Early personal computers were small and speed versus space was the most important factor. As costs came down, however, larger memories and higher speeds in processors became common. Programming is a spare time operation for many personal computer experimenters; structured programming can help to optimize the programmer's use of this valuable commodity. The difficulty comes in changing old habits and using self-discipline.

There is an anomaly present in the personal computing industry: fourth generation hardware is the rule rather than the exception, but experimenters are still using software, such as BASIC and line oriented editors, which is based on 15 year old designs left over from the second generation of computer hardware.

We have a chance to learn from the mistakes of the mainline computer industry, where people have been digging their way out of the second generation for several years. We have a fresh, new chance to do things correctly.

Structured Techniques

Structured programming is a collection of coding and design techniques that guide programmer efforts into the production of organized, well formed, reliable programs. Unfortunately, this miracle can only come to pass if the techniques are used properly.

Structured techniques are often referred to as being top-down in nature. This classification is really misleading since, in actual practice, both top-down and bottom-up methods are used. Top-down techniques refer to methods which begin with the overall problem to be programmed and, through successive steps, break it down into smaller, more workable subproblems. Bottom-up methods take the opposite approach by starting at the detail level and concatenating small units to form larger units, repeating the process until the solution for the entire problem is formed. This is the building block approach.

Program development is broken into two phases by structured techniques: design and implementation. During the design phase, which is the emphasized portion, the methods used are primarily top-down in
The important point is that such a program would probably solve only a few special cases or, if it were general, would probably contain several extraneous terms. Even so, this is exactly what happens when people write programs in a bottom-up style, starting out by writing code and not considering the overall design until later.

Our first rule in structured programming thus is: sit down at the beginning and analyze the problem in a top-down manner. Break it down into smaller portions so that the overall organization remains clearly visible.

This is the guiding philosophy of the entire design process, the end result of which is a properly coded program. The major techniques used here are stepwise refinement and stepwise decomposition. It should also be noted that this process is not purely top-down in actual use. The experienced programmer knows what is possible and what is not. Such a programmer employs a form of look-ahead along with the top-down techniques in order to avoid impossible designs. Possible coding schemes are constantly being considered while the design is under development. Properly used, this technique can be a valuable evaluation tool and can greatly speed up the design process. The important point is that such a programmer should not get so involved in coding that the top-down approach is completely abandoned.

Implementation is best done through bottom-up techniques. Going back to the algebra problem, we can see that, once we have a well written formula, it would be illogical to try to plug in all of the numbers and do all the computations at once. The best approach is to start with single computations, verifying each one, and build on them until a solution is obtained.

Once the design is completed, the independent, bottom level program modules are implemented and tested first. Higher level routines are built using these subroutines until the program is eventually constructed and the final verification takes place.

Surprisingly, careful design and implementation in this form does not take considerably more time than program development using the older approaches. Some restraint on the part of the programmer is needed, but once the results are seen, it’s hard to imagine why anyone would want to continue using the old, unorganized methods.
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Now that we have a feeling for what structured programming is, let’s take a close look at some of the techniques mentioned earlier.

Stepwise refinement is a top-down approach to program syntax. The concept of refinement refers to the language used to describe the solution being programmed. We start with some very general statements about what the program or routine is supposed to do, then work down through several levels of specification using more detailed language at each new level as shown in figure 1.

The end result of refinement is a coded version of the program or module. In order to apply refinement, it is necessary to have previously specified (at least in part) how the program is to be broken down functionally. Another technique, called stepwise decomposition, is responsible for determining how the program is split up. It will be examined later in this article. In general, refinement takes place simultaneously with decomposition, but is usually one or two steps behind with regard to level.

Completely different from the end result is the goal of stepwise refinement, which is to reduce the complexity of program development by organizing it into a sequence of manageable steps through the establishment of stable levels of complexity during the design. Once each new plateau of complexity is reached, work can begin on developing the next plateau. This is similar to the way a mountain climber scales a peak: a series of base camps must be established, each one providing a jumping off point for the next day’s climb and, in the event of failure, a safe haven to return to for the night. No one would consider climbing Everest in one unbroken effort. There’s simply too much mountain there to do it all at once.

Amazingly enough, many programmers still attack mountainous programs with a single effort approach. But there’s simply

Figure 1: Stepwise refinement of problem. We begin with the high level goal statement, which contains few details. As we step down through each lower level, more details are added until, at the fourth level, we have a coded program or module.
too much information in a large program; the human mind can't absorb it all at once. Even though the resulting program may run, its own author probably couldn't explain the whole thing and certainly would not be able to guarantee it to be error free.

How many levels are needed in the development of a program? This depends on the size and complexity of the program, but in general a minimum of four levels is required. These levels are the goal, specification, pseudocode and code levels.

When you decide to write a program, the first thing you should do is write down the goal you have in mind for that program. If you can't write the goal in words, you probably don't have a clear enough picture of what you want to do in order to write a program.

Once you've written the goal, step back and take an objective view. Is it too broad, too grandiose, too narrow, too simple? Writing, "This program will be used to balance my checkbook," is one thing, but, "A program to keep track of cash flow through the entire household," is a completely different matter. The first could be written for a programmable calculator, the second involves establishing a complete data base system.

A great deal of frustration and disappointment could be saved just by writing out the goal and examining it. For a roulette game, a well written goal might read as follows.

"This program will simulate the game of roulette as played by Monte Carlo rules. It will permit up to five players to bet at one time and will use a free form input scheme to simplify the betting process."

In the first sentence, the main goal has been specified and some secondary points have been put down. Note that the goal is not too specific, since the details are supposed to be held off until the specification level. As stated, this program is reasonably difficult, but not impossible.

After a satisfactory goal is set, then comes the specification, which is broken into three parts: input, output, and strategy. Most good programmers have at least once made a statement something like, "If you've got a complete description of what comes into and what goes out of a program, the rest is just adding what runs in between."

Writing a program is, regrettably, not that simple, but it would be much more difficult to write it without knowledge of just how the input data will look or what the output is supposed to be. The specification level provides this and permits us to jot down some rough ideas about how the processing will take place. Table 1 is one possible example for the roulette program.

Obviously, this is not a complete description of the IO, but it is reasonably good. If we were actually writing this program, the specification would be more detailed and several examples would be included. Similar items that can appear in the IO description are card layout forms, disk file formats, record descriptions and so on. If this were a subroutine, our IO specifications would also describe the parameters passed to and from the calling routine.

The strategy is important here, since this is really the second level of the process refinement. Note that there are no system or language dependent statements in the strategy. We should be able to take any task from the specification level of a program description and implement it on any system (with enough resources) without having to change the way we have written it.

Once again, step back and examine what has been done. Is the strategy too detailed, is there enough detail, is it dependent on special system or language features, is it too complex? The last item is important: if the answer is yes, the problem has not been properly decomposed. We must go back to the decomposition and reexamine how we

Table 1: This is the rough sketch of the roulette game which will be used to develop the program. The rough sketch should define what the input and output of the program are going to be and the general workings of the program. It should be very general and give an overall view of the project.
have divided the processing. (Better to backtrack at this stage than after we have gone further and found the problems to be unmanageable.)

In the next phase of refinement we try to get even more specific. On large programs, which may need more than four levels, the extra levels may appear at this point. Any program that requires multiple pseudocode levels has probably been improperly decomposed. A well formed program seldom needs more than the usual four levels of refinement. At this level we may add some system dependent features but we should still try to avoid language dependencies. Our pseudocode description should thus use a wide range of constructs freely, since we can always break these down into whatever constructs our chosen language actually has. Using a wide variety of powerful constructs permits us to think and design more freely, free of the worries of particular language forms.

Many people use a form of ALGOL to write their pseudocode, because the block structure of ALGOL lends itself nicely to structured pseudocoding. At this time, this ALGOL type language looks more like a version of Pascal, especially if the programmer is accustomed to Pascal. But the differences are minor because the two languages are similar and a good pseudocoder tries to eliminate language dependencies anyway.

The pseudocode for our roulette game looks something like listing 1. This is still at a fairly high level, but is much closer to being a program than the strategy was. The pseudocode shown uses indentation to indicate blocks rather than begin and end pairs as in Pascal. This provides a graphical representation of the structure of the program. When indented properly, good pseudocode can be used in place of flowcharts, and is often more easily understood.

A good rule to follow when writing pseudocode is to make it understandable to almost anyone, including nonprogrammers. If you can convince someone that they're going to run a roulette table for people betting via Teletype, they will probably have no difficulty in understanding the roulette program pseudocode. This is an important test. If another person can successfully interpret your pseudocode and, using it, play the part of the computer without running into problems (bugs), then it is well written.

When the pseudocode for a module is completed, it is a relatively simple matter to flesh it out by adding the right words and proper punctuation for whatever language is being used.

Converting our pseudocode to Pascal, for example, would produce something like listing 2.

This is indeed a high level Pascal program. It takes advantage of the ways in which Pascal permits procedures, functions, Booleans and comments to be used, in order to produce actual code that is not much lower than pseudocode. Most of the work done in this program is by procedures and functions defined elsewhere. This is a sign of good decomposition.

---

Listing 1: Pseudocode for roulette program. This level of design is used to roughly determine what the program should be doing. It should not concern itself with the low level aspects of the program.

```pseudocode
begin (*program*)
ask how many players;
for player := 1 to (*as many*) players (*as there are*) do
get name /*of*/ player, /*into*/ playerlist;
if yes /*then*/ print instructions;
playersleft := «true»;
while /*there are still any*/ playersleft do
begin /*betting*/
for player := 1 to (*as many*) players (*as there are*) do
repeat
getbet /*of*/ player, /*in*/ playerlist;
scambet /*of*/ player, /*in*/ playerlist;
checkbet /*of*/ player, /*in*/ playerlist,
("to see if") valid;
until /*valid*/ bet is obtained;
determine /*winning number*/;
end /*processing results*/
if quit /*by*/ player, /*of*/ playerlist
then processquit /*by*/ player, /*of*/ playerlist,
/*updating*/ players, /*and*/ playersleft;
if pass /*by*/ player, /*of*/ playerlist
then processpass /*by*/ player, /*of*/ playerlist;
if bet /*by*/ player, /*of*/ playerlist
then processbet /*by*/ player, /*of*/ playerlist,
/*using*/ winningnumber;
end /*processing results*/
end /*betting*/
end /*program*/

Note: The delimiters /*and*/ are used in this listing to indicate comments. Although the Pascal defined symbols are { and }, most output devices do not have these symbols available. Therefore the parentheses and asterisks are substituted.
```

Listing 2: Pascal program for the roulette game. This is the main program which calls many other subprograms to perform the low level logic. Notice the similarity between this program and the pseudocode of listing 1.
A main program should very seldom have to exceed more than one or two pages in length. If it does, it is probably too complex, and more of its operations should be consolidated into subroutines. Breaking programs up into manageable pieces is the idea behind stepwise decomposition. As I mentioned earlier, decomposition is the other half of the design phase. Now that we've concluded our development of stepwise refinement, let's take a closer look at decomposition.

Decomposition

Stepwise decomposition is a top-down approach to program semantics. Using decomposition, we examine the meaning of a program segment to determine its function with regard to the whole program. Our purpose in doing this is to determine the complexity of the function in order to see if it should be further decomposed. Decomposition refers to the breaking up of program functions to reduce their complexity and increase manageability.

The end result of stepwise decomposition is that all program functions will be reduced to a set of simple, isolated subroutines as shown in figure 2. Like refinement, however, the goal of decomposition is to provide a sequence of levels, like mountaineering base camps, which reduce the design process from a single, giant leap to a series of short, easy steps. Unlike refinement, there is no usual number of levels required to fully decompose a program. The size and complexity alone determine how many levels of breakdown will be needed for a program, be it two or 20. The reason for this is apparent if we note that refinement follows a few steps behind decomposition. With refinement we have the advantage that we will

Figure 2: Stepwise decomposition of problem. We begin with the entire problem, breaking it into smaller subproblems. This process is repeated through as many levels as needed, until we are satisfied that all of the resulting modules are as independent and primitive as necessary. Note that not every module has to be decomposed to the same depth.
Module always be working on simple, decomposed program modules which should never exceed a certain level of complexity. Decomposition, on the other hand, is used for breaking new trails and is applied to problems with an arbitrary range of complexity.

Since there are no fixed decomposition levels, we must have some rules that specify under what conditions a new level should be created. Because programming is not an exact science, our rules are not like laws that must be obeyed, but are rather heuristics or rules of thumb which guide us as we work through a design.

Before we can set up these rules of thumb, we must consider two important characteristics of program modules on which they will be based. The first is the connectivity of a module and the second is its functional relationship.

Connectivity refers to the number of channels of communication between a module and the rest of the program. A module which has many links to other parts of the program is said to have high connectivity, while one with few links has a low degree of connectivity.

The level of internal functional relationship is a description of how the processes in a module relate to each other. These processes are said to be highly related if they are all involved in providing the overall function of the module. A group of processes which do not contribute to the module's function is said to have a low functional relationship with regard to the module. The overall level of relationship throughout the module is called its cohesiveness.

Now that the terms and definition have been set forth, let's take a closer look at these two characteristics and see how they relate to structured programming.

Programs whose modules are connected by large numbers of communications paths are obviously more complex than those with only a small number of intermodule links. Modules which depend heavily on other modules, as in figure 3, are difficult to work with because understanding them also requires a complete understanding of all the modules upon which they depend or which depend upon them. This can develop into a chain reaction, requiring the programmer to design the entire program at the detail level—often an impossible task.

Another negative result of high connectivity is that a change in any module can cause effects which ripple throughout the entire program. The numerous, broad communication channels do nothing to restrict the propagation of errors from one module to another. Since the goal of structured programming is to reduce complexity and errors, our design efforts should strive to reduce the number of intermodule connections, as in figure 4.

Modules are usually of two sorts: subroutines (procedures and functions), or blocks of code within a program. They can communicate through shared variables, common data areas, formal parameters, and even by flow of control. (Shared variables and common data areas produce strongly connected programs as in figure 5.) The information communicated via these paths can be divided into two types: that which affects data, and that which affects flow of

Figure 3: Strongly connected modules. The broad communication paths defeat the purpose of separating functions into modules. In addition, this permits errors caused by program changes to propagate throughout the entire program.

Figure 4: Weakly connected modules. Narrow lines of communication enhance the block box qualities of modules. They also serve to isolate the effects of errors to small sections of the program.
control. The paths themselves can be of two forms: those which connect to a module, and those which connect to something inside a module. The various means of communication are illustrated in figure 6.

The level of connectivity for a path is determined by the complexity of the information communicated, the type of information, and the type of path. Connectivity would be almost impossible to evaluate, quantitatively, but, qualitatively, we can see that some types of connection are worse or better than others.

To be specific, simple connections are better than complex ones, paths which talk to modules are better than those which talk directly to internal processes, and communications that affect data are preferable to those which affect flow of control. By far the worst form of connection is that in which one module modifies the internal code of another, since this requires that the modifying module "know" how the subject module works at the machine level. Thus, any programming changes done to the subject would also require changes to the modifier.

Externally connected paths are rated higher than internally connected ones, since at all times the entire module should be able to supervise any communications. Internal connection bypasses this and makes it impossible for the module to be sure of its internal status at any time. Communications that affect the flow of control require that the sending module have some knowledge of how the receiving module works. Thus, pure data communications are preferable.

In addition, data can be further divided into two types: broad scope and narrow scope data. Broad scope includes such things as global variables, common data areas, and shared data, as represented by figure 5. Narrow scope data is characterized by formal parameters passing between subroutines, which produce less complex connections since these are very specific. In contrast, a change made to one of the broad scope forms can affect all modules connected to it, possibly without their knowing that this has occurred. Broad scope data also adds the problem of determining which module is permitted to modify the common data. Is unanimous consent by all connected modules required, or do we run our program under a democracy? For these and other reasons, broad scope data can be problematical.

Let's summarize what our most desirable configuration would be. All modules would communicate by passing minimal amounts of simple data through well defined formal

![Figure 6: Types of communication. Figure (a) shows simple external connection, which is the most desirable. In (b) we have simple internal connection. Figure (c) is complex communication. With (d) we see communication in which one module modifies the internal workings of another. Lastly, figure (e) shows the worst type of communication: a complex combination of all the other forms.](image-url)
parameters; in other words, minimal connectivity. Obviously this requires that the modules be broken down so that each provides one simple, dedicated function. Now we're ready for a further look at cohesiveness.

The relationships, which processes internal to a module can have with respect to the module and with each other, have been broken down into six classes. These are listed in order of weakest relationship to strongest.

- Coincidental.
- Logical.
- Temporal (or time-wise).
- Communication.
- Sequential.
- Functional.

We can see from our discussion of connectivity that it is highly desirable to compose modules such that all of the internal processes are directly related to the specific function of the module. Such processes are functionally related, as illustrated in figure 7.

![Figure 7: Classes of relations.](image)

With regard to cohesiveness, then, the higher the level the better. We should attempt to design modules such that their internal processes are as strongly related as possible. Now let's examine the weaker classes of relationships.

Coincidentally related processes, shown in figure 8, are totally unrelated except for the fact that they reside in the same module. This is the weakest form of relation, and any module composed in this way should be broken apart into separate processes.

Logically related processes, shown in figure 9, have no real relation to each other except that they perform similar functions and thus get grouped together to form a module. Once again, this should be broken down into smaller modules.

Processes which are temporally related, as in figure 10, are almost identical to those which are logically related except that, in addition, they can all be executed at one time. A common example is the initialization routine found in many programs. Much of what is considered to be initialization by many people could actually be done much later in the program and could be distributed among the modules.

Processes related by communication are those which have been grouped into a single module because they share data in some way, as seen in figure 11. This is a stronger
A common solution to this problem is a master module which holds the data and formally passes it to each of the submodules as needed.

Sequentially related processes, figure 12, are those which execute in sequence, each one creating data to be used by the next. Obviously such a module can be split apart and the resulting submodules called in sequence with the data passed as parameters. This has the added advantage of making these elementary processes directly accessible to the rest of the program.

We can again summarize what our ideal module will look like. It will be minimally connected to the rest of the program and will have a high degree of internal cohesive-ness. This means that each of our modules should perform one specific function and should not contain any extraneous processes. In addition, they should communicate solely via simple, well defined, narrow interfaces — preferably by passing formal
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parameters. The result is a program composed of plug-in modules that act like black boxes. Such a program is relatively easy to change, because each function has been carefully isolated. Modification then becomes primarily a matter of module plugging, and the effects of any new bugs will be confined to a relatively small portion of the program. Recall that easy program modification and the reduction of side effects were two of the major tasks we were trying to accomplish through structured programming.

Finally, we can list those decomposition heuristics which were mentioned earlier and many of which should be apparent by now.

One good technique for determining whether a module is sufficiently cohesive is to write a sentence describing its purpose. If the sentence has to be a compound sentence, the module is probably doing more than one thing. Usually this will be obvious just by looking at the sentence. Incidentally, this can become the goal statement for use in the refinement process.

Carefully examine modules which result in fewer than five or more than 100 source statements of code. This often indicates improper decomposition.

Avoid initialization modules wherever possible. These reduce the black box qualities of many modules.

Examine your design for duplicate functions. After eliminating these, if any duplicate code remains, it is probably needed.

Watch out for modules which are called by or which call a large number of other modules. This often indicates some problem in the decomposition.

Modules that perform similar functions probably contain duplicate subfunctions. If these common functions can be isolated, the differences can often be incorporated into the calling routines.

Don’t hesitate to over-decompose a module. It will be easy to recombine functions later, but it may require a major rewrite if further decomposition is found to be necessary after the design has proceeded.

There is one area in which structured programming truly shines: documentation. If we’ve done our design properly, there isn’t any need for additional documentation.

This may sound a bit outlandish, but consider what our refinements have really produced. The goal statement makes a very fine program abstract; the specification level provides us with a complete technical description, and properly indented pseudocode can take the place of the program flowchart. By appropriately including parts of the pseudocode in the code, as in the roulette example, we end up with a well-commented program. Little else is needed except a chart of the modules and their connections, as in figure 13, but this we would have to do anyway in order to aid our decomposition. Once we’ve finished the design, we’ve also finished the documentation and we have a running program.

Structured programming is a collection of techniques that help us organize program development by reducing it to a series of manageable steps. The end result is a well formed, documented program which is easy to understand and to maintain. In today’s busy world, the time and effort that can be saved by practicing structured techniques is of immeasurable value.

Figure 13: A module structure chart for a simple program which calculates the greatest height reached by a projectile and the time it takes to get there.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>. . . . . . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Initial velocity, angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Maximum height, time to maximum height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Initial velocity, angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Initial velocity or sine of angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Angle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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simulator in the system (see Kin-Man's article "An 8080 Simulator" in the October 1977 BYTE, page 70), we did not have much trouble debugging the run time routines. During March most of our time was spent in refining all the routines: revising some features and extensions in the compiler, adding local optimization capabilities in the translator and improving the efficiency of the run time routines. The run time routines, which perform all 16 bit integer arithmetic and logical operations and I/O conversions, take only 1 K bytes of memory.

The first step in the bootstrapping process was to write the interpreter in Pascal since it is the slowest but shortest program. It was coded by straightforward translation from the BASIC version. Debugging was smooth and the entire program was up and running within a week. Compared to the BASIC version, the Pascal version runs about 15 times faster; slightly better than we expected. Our next step will be writing the translator and compiler in the Pascal subset. After that, further development can be done in Pascal without the BASIC interpreter.

For three months, each of us have been spending about 10 to 15 hours a week on this project. The first version (in BASIC) of the compiler and supporting software were completed with an estimated effort of two working months. Considering such a short time period and a functioning compiler, we believe we are approaching the task from the right direction. We hope that our project will attract the attention of many readers so that we can share our interest and experience in Pascal with them.

Languages Forum is a feature which is intended as an interactive dialog about the design and implementation of languages for personal computing. Statements and opinions submitted to this forum can be on any subject relevant to its purpose of fostering discussion and communication among BYTE readers on the subject of languages. We ask that all correspondence supply their full names and addresses to be printed with their commentaries.
“Thanks for coming, Steve. I’m glad we were finally able to schedule this meeting. This problem we have is driving us crazy.” Fred scurried over to me in the waiting room and shook my hand.

“Let’s get you signed in at guard headquarters and then I’ll introduce you to Ted.”

This was the first time Fred and I had ever met. But his look of relief told me he thought I was some kind of engineering whiz kid. I picked up my briefcase and we walked to the guard’s desk. The place was the prototype for a blue chip company waiting room. Decked out with numerous perfectly blended chairs and sofas, it gave the impression of slick tastefulness, and above all money. Current issues of various news and business magazines were arranged neatly on the highly polished end tables. I imagined somewhere within the inner depths of the company walls a heavy walnut grained office door with a brushed brass plate reading “Customer Coordinator for Waiting Room Impressions.”

My “life in a big company” fantasies were interrupted as I signed my name to the guest card. Signing my name and title was the least significant thing they had me do. There were questions of citizenship, social security number and sex, statements that I represented an equal opportunity employer, and a list of subversive organizations to which I might belong. The urge to check them all and watch the bells and whistles go off was curtailed by my basic marketing instincts.

I passed the card, which ultimately revealed more information than even my wife knew about me, to the guard. He frowned and scrutinized the card carefully. The delay was agonizing as he examined every detailed answer.

“I’ll have to inspect that briefcase, buddy,” he said.

Surely I’m no buddy of yours, sir, I thought to myself. I fully expected the frown I usually receive when my briefcase is inspected at airports. The inspector’s thumb through the piles of paperwork and, upon discovery of an issue of BYTE, quickly cover up this unusually titled magazine and gulp an embarrassed “Next!” Much to my surprise the guard seemed uninterested.

“OK, here’s your visitor’s badge. Remember, you have to be escorted at all times,” he said, and whisked me away with a sweep of his hand.

Fred appeared relieved. I was now on the inside and hoped I could help alleviate his urgent problem.

“OK, Fred, what’s your problem and how can my company help you?” This was a basic marketing question for our type of business which specializes in technical solutions through custom electronics—which really means providing engineering consulting to companies who have become embroiled in political debate over the latest in-house technical fiasco.

“We’ll get to Ted’s office in a few seconds and I’ll let him explain. Basically we need a black box.”

Before I could get the functional requirements from Fred, we arrived at Ted’s office. Being introduced to Ted as “director of marketing” elicited a certain degree of respect, because in his company this was a vice-presidential position. Ted motioned me to a seat at his mahogany conference table
near the window overlooking the company golf course. After asking how we wanted our coffee, he stated in a very businesslike manner, "I presume Fred has filled you in on the problem?"

Fred jumped in before I could answer, "I'm sorry, Ted, I haven't had a chance to."

Ted stood up, rotated his body 90 degrees and pointed to the video display terminal in the corner. "That's my problem! Or rather the computer types downstairs who program it!"

I looked at the display. It was a standard graphics terminal similar to those available from several manufacturers.

Ted continued, "Programmers program computers for other programmers! They never think of the user. I drag that terminal to board meetings so we can review marketing figures, and I spend half my time entering 8 digit passwords, hitting escape and control keys to select options, and answering endless quantities of mindless interrogation."

Ted was getting a little hot under the collar. "Time is money in those meetings and here in my office. I don't want to spend all day playing true confessor with a computer! Its function is to display information and that's all the interaction I want."

Ted's problem was not unusual. Where a program requires that the next entry be a control R, one had better type a control R. In higher level systems operators need all kinds of cross reference manuals to communicate in the different languages.

"Look," Ted turned on the display and typed the log-on password and terminal identification. Various options were displayed. "This is what I mean. If I want one of these options, I have to type a 5 digit code, wait to give a particular file number and then some other code."

As displays flashed on the screen I couldn't help but offer the obvious question, "Ted, why can't your programmers just change the software to allow single or 2 digit entry?"

"That would be fine if the software weren't already written. We're talking about millions of dollars worth of software and I'm using only a small portion within a large operating system. I want to be able to choose what I want simply."

Ted needed a "black box" and he knew exactly what he wanted.

"I want something to replace this keyboard for the limited specific application of menu selection and display. Put a log-on button on it. When I press log-on it will send whatever information is necessary. The user should know only that he or she has to log into the system—that's all. Next, give me a key that will send the necessary message to
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get into the menu programs I use and then I can select the options by number. You send any other messages that are necessary."

Ted was not discussing the usual black box. He was promoting the idea of intelligent rather than dogmatic communication with the computer. A person at this level in the corporate structure could not be expected to maintain the code word and syntax library of the average programmer downstairs. What he wanted was only logical. I left the meeting with the feeling that here was a man who also realized it was time to fight rather than conform.

Perhaps if computers were programmed less for interaction with computer peripherals and more with the human operator in mind, people would be less afraid of them. Ted’s application was specific and repetitive but he was still burdened with the general system protocol. In a company that probably had a thousand programmers generating software, his cry to change everything to allow simple input and output (IO) for his application would be fighting an uphill battle. He knew this and also realized that it was easier to change it at his end.

We would make Ted’s black box for him and it would solve his immediate problem, but what of the future?

Do your computer input devices limit you? Many personal computer systems have this problem.

Consider a simple program to teach your child mathematics. Such a program in its least complicated form might involve a multiple choice and printout something like this:

\[ 4 \times 8 = 28, 30, 31, 32, \text{ or } 35 \]

The right answer is?

Most BASICS would require typing 32 and a carriage return. Don’t forget the carriage return! Remember, you have to conform to the input protocol of the BASIC.

Now, before I explain what I’m driving at, let me give another example. Say you want to use your system for a home management application, such as putting together a shopping list. You could list out the following on the screen:

1. Milk
2. Butter
3. Margarine
4. Eggs
5. Rice
6. Peanut butter
7. Dog biscuits
8. Cheese
9. Coffee
10. Tomatoes

control P for next page

Obviously, the number and a carriage return could be entered to choose the items that would be ultimately listed out as a shopping list. A few pages along in the listings, though, the entry data will get more complex strictly from the sheer volume of possible choices. Most homemakers would tire
of the complexity of such a system even though the concept of just choosing items from a list sounds simple.

The solution is to watch the way our young mathematics student might react when we display the expression $4 \times 8$ on the screen. The natural response is to point to the answer!

The homemaker would appreciate using a system that communicates in straightforward terms. Display a list of groceries and let the user point to the desired items.

### A New Data Input Device

How do you point to a particular selection on a video display generated menu? The computer needs to know how to interpret your response regardless of the input device. The ASCII keyboard is strictly an input code to the computer. There are unique codes for each switch on the keyboard. The computer doesn't know the location of the particular key that prints an R or a Q. It recognizes only a 7 bit code for these letters. If you don't have a keyboard on your computer, but want to check out some software that needs very little typed entry, you could use seven toggle switches. It would be very slow, but the computer wouldn't care. All it's concerned about is that you present the code it wants.

The same goes for any device attached to a computer. The most obvious way to point to a video display screen and have the computer understand it is to use a light pen. Such units have been described before in BYTE so I won't go into too much detail here (see the references at the end of the article). All a light pen interface does is present to the computer, usually in the same manner as a keyboard input, a code representing a position on the video display screen. This code has to be translated by the program from a position into an action. More on this later.

But, why use a light pen? This again makes the operator conform more than necessary.

### Fingers Came Before Light Pens!

Though not capable of the same positional resolution as the light pen, it is possible to design an interface that allows a non-contact data input. Photo 1 is a picture of the prototype designed to illustrate such a technique. It is an infrared scanning system that serves as a low resolution noncontact digitizer. In this particular case it is mounted on the front of a video display to approximate the function of a light pen, but it could just as easily be laid over a typed sheet of...
Figure 1: Block diagram of the noncontact scanning digitizer. Two rows of 16 pairs of LEDs and phototransistors are placed opposite each other in front of a video display. When the user breaks the infrared light beams with a finger or other object, a signal is sent to the computer giving the coordinates of the point in question.

paper in which position coordinates could be translated into usable relationships, I refer to it as a touch panel or touch scanner for lack of a better word.

Build Your Own Touch Panel

The touch panel is an elaborate infrared scanner. There are 32 pairs of infrared light emitting diode (LED) transmitters and receivers mounted around the perimeter of the screen. There are 16 on the X (or horizontal) axis and 16 on the Y (or vertical) axis. The resolution of such a device is therefore 16 by 16, and there are 256 individual points. Photo 2 shows this grid system.

Figure 1 is the block diagram of the system, and figure 2 shows the detailed schematic of the system. The noncontact digitizer is basically a hardware stepping circuit that turns on each transmitter/receiver pair sequentially and checks to see if anything (like a finger or a pencil) is blocking the beam. The transmitters and receivers are on opposite sides of the board, as illustrated in figure 3. The lower left corner is position (0,0) in a Cartesian coordinate system. The upper right is location (15,15).

The hardware first turns on the pair D₀ and Q₀ and then sequences down the line along the horizontal (X) axis to D₁₅ and Q₁₅. Only one pair is energized at any one time. If any of the beams within these 16 pairs is obstructed, the 4 bit binary code for that location is loaded into IC9. The scan continues in the Y direction in a similar manner and the 4 bit Y position is loaded into IC10. If the hardware senses that something is obstructing an X and Y beam within one scan around the perimeter, it sets a data ready flag and stops the scanner.

The data presented to the computer is an 8 bit word representing a 4 bit X coordinate and a 4 bit Y coordinate. These lines are simply tied to a parallel input port, in the same manner as all the other devices I design. The data ready bit can be read either as a single bit input on another port, or as a control line on a more intelligent interface. When the program senses that the data ready is high, it reads the scanner data and momentarily pulses the ready reset line low to start the scan cycle again.

Use a Picture Frame

The heart of the system is the LEDs and phototransistors shown in photo 3. The device on the left is a General Electric LED 56 and the photodarlington detector used with
Figure 2a: LED driver and optical receiver circuitry for the noncontact digitizer. Each transmitter/receiver pair (consisting of an LED and phototransistor) is activated sequentially via lines A, B, and C. D0 and Q0 are turned on first, and the sequence continues down the horizontal axis to D15 and Q15. If any of the beams is broken, the 4-bit binary code for that location is loaded into IC9 (see Figure 2b). The scan continues in the Y direction and the 4-bit Y position is loaded into IC10. Any obstruction causes the data ready flag to be set and the scanner to be halted.
Figure 2b: Interface circuitry for the noncontact digitizer. Data presented to the computer is in the form of an 8-bit word representing a 4-bit X coordinate and a 4-bit Y coordinate. These lines are tied to the parallel input port of the computer.

Notes on figure 2
1. All capacitors are 25 V ceramics unless otherwise specified.
2. All resistors are 1/8 W 5% unless otherwise specified.
3. Ground denotes signal ground.
4. ICs 16 thru 19 are CMOS devices and should be handled carefully.
5. Additional LEDs on prototype unit are for testing purposes only.
   D00 thru D31: GE L14F2 photodarlington infrared detector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IC</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>+5 V</th>
<th>Gnd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7400</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7493</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7474</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7404</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>74155</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>74123</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>LM311</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7408</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7476</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7475</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7400</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>7445</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>7446</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>7446</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7445</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>CD4051</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>CD4051</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>CD4051</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>CD4051</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>74121</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Power wiring table for the noncontact digitizer.
Figure 2c: Address decoder and phototransistor signal conditioning circuitry for the noncontact digitizer. IC2 is a counter driven by the oscillator at upper left. When a phototransistor is activated, the SIG line goes high, activating line NL, which stores the 4 bit address of the interrupted beam (see figure 2b). The scanner is finally halted via the CTRL line. The computer then reads the coordinates and reactivates the scanner.

---

Figure 2d: Optional audio data ready signal circuit, which causes an audible beep on a speaker whenever a pair of beams is obstructed and sets the data ready signal.

* A few 0.1 µF capacitors should be placed around the board between +5V and the GND as bypass capacitors.
it is the L14FZ. These units have built-in glass lenses and are very sensitive. A much less expensive though equally capable optoelectric pair is the H17B1 shown on the right in photo 3. Because it has no lens, it requires considerably more shielding from ambient light, but it will work if properly aligned. I have checked the operation of both devices and recommend the lensed type if you intend to use the touch scanner in high ambient light environments. The prototype described here used LED56s and L14Fs.

The frame that holds all the electronics is a $4 discount store wooden picture frame. Half inch (1.27 cm) wooden strips glued around the edges hold the phototransistors and LEDs in evenly spaced, recessed, ¼ inch (0.63 cm) holes. This technique is shown in photos 4a and 4b.

The entire assembly is attached to the picture frame and can be secured to the front of a video display. The display in these photos is a 12 inch (30.76 cm) surplus Phase 4 monitor.

One further addition to the hardware to aid users of the scanner is audio feedback to confirm that a position coordinate has been selected. The data ready strobe triggers a 0.1 second beep on a small speaker.

Calibration and Testing

There is virtually nothing to calibrate or test on this unit. The only adjustment is the
sensitivity control on the phototransistor amplifier. Direct sunlight or incandescent lights will cause saturation of the input and disable the scanner. The only other important consideration is mechanical alignment: the LED and phototransistor constituting each pair must be exactly opposite and in direct alignment.

The program in listing 1 is a simple BASIC program to exercise the scanner and provide the operator with an indication of its operational integrity. It is written in Micro Com 8 K Zapple BASIC. The decimal coordinates of X and Y will be output as your finger is moved across the scanned area. This is the only routine that has to be added to any BASIC program to exercise the scanner. If set up as a subroutine by changing line 210 to a RETURN statement, the routine will turn the scanner on when called and return to the main program with a value in variable D representing the coordinates to which you pointed. The main program then responds appropriately.

Obviously the scanner would be more efficiently driven by a machine language program, but I feel most users will be interested in utilizing this device with a high level language. The relatively slow scan rate allows considerable leeway.

Next month I'll pursue the software (in BASIC) necessary to drive this scanner effectively. The major emphasis will be the use of menus and keyboard substitutions.

REFERENCES

Listing 1: Program written in 8 K Zapple BASIC to exercise the scanner.

```
100 REM **RESET DATA READY BIT TO START SCANNER**
110 OUT 16,0 :OUT 16,255 :REM THIS IS A 10 MSEC STROBE
120 REM **TEST DATA READY BIT**
130 T=INP(2) :REM READ INPUT PORT 2
140 T=T AND 1 :REM MASK ALL BUT LSB
150 IF T <>1 THEN GOTO 130
160 REM **READ DATA**
170 D=INP(16) :REM SCANNER IS ATTACHED TO PORT 16
180 X=(D AND 240)/16 :REM MASK AND SHIFT TO OBTAIN 4 BIT X
190 Y= D AND 15 :REM MASK TO OBTAIN 4 BIT Y
200 PRINT"X=";X,"Y=";Y
210 GOTO 110
```

Figure 3: LED and phototransistor placement for the 16 by 16 Cartesian coordinate noncontact digitizer.

Photo 4b: Mounting the LEDs.
Listing 1: The JACKPOT game, written in BASIC. We deleted a small amount of bias in the symbols for a winning combination, which can of course be defined arbitrarily to suit the user's fancy...CH1

Many states are now working to legalize gambling, but why wait for the bureaucratic process when you can start thinking up your own computer (or fun of course) with the JACKPOT program. JACKPOT is a simulation of a slot machine written in BASIC with non-limited bias. You can look all your money and...
The main object of JACPO T is to play until you or the house go broke. The winning combinations pay off in ratios of from 2:1 to 256:1 and more. In more than 1600 bets my payoff ratio has varied from 2:1 to 64:1.

In JACPO T there are different ways to win and lose. The first way to win is to hit a winning combination. The second is to hit a DEC in a combination. DEC pays off 10:1.

Table 1: A list of the major variables used in JACPO T and their functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>The house's money.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>The number of bets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>The size of the bets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>The player's money (during the game).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>Determines the combinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>Prints the combinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>The player's money (start of game).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The way to lose money is to hit a ZILCH, which causes you to lose up to 8:1.

The program (see listing 1) was written on a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11, but can be easily modified for most BASIC interpreters. In lines 110 and 1650, the statement LET . =CHR$(SYS(4)) gives an automatic carriage return after the variable is inputted; this line can be replaced with an INPUT statement. Lines 870 to 960 look repetitive but they serve to determine the combinations. The backslashes in some lines are used to separate two or more lines. They are replaced by colons in some BASIC packages. In lines 1490 and 1560 the CHR$ (7) is used to ring the bell. The RANDOMIZE statement in line 20 is used to activate the random number generator. In some BASICs only the RND in line 750 is needed.

I hope that you have a good time running this program. If you have any questions or comments about this program, please write to me.

The main object of JACPO T is to play until you or the house go broke. The winning combinations pay off in ratios of from 2:1 to 256:1 and more. In more than 1600 bets my payoff ratio has varied from 2:1 to 64:1.

In JACPO T there are different ways to win and lose. The first way to win is to hit a winning combination. The second is to hit a DEC in a combination. DEC pays off 10:1.

Table 1: A list of the major variables used in JACPO T and their functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>The house's money.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>The number of bets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>The size of the bets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>The player's money (during the game).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>Determines the combinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>Prints the combinations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>The player's money (start of game).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The way to lose money is to hit a ZILCH, which causes you to lose up to 8:1.

The program (see listing 1) was written on a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-11, but can be easily modified for most BASIC interpreters. In lines 110 and 1650, the statement LET . =CHR$(SYS(4)) gives an automatic carriage return after the variable is inputted; this line can be replaced with an INPUT statement. Lines 870 to 960 look repetitive but they serve to determine the combinations. The backslashes in some lines are used to separate two or more lines. They are replaced by colons in some BASIC packages. In lines 1490 and 1560 the CHR$ (7) is used to ring the bell. The RANDOMIZE statement in line 20 is used to activate the random number generator. In some BASICs only the RND in line 750 is needed.

I hope that you have a good time running this program. If you have any questions or comments about this program, please write to me.
Pascal versus BASIC:

An Exercise

Introduction

Pascal is one of the newest high level languages on the personal computing scene. Pascal has been accepted at many universities for several years. It is being used more and more in industry outside of education, and has just recently been introduced on microcomputers. Why is there so much enthusiasm about Pascal?

Pascal is a general purpose language, the product of the long evolution of computer languages. It has a simple but elegant syntax and has been implemented in both large systems (CDC 6000, IBM 360 and 370, Burroughs 6700, etc) and microcomputers (LSI-11, 8080, 8085 and Z-80).

Historical Background

Just as computer hardware has been continuously evolving during the past 25 years, so too have computer software requirements. Originally, computers were employed to work on mathematical tasks such as solving ballistics problems, or generating tables of logarithms. Later it became economically feasible to use computers for data processing or working with voluminous amounts of data such as census data or bank statements. Recently we have seen computers participate in various customized, dedicated applications like the control of traffic lights, microwave ovens and automobile ignition.

We have seen a variety of applications and language requirements lead to an evolution of computer languages. "Programming" originally entailed the translation of simple algorithms into machine code and bit by bit loading of the computer's memory via the front panel. Later, assembly languages were used, followed by equation or formula translators such as FORTRAN. When it was discovered that computing involved mostly computing decisions and repetition, the language ALGOL (ALGOrithmic Language) was designed to express algorithms more clearly and conveniently. The need for a language to structure and represent all of the data and files in business data processing applications was filled by COBOL. Today we have Pascal, which has flexible data representations, sufficient flow of control statements to represent algorithms, and a clear, simple syntax making it a favorite for a variety of applications. Pascal is the result of several evolutionary steps in the history of computer languages.

Why is Pascal so appealing? First, it is an expressive language. It has several control structures that make the coding of algorithms very natural. Second, Pascal has flexible data representation.

Expression of Algorithms in Pascal

Figure 1 presents an algorithm to compute the greatest common divisor (GCD) of X and Y. The greatest common divisor of the integers X and Y is the largest integer that will divide evenly into both X and Y. Note that three assertions are stated in the flowchart. The first, a necessary pre-condition, states that X and Y must be positive integers. The second is a loop invariant such that, when control passes through that path in the flowchart, the GCD(X, Y) is equal to the GCD(A, B). The
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third, a post condition, states that \( A \) is equal to \( B \), which is equal to the result, the GCD(\( X, Y \)).

If we can prove these three points are true, then the algorithm is correct—that is, it will compute the greatest common divisor of \( X \) and \( Y \). The loop invariance is easily proved, because if \( B \) is greater than \( A \), the GCD(\( A, B \)) equals GCD(\( A, B - A \)) (a more rigorous proof is posed as an exercise in Wirth’s book [see bibliography]). The post condition is also easy to prove, because the path to this exit is taken only when \( A \) equals \( B \), and then the GCD(\( A, A \)) certainly equals \( A \).

We are now reassured that if the precondition is true, the algorithm will compute the desired result. Now, how do we code this algorithm into our favorite programming language? Before we answer that question, let’s look at the elements of the flowchart. The flowchart in figure 1, and indeed any computable algorithm, is made up of three elements: sequence, selection and repetition. Sequences are represented in the flowchart by rectangular boxes such as:

```
A \rightarrow X
B \rightarrow Y
```

Note that this flowchart element has one entry (the arrow going in) and one exit. [In BYTE’s use of flowcharts, a top to bottom flow of control is assumed with arrows used for exceptions; in this article we make a stylistic exception, using extra arrows to emphasize flow...CH]

The second flowchart element is selection. Selection is represented by:

```
DECISION

TRUE

(ANY FLOWCHART ELEMENT)

FALSE

(ANY FLOWCHART ELEMENT)
```

A selection flowchart element requires at least two or three boxes; however, it always has one entry and one exit.

The third flowchart element is repetition. It is represented by:

```
DECISION

FALSE

(ANY FLOWCHART ELEMENT)

TRUE
```

This form of repetition is called a “while loop,” because while the decision is true, the element is repeated. Again, this element has one entry and one exit.

These flowchart elements have been translated directly into Pascal statements...
(see listing 1). Note that the sequence element:

\[
\begin{align*}
A & \leftarrow x \\
B & \leftarrow y
\end{align*}
\]

is translated into the two Pascal assignments.

\[
a := x; \quad b := y
\]

Now some of the syntax details of Pascal become evident. The assignment operator is \( := \), which is different from the FORTRAN or BASIC "=" in that the := operator in Pascal is used for assignment only, while the = in BASIC and FORTRAN is used as both the assignment operator and the equals sign. Statements are separated by semicolons, and any number of statements may be typed on one line. If the above sequence were a subelement of a selection element, it would be bracketed by begin and end keywords. For example:

```
if \( x > 0 \) and \( y > 0 \) then
  begin
    a := x; \quad b := y
  end
```

Any number of elements combined into one sequence element by begin and end brackets forms a compound statement.

The selection flowchart element is translated into the Pascal if statement:

```
if \( a > b \) then
  a := a - b
else
  b := b - a
```

And the repetition flowchart element is translated into the Pascal while statement:

```
while \( a \neq b \) do <statement>
```

The expression <statement> is called a metavariable. For an explanation, see the accompanying text box. Notice, though, that the metavariable <statement> in the greatest common divisor while clause is an if statement.

```
\[
A \neq B \\
\begin{cases}
  \text{TRUE} & \text{if } A < B \\
  \text{FALSE} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]
```

The real power in Pascal's algorithm descriptive capability lies in this sort of nesting. For example, any element can occur as a subelement of the while or if statement. These are called structured statements, and they can be nested to any depth.

Look again at the greatest common divisor (GCD) function in listing 1. Note that the routine consists of a heading and a variable declaration statement followed by one compound statement, bracketed by begin and end. Functions and proce-
dures in Pascal can be thought of as named statements with local variables. They always have one entry and one exit, and therefore, a call is flowcharted as a sequence element such as:

```
    CALL
    INITIATE
    OR
    Z = GCD(X,Y)
```

Pascal has a second selection statement called the case statement. This statement is a concise representation of the special case of nested if statements. An example of this is the "craps first roll" algorithm used to implement the dice game called craps. A pair of dice can obviously have only one summed value from 2 to 12 on any given throw, making this an ideal use for the case statement (see figure 2). The five nested decisions can be represented with the following Pascal case statement:

```
s := die1 + die2;
case s of
  2, 3, 12:
    craps;
  4, 10:
    begin
      point := s;
      odds := 2/1
    end;
  5, 9:
    begin
      point := s;
      odds := 3/2
    end;
  6, 8:
    begin
      point := s;
      odds := 6/5
    end;
  7, 11: win
end {of case statement}
```

Of course, this could be represented using if statements; however, the case statement is much more concise and clear. When the decisions in a group of nested if statements are mutually exclusive, that is, if any one being true implies that the rest are false, then a case statement is probably the appropriate representation.

Pascal allows two other forms of repetition: the repeat statement and the for statement. The repeat statement:

```
    repeat
      <any statement>
    until <condition>
```

is represented by:

```

```

Replications can always be expressed as either repeat statements or while statements. However, one form usually sounds better. For example:

```
    repeat shoot craps
    until broke or out of time
```

is equivalent to

```
    shoot craps:
    while not broke
      and not out of time
      do shoot craps
```

The for statement:

```
    for <var> := <init val> to <final val>
    <any statement>
```

is represented by:

```

```
Notice that again there is one entry and one exit for this flowchart element.
Another element we might see in a flowchart is an arrow coming out of a subelement, perhaps to a different page of the

function gcd(x,y: integer): integer;
var
  a, b: integer;
begin
  a := x; b := y;
  while a . b do
    if a > b then a := b
    else b := a - b;
  gcd := a
end

Listing 1: Pascal function to calculate the greatest common divisor of two integers.

100 LET A = X
110 LET B = Y
120 IF A = B THEN 190
130 REM \ldots \text{GCD}(X,Y) = \text{GCD}(A,B)
140 IF A > B THEN 170
150 LET B = A - B
160 GO TO 180
170 LET A = A - B
180 GO TO 120
190 REM \ldots \text{GCD}(X,Y) = A = B
200 RETURN

Listing 2: BASIC subroutine to compute the greatest common divisor of two integers.

INTEGER FUNCTION GCD(X,Y)
INTEGER A, B, X, Y
A = X
B = Y
120 IF A = B THEN 190
130 \ldots \text{GCD}(X,Y) = \text{GCD}(A,B)
140 IF A > B THEN 170
150 \ldots \text{GCD}(X,Y) = A = B
160 CONTINUE
170 \ldots \text{GCD}(X,Y) = A = B
180 RETURN

Listing 3: FORTRAN function to compute the greatest common divisor of two integers.

The Pascal greatest common divisor (GCD) function has all of these elements in an appropriate place in the source code. Pascal allows comments, delimited with braces, \{ and \}, to be freely inserted anywhere a blank can be inserted.

We can conclude that for each Pascal language statement there is a corresponding flowchart element, and vice versa. Therefore, one could easily flowchart any algorithm just from its Pascal listing. Compare the Pascal program in listing 1 to the FORTRAN and BASIC programs in listings 2 and 3. They are fundamentally identical, but all of the statement numbers and GOTOs in the FORTRAN and BASIC versions obscure the logic. You might maintain that, for so simple an example, there is no advantage for Pascal. One could flowchart the greatest common divisor (GCD) algorithm just from the BASIC listing. Of course you could, but how about flowcharting that line FORTRAN headache you wrote a year ago that has returned to haunt you?

Data Representation in Pascal

Pascal has several flexible forms of data representation. A variable can be defined as a scalar (single value) or a structured type. The different scalar types are: real, integer, character, Boolean, and user defined or enumerated. The structured types include arrays, records, sets and files.

Users can define their own scalar types by enumeration. For example, in a traffic control program, there might be a variable called signalcolor which has a value of yellow, green or red. Or, in a microwave oven program, there might be a variable called temp which represents the cooking level specified. These concepts are represented by the following Pascal declarations:

---

Pascal's Namesake

Blaise Pascal (1623-1662), one of the foremost famous French mathematicians, developed the Pascal theorem of projective geometry at the age of 16. One year later he started developing a calculating machine. He completed the first operating model in 1642 and built 50 more during the next ten years. In 1654 he produced two papers establishing the foundations of integral calculus and of probability theory.
In this example the type declaration describes
the user defined types and the var declaration
specifies variable names and their
associated type.

Another innovation in Pascal is the ability
to specify a subrange of a scalar type. For example, if the variable count is to be an
integer between 1 and 10, the declaration would be:

var count: 1..10;

To further demonstrate these features, a
BASIC program that would benefit from
Pascal data representation is next explored.

Mastermind Codebreaker Example

The Mastermind codebreaker algorithm I
have chosen for this exercise was presented
by WL Milligan in the October 1977 BYTE,
pages 168 thru 171. His BASIC version is
reproduced in listing 4. A Pascal translation
is presented here in listing 5. Let us compare
the two.

The first 15 lines of the Pascal version
are lines 10 to 45 in the BASIC
version. These are the type declarations
and the global variable declarations. These global
variables can be referenced from within any
procedure. The type declarations define new
variable types such as:

type colors = (colorless, red, blue,
brown, green, yellow, orange, space);

row = array [1..4] of colors;

eval = record
  black: 0..4;
end;

This means that a variable of type colors has
a value equal to one of these enumerated
items. A variable of type row is an array of
four colors. The type eval represents a
codemaker's response to a guessed row. What
does this represent in the game? This
response is the number of exact color and
position matches (black key pegs) and the
number of out of position color matches
(white key pegs). The codemaker responds
with between 0 and 4 black and white key
pegs. The type eval in the Pascal version
accurately models this: a record consisting

Listing 4: Codebreaker portion of W Lloyd Milligan's Mastermind game written in BASIC. The program appeared originally in the October 1977 BYTE, pages 169 and 170 (see page 176 of this issue for a description of Mastermind). Compare this with the Pascal version in listing 5.
Listing 5: Pascal version of the Mastermind BASIC program in listing 4.

```pascal
program main(output, output);

label start;

type
  colors = red, blue, brown, green, yellow, orange, space;
  row = array [1..4] of colors;
  record
    black, white, a..4;
  end;

var
  evaluations : array [1..10] of real;
  rows : array [1..10] of row;
  sums : array [colors] of packed array [1..6] of char;
  value : array [1..7] of colors;
  redrow, row : { First hypothesis checked }
  last, row : { Last hypothesis formed }
  version, 1..2;
  macolor: orange, space;
begin
  1..9, j 1..4; eh ch color;

procedure initialization,
var v, colors : i . t .5;
begin
  sum[red] := 'red'; sum[yellow] := 'yellow';
  sum[blue] := 'blue'; sum[orange] := 'orange';
  sum[brown] := 'brown'; sum[space] := 'space';
  for r = colorless to space do
    color[ord(r)] := r;
  for i := 1 to 4 do
    redrow[i] := red;
  last := redrow;
end;

procedure MASTERMIND CODEBREAKER;
var
  "PLEASE BE PATIENT, SOMETIMES I TAKE A FEW";
  "MINUTES ON MY MOVE. WHICH VERSION (1 or 2)?
  macolor := color[version+5];
  { Assign colors at random for row 1 }
  for i := 1 to 4 do
    rows[i,1] := color[ (macolor(version)+5)*random(0)+1 ];
end; { Of Initialization Routine }

procedure checkconsistency(hypothesis, previousrow : row;
var v, colors, i, j.4;
begin
{ Count blacks first }
  cblack := 0;
  for j := 1 to 4 do
    if hypothesis[j] = previousrow[j] then
      cblack := cblack + 1;
{ Now count whites }
  cwhite := 0;
  for j := 1 to 4 do
    begin
      for j := 1 to 4 do
        if (j<>j) and
          (hypothesis[j] = previousrow[j] and
            hypothesis[j] = previousrow[j] and
            hypothesis[j] = previousrow[j]) then
          begin
            cwhite := cwhite + 1;
{ Dummy wrong value }
            previousrow[j] := colorless;
            goto finish
          end;
    end;
end;

start:
```

of two components, `black` and `white`, each an integer between 0 and 4.

The variable `version` represents the version number, either 1 or 2. The 10 possible rows of code pegs in the game are recorded in the Pascal structure declared as:

```
var rows : array [1..10] of row;
```

Note that the careful selection of data representation makes the program much more clear and concise. The ability to deal with structures as a whole instead of just their elements tends to tighten up the logic of the program. For example, the BASIC lines:

```
820 REM ASSIGN NEXT ROW
830 FOR J=0 TO 3
840 LET Rs(1+1,J)=Ds(J)
845 NEXT J
```

are functionally equivalent to the Pascal assignment:

```
rows[i+1] := hyp {assign next row}
```

Also, the BASIC lines:

```
610 REM MAKE SURE THAT
620 REM HYPOTHESIS ROW DOESN'T
630 REM DUPLICATE ROW 1
640 IF Rs(0,J)<><Ds(J) THEN 660
650 LET Z=Z+1
660 NEXT J
670 IF Z=4 THEN 700
690 GO TO 820
```

are functionally equivalent to the Pascal statement:

```
if hyp <> rows[i] then goto 820
```

Mr Milligan's BASIC version is well written and well structured. It contains three key routines: initialization (lines 50 to 210); generate hypothesis (lines 380 to 845); and evaluate response (lines 910 to 1100). However, due to the inexpissiveness of BASIC, it takes careful study, even of this well-written BASIC program, to recognize its structure. On the other hand, looking at the Pascal version of the same algorithm, the expressiveness of the language shows the structure at a glance. Similarly, the use of meaningful variable names and Pascal record structures makes the data representation readable. Table 1 describes which variables in the Pascal version are used in the same
context as variables in the BASIC version.

As careful as you are when coding BASIC, bugs are bound to creep in. For example, in the BASIC version (listing 4), lines 610 thru 690 are unnecessary. Additionally, there is no path through lines 770 to 810. Coding errors rarely creep into Pascal programs because the compiler enforces variable declarations and type agreement. For example, \( evalutions[5] := rows[5] \) is illegal because they are not type-compatible. Also \( c := \text{brown-red} \) is illegal because arithmetic is undefined for our user defined \( \text{colors} \) type. And, \( \text{version} := 3 \) is illegal because the value 3 is outside the legal range for \( \text{version} \).

Other Pascal Attributes

We have looked at some of the noteworthy features in Pascal. There are also the powerful features of block structured scope of names, recursion and dynamic allocation of storage. Pascal is known as a very "safe" language because it optionally has extensive compile and run time type checking including type compatibility, subrange bounds and
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function formhypothesis ( boolan 
label s70 
var h, c: \text{color}s;
end 
\begin{align*}
\text{begin} & \quad \{ \text{forming Hypothesis} \} \\
\text{c} & := \text{true} \\
\text{for} & \quad \text{c} \quad \text{to} \quad \text{matrix} \quad \text{do} \\
\text{if} & \quad \text{h} \quad \text{or} \\
\text{end} \\
\begin{align*}
\text{begin} & \quad \{ \text{Do not recheck eliminated possibilities} \} \\
\text{assign} & \quad \text{next move} \\
\text{end} & \quad \{ \text{Return with function value} \} \\
\text{end} & \quad \{ \text{Of Form Hypothesis Procedure} \} \\
\end{align*}
\end{align*}
array index bounds. Pascal has many other data representations not illustrated here, such as sequential files, arrays, pointers and sets. I can't begin to explain all of these features here, but you don't have to understand all of them before you write your first Pascal program.

The main selling feature of Pascal is that properly developed programs are extremely easy to debug. Once you get a clean compile, the program usually runs! Why? Because the algorithms are expressed clearly and naturally. The range of all control variables are well specified and can be enforced at run time. The data types all agree and are appropriate to the problem. The program is readable — data types mean what they say — and it is therefore maintainable. Pascal encourages the methodical and systematic development of algorithms, an important structured programming method.

I hope this survey of Pascal has whet your appetite for the language. If so, read more about Pascal in this issue, then pick up any of the books in the bibliography and dive in!

Pascal is a rich and fertile language that emphasizes the expression of algorithms and data representation naturally and clearly. When will your microcomputer speak Pascal?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIC Version</th>
<th>Pascal Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lines 220 to 270 and 850 to 900</td>
<td>program mm2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>i: 1 .. 9; j: 1 .. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIM RS(9,3)</td>
<td>rows: array [1 .. 10] of row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>ch: char</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIM S(9,1)</td>
<td>evaluations: array [1 .. 10] of eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines 50 to 210</td>
<td>procedure initialization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>i: 1 .. 4; c: colors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIM AS(6)</td>
<td>name: array [cols] of string</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>color: array [0 .. 7] of colors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines 380 to 845</td>
<td>version: 1 .. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I0,11,J2,J3</td>
<td>procedure formhypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L0,L1,L2,L3</td>
<td>i1,i2,i3,i4: colors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>redrow, last: row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIM AS(6)</td>
<td>maxcolor: orange .. space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIM DS(3)</td>
<td>hyp: row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>r: 0 .. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>eval1: eval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N,M</td>
<td>Lines 910 to 1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>procedure Checkconsistency</td>
<td>procedure Checkconsistency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J1,J2</td>
<td>j1,j2: 1 .. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIM CS(3)</td>
<td>hypothesis: row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIM BS(3)</td>
<td>previousrow: row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N,M</td>
<td>e: eval</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: A comparison of the variables used in the two versions of the Mastermind game (see listings 4 and 5).

What Is Mastermind?

One of the most interesting conventional (ie: noncomputer) games on the market is "Mastermind," distributed by Invicta Plastics, Suite 940, 200 5th Av, New York NY 10010, and available in many local stores. Mastermind involves deductive logic, hypothesis testing and probabilistic inference. In Mastermind, the players take turns as "codemaker" and "codebreaker." The codemaker sets up a concealed row of four colored pegs from a set of Red, Blue, BRown, Green, Yellow and Orange pegs. It is acceptable to use the same color or colors more than once. In version 2, a more advanced game, empty Spaces are also permitted.

To challenge the computer program you are the codemaker. Write down a code. A row of four colors invokes the codebreaker computer program. It will take up to ten tries (rows) to discover the secret arrangement of colors in the concealed row. After printing each guess, the program will prompt you for the number of black and white key pegs.

The number of black pegs corresponds to the number of correct colors in correct positions. An important rule is that no position in the try is counted more than once.

When evaluating the program's try it is necessary to count black and white pegs carefully. If you make a mistake counting the number of exact or inexact correspondences, the program may exhaust all possible arrangements without finding a possible valid try. In this event the message:

**I HAVE REACHED AN IMPASSE. COULD YOU HAVE MADE AN ERROR?**

is printed.

(Adapted from W Lloyd Milligan's article, "Mastermind," October 1977 BYTE, page 168.)
New Power Supply Dedicated to Minifloppy Format

A new multiple output power supply, the CP-249, is, according to the manufacturer, the first power supply to be dedicated to the 5.25 inch floppy disk format.

The CP-249 provides dual outputs of 5 V at 0.7 A and 12 V at 1.1 A steady state, with 1.7 A peak. The 5 V output includes overvoltage protection. Standard features include 115/230 VAC ±10% AC input capabilities ±0.05% line and load regulation, and full protection against short circuit and overload. Maximum ripple is 3.0 mV peak to peak, while transient response is 30 µs for a 50% load change. Operating temperature is rated at 0°C to +50°C at full ratings, derated to 40% at 70°C.

Single quantity pricing is $39.95. The unit is available from Power-One Inc, Power One Dr, Camarillo CA 93010.

A microcomputer mail order catalog has just been issued by Tandy Computers, Dept R7, POB 2932, Fort Worth TX 76101. The 52 page, 4 color catalog details a full line of popular brand microcomputers and accessories, software packages, parts and literature currently in stock. Kits and fully assembled microcomputer systems listed in the catalog range in price from several hundred dollars to more than $20,000. Among the nationally known brands carried by Tandy Computers are Radio Shack's TRS-80, the IMSAI 8080, Vector 1 and 14, Xitan, Equinox 100, and Poly-Morphic System 8813. Copies of the new catalog are available by telephoning toll free (800) 433-1679 or by writing the company.

The LS-100 series digital signature analysis product family provides the foundation for LSI and microprocessor electronic troubleshooting and repair. Verification of correct digital patterns provides go and no-go testing as well as diagnostics. The series provides for rapid identification of bad components, printed circuit boards and entire systems. Options include remote LED signature display, 32 line multiplexer, logic probes, enhanced software package and stand alone test ability.

The LS-100 expandable series available in S-100, LSI-11, or EXORciser bus compatible plug ins, ready to go. Prices start at $295. Contact Phoenix Digital Corp, POB 11628, Phoenix AZ 85017.

AVA Introduces New RF Video Adapter Line

AVA Electronics announces the introduction of their new RF (radio frequency) Video Adapter line. It features over 40 adapters and accessories suitable for home and professional video applications. The adapters cover phone, BNC, UHF and F connectors. The free #478 catalog sheet describes these products in detail and is available from AVA Electronics Corp, 242 Pembroke Av, Lansdown PA 19050.
**What's New?**

**SOFTWARE**

**File Management System for Floppy Disk Microcomputers**

KSAM80 is a file management system designed specifically for floppy disk microcomputer systems. It was originally developed under Zilog's Z-80 OS 2.0 but can be implemented in many existing microcomputer operation systems. KSAM80 was developed for applications such as inventory control, reservation systems, library systems, accounts receivable and bill of materials processing. Random storage and retrieval of records is based on the contents of a user-defined data field within the record which is called the key. The key must be unique for each record and can be any string up to 255 characters long.

KSAM80 also supports sequential access of records starting at any point within a file, random access by partial key and random access by relative record number. Sequential and random access commands can be intermixed freely.

Space is automatically allocated to the file when records are added and reclaimed when records are deleted so that files are self-reorganizing and any number of files can be processed simultaneously provided that sufficient buffer storage is available.

A number of utility programs are available as part of the KSAM80 package. For additional information write to EMS, 3645 Grand Av, Suite 304, Oakland CA 94610.

Circle 532 on inquiry card.

**A New Macroassembly Language for 8080 and 8085 Microprocessors**

SMAL/80 is a compiled, structured, macroassembly language for 8080 and 8085 microprocessors that requires only 7 K bytes of memory. SMAL/80 statements are written in a symbolic notation resembling PASCAL and PL/M that simplifies the writing of assembly language programs. It incorporates the basic structured programming constructs, the do-end, if-then-else, and loop-repeat, which may be combined with and/or nested within each other without limit to form highly complex statements.

The package includes a 2 K byte macropreprocessor written in SMAL/80.

The macropreprocessor permits conditional expansion of statements, and unlimited nesting of macros.

Also included in the SMAL/80 package is a translator program that allows one to convert any 8080 or 8085 program written in standard Intel mnemonics into SMAL/80 without the constructs.

SMAL/80 is being offered initially in CP/M and Unix I disk formats; the price, including documentation, is $75. This software is available from Chromod Associates, POB 3169, General Grand Station, NY 10017.

Circle 535 on inquiry card.

**Business Software**

**In North Star BASIC**

Available now is a series of three business software packages in North Star BASIC. Features of Micro-Base Inventory are said to include multiple key ISAM (indexed sequential access method) disk structuring; inquiry keys by catalogue number, manufacturer, or item description; multiple selling price capability for each item; formatted screen handling; full retail or cost extension reporting of items on hand or on order or sold. The second module, Micro-Base Accounts Payable, is described as a fully featured database management system, with real time inquiry for file information. Features of this system are multiple key ISAM disk structuring, inquiry keys by vendor number, vendor name, voucher number; formatted screen handling; paid voucher history file; bank account reconciliation assistance; cash requirements forecasting. Micro-Base Accounting system is said to include payroll, time and material billing, purchase ordering, accounts receivable, accounts payable, inventory handling and general ledger and financial reporting. The price for these systems is $450 per module from Computerx, POB 65907, Houston, TX 77005.

Circle 537 on inquiry card.

**APL Colloquium Series**

Think Inc., a company which develops and markets application packages, is offering a monthly colloquium series on APL topics. Topics such as "A Proposed Standard for the Interchange of APL Workspaces" and "The Use of APL for Systems Work" have been discussed in previous series. Think Inc plans to continue the colloquium series until the summer. For further information contact Brooke Tompkins, Think Inc., 310 E 46th St, New York NY 10017.

Circle 534 on inquiry card.

**Character Oriented Processing System for the Z-80 or 8080 Printer**

The Electric Pencil II is a character oriented processing system. Text is entered as a continuous string of characters and is manipulated as such, allowing the user freedom and ease in the movement and handling of text.

Features of the Electric Pencil II include CP/M compatibility, disk operating system which supports two disk drives, file management, disk storage and retrieval, print formatting multicolumn printing, print value scoreboard, automatic word and record number tally at end of page control.

Hardware must include a microcomputer using the 8080 or 8085 microprocessor, printer, video display (VDM-1, VII or SOL) CP/M supported disk system or North Star minifloppy disk or cassette interface.

The Electric Pencil II is available on CP/M. The price for the standard printer version is $225 and the Diablo printer version is $275. For further information contact Michael Shrayre Software, 3901 Los Feliz Blvd, Los Angeles CA 90027.

Circle 536 on inquiry card.

**Super Startrek**

Super Startrek requires a terminal equivalent to the Soroc IQ120 or the ADM-1 (with screen protect, screen clear and cursor control) with 48 K bytes of memory.

A sector map, status display and galactic map are placed on the screen in protected areas. It includes star bases, the USS Enterprise, the Faire Queen, Klingons, command Klingons and cloaked Romulans.

Examples of operational commands are WAR (warp: sets warp factor for moves), MOV (move: direction and distance), IMP (impulse engines: allow one sector moves), and ABA (abandon ship to Faire Queen).

Super Startrek is written in North Star BASIC with complete, comprehensive playing instructions. The price is $51 and the software is available from Aaron Associates, POB 1720A, Garden Grove, CA 92640.

Circle 533 on inquiry card.
HUGE DISCOUNTS!

HOBBY WORLD ELECTRONICS

Savings up to 70% on major brand IC parts and computer kits. For complete IC listings write for our catalog.

WAVECO
5716 W. Manchester Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90045

TELEPHONE ORDERS:
Call (213) 641-4200

End Date: 

Qty 

Stock No. 

Price 

IC MASTERS

Over 40,000 IC's listed.

Over 2,000 pages.

Retail Value $55.00

Your Price $39.99

Check catalogue for more listings on linear, voltage regulators, resistor books, IC sockets and more.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City __________________ State _______ Zip______

Satisfaction 100% Guaranteed
California Residents Add 6% Sales Tax

Note: Minimum Order $10.00, 5% Discount over $100.00 on IC's only.

Your COMPLETE SATISFACTION IS OUR GUARANTEE.

IS OUR GUARANTEE YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION? IS OUR GUARANTEE YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION? IS OUR GUARANTEE YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION?
Circle 25 on inquiry card.

ATWOOD ENTERPRISES

KITS

$79.95 4K RAM  Available assembled and tested $89.95.

$129.95 4K PROM Bipolar 512 x 8 Proms 93448/6341.

$149.95 8K EPROM Needs only 4K space 2716.

$59.95 DIGITAL I/O 8 parallel ports plus 16 interrupts.

$99.95 ANALOG IN 32 inputs, 8 bits, 100 microseconds.

$49.95 PROM PROGRAMMING Burns 4. Can copy to 3.

$129.95 SERIAL I/O 7 serial ports, fully software controlled.

TO 500 baud.

MOTHER BOARD

8 SLOT  44 PIN BUS 50 Pin Edge Connector

- Mother Board $20.00 ea
- Connectors 2.50 ea
- Card guides for above $10.00 per set.

Beckian Enterprises All Prime Quality — New Parts Only — Satisfaction Guaranteed

EDGE CARD CONNECTORS:  GOLD PLATED.


ALTAM TYPE:  Contact Ctrs. .125 Row Spacing. 140

50/100 Dip Solder $4.00 ea. 5 pcs $3.00 ea.

IMSAI TYPE:  Contact Ctrs. .125 Row Spacing. 250

50/100 Dip Solder $4.25 ea. 5 pcs $3.25 ea.

WIRE WRAP (1 Turn) $4.25 ea. 5 pcs $4.00 ea.

IMSAI Card Guides 13 Turn 25 per pack to IMSAI Prices

Note: Also good for CROMEMCO.

OTHER CONNECTORS AVAILABLE

.100" Contact Ctrs. .140" Row Spacing.

15/30 Dip Solder $2.30 ea. 5 pcs $2.10 ea.

22/44 Dip Solder $2.75 ea. 5 pcs $2.40 ea.

22/44 Wire Wrap (3 Turn) $2.50 ea. 5 pcs $2.20 ea.

40/80 Wire Wrap (3 Turn) $4.00 ea. 5 pcs $3.70 ea.

Note: Wire Wrap Spacing is .200" (Row Spacing)

.156" Contact Ctrs. .140" Row Spacing.

18/36 Dip Solder $2.25 ea. 5 pcs $2.00 ea.

22/44 Dip Solder $2.50 ea. 5 pcs $2.25 ea.

15/30 Wire Wrap (3 Turn) $2.00 ea. 5 pcs $1.80 ea.

.156" Contact Ctrs. .200" Row Spacing.

22/44 Wire Wrap (3 Turn) $2.80 ea. 5 pcs $2.50 ea.

36/72 Wire Wrap (3 Turn) $4.00 ea. 5 pcs $3.80 ea.

15/30 Dip Solder $1.90 ea. 5 pcs $1.70 ea.

18/36 Dip Solder $1.95 ea. 5 pcs $1.80 ea.

36/72 Dip Solder $2.60 ea. 5 pcs $2.35 ea.

43/86 Dip Solder (6800) $4.90 ea. 5 pcs $4.75 ea.

25 PIN DB TYPE SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS.

CANNON: Gold Plated. The Best You Can Buy.

DB25P Male Plug $3.60 ea. 5 pcs $2.75 ea.

DB25F Female Socket $3.70 ea. 5 pcs $3.45 ea.

DB 51212 1 Hood (Grey) $1.00 ea. 5 pcs $0.95 ea.

DS 51226 1A Hood (Black) $1.10 ea. 5 pcs $1.00 ea.

D 20418 2 Hardware Set $0.80 ea. 5 pcs $0.75 ea.

HEAT SHRINK TUBING

1/8 Shrink to 1/16. I.D. $0.35 per ft.

CABLE TIES

3/4" and 5/16" $0.03 ea.

WRITE FOR LARGER QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

DELIVER WELCOME

MINIMUM ORDER: $10.00. Add $1.00 for shipping. Orders over $75.00, we pay the shipping. Calif. Residents add 6% tax. NO C.O.D. SHIPMENTS.

Beckian Enterprises P.O. Box 3089 Simi, Calif. 93063

DID YOU KNOW...

BIG SALE

1 each board:

Digital I/O

Eprom programming

8K Eprom Board (without 2716's)

REGULAR PRICE

$139.85

AUGUST ONLY

$100.00

Extra zero insertion force sockets $5.00.

CIRCLE 30 ON INQUIRY CARD.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8080A Kit</td>
<td>Bare Board</td>
<td>$245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6502 Microprocessor</td>
<td>Bare Board</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8212</td>
<td>Bare Board</td>
<td>$245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4116 (200ns)</td>
<td>Bare Board</td>
<td>$52.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Microcomputer Components**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8080A</td>
<td>Microprocessor</td>
<td>$245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6502</td>
<td>Static RAM 120 @ $1.00 ea.</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1702A</td>
<td>E-PROM @ $19.00 ea.</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6502</td>
<td>E-PROM @ $9.00 ea.</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6502</td>
<td>Microprocessor</td>
<td>$245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1702A</td>
<td>E-PROM</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6502</td>
<td>Static RAM 100 @ $1.25 ea.</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4116</td>
<td>Static RAM 100 @ $1.25 ea.</td>
<td>$125.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8212</td>
<td>E-PROM</td>
<td>$49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1702A</td>
<td>E-PROM</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6502</td>
<td>Static RAM</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4116</td>
<td>Static RAM</td>
<td>$52.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8212</td>
<td>E-PROM</td>
<td>$49.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Microprocessors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8080A</td>
<td>Microprocessor</td>
<td>$245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6502</td>
<td>Microprocessor</td>
<td>$245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6502</td>
<td>Static RAM</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1702A</td>
<td>E-PROM</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6502</td>
<td>E-PROM</td>
<td>$14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8212</td>
<td>E-PROM</td>
<td>$49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1702A</td>
<td>E-PROM</td>
<td>$34.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6502</td>
<td>Static RAM</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dynamic RAMs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>Ram 8 (250ns)</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>Ram 8 (450ns)</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>Ram 8 (500ns)</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>Ram 8 (450ns)</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8K</td>
<td>Ram 16 (450ns)</td>
<td>$325.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K</td>
<td>Ram 32 (250ns)</td>
<td>$707.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32K</td>
<td>Ram 32 (450ns)</td>
<td>$707.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Eeprom Boards**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MR-8 (8K uses 2708)</td>
<td>Bare Board</td>
<td>$59.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR-16T (16K uses 2716)</td>
<td>Bare Board</td>
<td>$69.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM-16 (16K uses 2716)</td>
<td>Bare Board</td>
<td>$69.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM/ROM (16K uses 2716)</td>
<td>Bare Board</td>
<td>$117.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JADE VIDEO INTERFACE KIT</td>
<td>$124.95 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JADE PARALLEL/SERIAL INTERFACE KIT</td>
<td>$124.95 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JADE RAM BOARDS ASSEMBLED &amp; TESTED</td>
<td>8K Ram 8 (250ns)</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JADE RAM BOARDS ASSEMBLED &amp; TESTED</td>
<td>8K Ram 8 (450ns)</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JADE RAM BOARDS ASSEMBLED &amp; TESTED</td>
<td>8K Ram 8 (500ns)</td>
<td>$169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JADE RAM BOARDS ASSEMBLED &amp; TESTED</td>
<td>8K Ram 16 (450ns)</td>
<td>$325.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JADE RAM BOARDS ASSEMBLED &amp; TESTED</td>
<td>32K Ram 32 (250ns)</td>
<td>$707.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JADE RAM BOARDS ASSEMBLED &amp; TESTED</td>
<td>32K Ram 32 (450ns)</td>
<td>$707.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RAM BOARD</td>
<td>$675.00 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RAM BOARD</td>
<td>$675.00 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RAM BOARD</td>
<td>$675.00 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RAM BOARD</td>
<td>$675.00 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RAM BOARD</td>
<td>$675.00 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RAM BOARD</td>
<td>$675.00 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RAM BOARD</td>
<td>$675.00 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RAM BOARD</td>
<td>$675.00 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RAM BOARD</td>
<td>$675.00 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMIC RAM BOARD</td>
<td>$675.00 KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prom Setters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-100 Power Supply with Cabinet</td>
<td>$375.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Floppy Disc Interface**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JADE Video Interface Kit</td>
<td>$175.00 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-100 Power Supply</td>
<td>$149.00 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Model 801R Shugart with Disc Cabinet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 801R Shugart with Disc Cabinet</td>
<td>$353.00 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Computer Products**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 801R Shugart with Disc Cabinet</td>
<td>$353.00 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Model 801R Shugart with Disc Cabinet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 801R Shugart with Disc Cabinet</td>
<td>$353.00 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Floppy Disc Controller**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-100 Floppy Controller</td>
<td>$149.00 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-100 Power Supply</td>
<td>$149.00 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-100 Floppy Controller</td>
<td>$149.00 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-100 Power Supply</td>
<td>$149.00 ea.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IT WILL TELL YOU WHERE TO GO -
CPU-1™ 8080A CPU BOARD WITH
8 LEVEL VECTOR INTERRUPT.

$30. BARE $185. KIT
$220. ASSEMBLED AND TESTED

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

WAMECO INC. 3107 LANEVIEW DRIVE SAN JOSE CA 95132

12" MONITORS

80X24 with full 128 char. ASCII UC+LC
font with all control characters displayed.
300-19,200 baud RS232, 2nd font addressable
from keyboard in you-program-it 2708 for
AFL, Graphics sets, etc. Plug in monitor
1/O connector, 110VAC and you are ready,
includes: The Case', Cherry Kbd. A used
monitor, ESAT 200A, all options except
vector addressable cursor and modem.
Bulletproof design and construction.
Normal $675.00 What you always
wanted your ADM3 to be:

SYSTEM"A" $649.00 10/599.00

"The Case" Beautiful and sturdy
anodized aluminum case in deep black designed to contain the
ESAT 200A, and with a bezel cut out for the Cherry 'Pro' keyboard.
installed as shown above) Choose deep brown, light yellow, or crim-
son to accent or color code your installation. The only choice for
hard-use institutional and educational applications. $59.00, 10/59.00

2708/2716 EPROM
MEMORY BOARD

* 5-100 BUS
* 1-32 KBYTES USING EITHER 2708 OR 2716 EPROMS
* HIGH/LOW LIMIT ADDRESS RANGE SELECTION
* MEMORY BANK SELECT OPTION
* SOL™ COMPATIBLE MEMORY DISABLE
* SELECTABLE WAIT STATES
* FULLY BUFFERED INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
* DOUBLE SOLDER MASK
* SILK SCREENED PARTS LAYOUT
* COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION

$30. BARE
$100. KIT (LESS EPROMS)
TESTED AND ASSEMBLED $130.
(LESS EPROMS)

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

WAMECO INC. 3107 LANEVIEW DRIVE SAN JOSE CA 95132

Electrolabs

PO Box 6721 Stanford CA. 94305
415+321-5601

MINIDISKETTES (5.25') 1-9 10-24 25+
10, 16 or Soft Sector
$4.79 4.65 4.45

STANDARD (8') DISKETTES
Hard or Soft Sector $5.99 5.33 4.79

CASSETTES
R-300 Certified Phillips Type $5.25 4.99 4.35
I-150 Certified for audio decks $4.60 4.30 3.90

Verbatim

"The Fantastici
MEMOREX FIVE-FIFTY

THE FANTASTIC

For more options, encase 2708.

Surplus

Our Catalogue

Contains IC's, T.I. sockets (1 cent/pct., if you
ask), Adonis and much more. It is free.

Shipping and Handling: Surface: $0.40/lb.,
Air: $0.75/lb., 1.00 minimum
Cal. Tax: 6.5%, Insurance: $0.50 per $100.00

Circle 115 on inquiry card.

Circle 387 on inquiry card.
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User Programmable Intelligent Terminal System

Floppy Disk Microcomputer Supported by Custom Software

The introduction of two new F8 products for the personal computer user and design engineer has been announced by Comptronics, 19824 Ventura Blvd, Woodland Hills CA 91364.

The F-8S100 is a processor board compatible with the S-100 bus. The unit provides sockets for 2 K bytes of erasable read only memory, monitor, two PIO sockets and connections for six IO ports. The board has 64 bytes of scratch pad programmable memory and a fully buffered data bus. The Model F-8S100 sells for $239 as a kit or $275 assembled.

The second product is an F8 microcomputer, Model KD80, with keyboard and 6 digit display. The unit provides audio interface and speaker compatible with the onboard KD-BUG (3856) music routine, 2 K bytes of random access memory expandable through an S-100 connector, and 1 K bytes of erasable read only memory with four additional 2708 sockets. Model KD80 sells for $375 as a kit and $425 assembled.

Low Cost, Do It Yourself Computer

A new do it yourself computer called SKIP II has 1 K bytes of programmable memory, LED display of both address and data, hexadecimal keyboard, screen printed front panel, printed circuit board and National Semiconductor's SC/MP computer chip. It can be built for less than $100. This includes detailed instructions, system checkout guide and troubleshooting manual. A programming guide illustrates all of the 46 instructions with simple programs which explain what the computer is doing at each stop. It is said to be ideal for the beginner. Contact NBL, POB 1564, Richardson TX 75080.
Hazeltine 1400
COST EFFECTIVE
CRT TERMINAL
$659 plus shipping

The Hazeltine 1400 VDU Display Terminal is designed to optimize interactive real-time operations. The interface is capable of either local or remote connection through an SIA RS232-C interface at baud rates that are switch selectable up to 9600 baud.

- All 128 ASCII Codes
- 64 Displayable Characters
- 24 Lines, 17 inch Screen
- 50 Characters per Line
- Self Diagnosic Test

Quantity pricing upon request.

S-100 Mother Board
QUIET BUS
$2995

The Quiet Bus from California Industrial is quality engineered. The quiet bus has been proven in California Industrial S-100 mother board. Three, beautiful, heavy shielded double isolation, double plate ground, high density modules. All bus leads are shielded. Military spec for high altitude, high temperature and shock. Vacformed plastic shield.
Binary Synchronous or Synchronous Data Link Control Chip

A synchronous receiver and transmitter chip that can handle either binary synchronous (BiSync) or synchronous data link control (SDLC) protocols in microcomputer systems is available from NEC Microcomputers Inc, Five Pillita Dr, Lexington MA 02173. This uPD379 is an N channel MOS device that is packaged in a 42 pin ceramic dual in line package. The part operates at 800 K bps. The uPD379 can operate in full or half duplex mode, is directly TTL compatible, has three state data outputs, has a programmable synchronous word (character), contains detection and rejection of flag, abort and idle patterns, has zero insertion and rejection, and an indication of overrun and underrun errors. The operation mode, data rate and synchronous character of the uPD379 can be changed through the use of external control. The uPD379 is priced at $16 in quantities over 100.

Auto Answer Modem

The USR-320 is a hardwire, asynchronous, auto answer modem that operates in half and full duplex modes at data rates of up to 300 bps. The design uses integrated circuits, crystal controlled digital receiver and transmitter frequencies, and computer designed active filters. The unit comes with power supply and is housed in the desktop case shown. Connection to voice grade telephone lines is via a standard CBS-1001F Data Access Arrangement (DAA). The USR-320 is available with an EIA RS232C interface, a 20 mA current loop interface or both. The USR-330 with the full term of units under lease. The used equipment available includes both medium and high speed modems, operating at data rates of 2000 bps, 2400 bps, 3600 bps, 4800 bps, 7200 bps, 9600 bps and 19.2 K bps. Current information on used modems and related equipment is available from the company.

Factory Tested Used Modems to Cut Data Communication Costs

The availability of used ICC modems at prices significantly lower than new has been announced by the Special Offer Division of Racal-Milgo Inc, 8600 NW 41st St, Miami FL 33166. According to the company, these modems have been factory tested, and are covered by the same warranty as new equipment. This includes one year for purchased units, and for the full term of units under lease. The used equipment available includes both medium and high speed modems, operating at data rates of 2000 bps, 2400 bps, 3600 bps, 4800 bps, 7200 bps, 9600 bps and 19.2 K bps. Current information on used modems and related equipment is available from the company.

Attention Surplus PDP-8 Owners

An LED conversion kit for the PDP-8/E and PDP-8/L minicomputers is now available from Scientific Test Systems, POB 741, Wallingford CT 06492. The kits are available to enable replacement of standard incandescent lamps used in the PDP-8/E and PDP-8/L with light emitting diodes, to eliminate the problem of burned out bulbs. The kits are complete with a set of direct replacement LEDs and instructions for modification of the front panel control board circuitry. The conversion kit for the PDP-8/E is priced at $39.95 and $69.95 for the PDP-8/L conversion kit.
New!

**16K E-PROM CARD**

IMAGINE HAVING 16K OF SOFTWARE ON LINE AT ALL TIME!

S-100 (ImaI/AI tar) Buss Compatible!

**PRICE CUT!**

**$57.50 kit**

SPECIAL OFFER:

WAS $69.95

Our 2708’s (450NS) are $12.95 when purchased with show kit.

**8K LOW POWER RAM KIT-$149.00**

S-100 (ImaI/AI tar) Buss Compatible!

2 KITS FOR $279

Fully Assembled & Burned In

$179.00

Blank PC Board w/ Documentation

$29.95

Low Profile Socket Set.... 13.50

Support IC’s (TTL & Regulators)

$9.75

Bypass CAP’s (Disc & Tantalums)

$4.50

**Fully Static!**

**ADD $20 FOR 250NS**

**KIT FEATURES:**

1. Double sided PC Board with solder mask and silk screen layout. Gold plated contact fingers.
2. Selectable wait states.
3. All address lines & data lines buffered.
4. All sockets included.
5. On card regulators.

**ADD $20 FOR $250NS**

**KIT INCLUDES ALL PARTS AND SOCKETS (except 2708’s). Add $25 for assembled and tested.**

**USES 21L02 RAM’S!**

**MOTOROLA QUAD OP-AMP**

MC 3401, PIN FOR PIN SUB

FOR POPULAR LM 300.

$3 FOR $1

**ALARM CLOCK CHIP**

N.S MM5375AA Six Digits

With full Data. New!

$1.95 each

**FULL WAVE BRIDGE**

4 AMP, 200 PIV.

$6.95 10 FOR $5.75

**450 NSI**

**2708 EPROMS**

Now full speed! Prime new units from a major U.S. Mfg. 450 NS.

Access time. 1K x 8. Equiv. to 4-1702 A’s in one package.

4 FOR $50

**OUR LATEST COMPUTER KIT**

**FULLY S-100 COMPATIBLE!**

**FULLY STATIC, AT DYNAMIC PRICES!**

**16K STATIC RAM KIT**

**$35.00 COMPLETE KIT**

**SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER!**

Buy 2 KITS (32K) for $680

450 NS

**B**lank PC Board with Documentation

$33.00

**LOW PROFILE SOCKET SET — $12.00**

ASSEMBLED & TESTED — ADD $30.00

2114’s 4 RAM’s — 8 for $85.00

**Z-80 PROGRAMMING MANUAL**

By Mostek. The major Z-80 second source. The most detailed explanation ever on the working of the Z-80 CPU CHIPS. At least one full page on each of the 158 Z-80 instructions. A MUST reference manual for any user of the Z-80. 300 pages. Just off the press.

$12.95

**Digital Research Corporation**

P. O. BOX 401247 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 • (214) 271-2461

**TERMS:** Orders under $15, add 75c. No COD’s. We accept VISA, MasterCharge and American Express Cards. Money Back Guarantee on all items! Texas Residents add 5% Sales Tax. WE PAY POSTAGE!

Circle 100 on inquiry card.
YOUR BEST BUY IN WIRE WRAP SUPPLIES

SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS SK 10 $16.50
INCLUDING:
Over 100 pieces of precut wire in assorted lengths, including:
Choose 1 color: Red, Black, Blue, Yellow, Green, White, Orange, Or Assortment.

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10</th>
<th>12.50</th>
<th>20.00</th>
<th>30.00</th>
<th>40.00</th>
<th>50.00</th>
<th>60.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>15.00</td>
<td>22.50</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>37.50</td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>52.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>29.00</td>
<td>41.50</td>
<td>54.00</td>
<td>66.50</td>
<td>79.00</td>
<td>91.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Box 4430B Santa Clara, CA 95054
for will call only (408) 998-1640

PAGE DIGITAL ELECTRONICS

INTERCONNECT CABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2100</th>
<th>2150</th>
<th>2200</th>
<th>2250</th>
<th>2300</th>
<th>2350</th>
<th>2400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Same day shipment. First line parts only. Factory tested. Guaranteed money back. Quality ICs and other components at factory prices.

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

PAGE DIGITAL ELECTRONICS

WIRE WRAP TOOLS

| $34.95 | With Free Wire Kit 1 ($6.95 Value) |

NEW COSMAC SUPER "ELF"

New Cosmac Super "ELF"
RCA CMOS expandable to 64K microcomputer with keyboard input and video output for graphics. Just turn on and start loading your program using the resident monitor on ROM. Pushbutton selection to tell board modes. LED indicators of current CPU mode and four CPU states. Single step op. for program debugging. Built in peripheral supply.

4K Elf Expansion Board Kit with Cassette 1/4

| $79.95

Tiny Basic for ANY 1802 System

Cassette $10.00

Object code listing or paper tape with manual $5.50

TERMS: $5.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Cali residents add 6% T.S.T. BankAmericard and Master Charge accepted. Shipping charges will be added on charge cards. FREE Send for your copy of our NEW 1978 QUEST CATALOG. Include 50¢ stamp.

Circle 297 on inquiry card.

Circle 307 on inquiry card.
APPLE II SERIAL I/O INTERFACE

Part no. 106
Baud rate is continuously adjustable from 110 to 19200 baud. Interfaces to any peripheral connector. Low current drain. RS-232 input and output. On board switch selectable 5 to 8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, and parity or no parity either odd or even. Jumper selectable address. SOFTWARE: Input and Output routine from monitor or BASIC to teletype or other serial printer. Program for using an Apple II for a video or an intelligent terminal. Also can output in correspondence code.

Part no. 6085
Board supplies a regulated +5 volts, 8 amp. • Board on ly $12.50; with parts $42.00; assembled and tested $65.00.

DC POWER SUPPLY

Part no. 6085
Board supplies a regulated +5 volts at 3 amps. +12, -12, and -5 volts at 1 amp. Power required is 8 volts AC at 3 amps, and 24 volts AC C.T. at 1.5 amps. Board only $12.50; with parts excluding transformers $42.50.

T.V. TYPEWRITER

Part no. 106
Stand alone TVT • 32 char/line, 16 lines, modifications for 64 char/line included • Parallel ASCII (TTL) input • Video output • 1K on board memory • Output for computer controlled cursor • Auto scroll • Non-destructive cursor • Curser inputs up, down, left, right, home, EOL, ESC. Scroll up, down • Requires 45 volts at 1.5 amps, and -12 volts at 30 mA • All 7400, TTL chips • Char. gen. 255.5 • Upper case only • Board only $39.00; with parts $145.00.

TIDMA *

Part no. 112
Tape Interface Direct Memory Access • Record and play programs without bootstrap loader (no prom) has FSK encoder/decoder for direct connections to low cost recorders at 1200 baud rate and direct connections for inputs and outputs to a digital recorder at any baud rate. • S-100 bus compatible • Board only $35.00; with parts $110.00.

U.A.R. & BAUD RATE GENERATOR*

Part no. 101
Converts parallel and serial • Low cost on board baud rate generator • Baud rates: 110, 150, 300, 600, 1200, and 2400 • Power drain 15 volts and -12 volts required • TTL compatible • All characters contain a start bit, 5 to 8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, and either odd or even parity. • All connections go to a 44 pin gold plated edge connector • Board only $12.00; with parts $35.00 with connector add $3.00.

8K STATIC RAM

Part no. 300
8K Altair bus memory • Uses 2102 Static memory chips • Memory protect • Gold contacts • Wait states • On board regulator • S-100 bus compatible • Power required is 12 volts AC C.T., or +5 volts DC • Board $7.60; with parts $13.50.

RF MODULATOR *

Part no. 107
Converts video to AM modulated RF, Channels 2 or 3. So powerful almost no tuning is required. On board regulated power supply makes this extremely stable. Rated very highly in Doctor Dobbs’ Journal. Recommended by Apple. • Power required is 12 volts AC C.T., or +5 volts DC • Board $7.60; with parts $13.50.

RS 232/TTL* INTERFACE

Part no. 600
Converts RS-232 to 20mA current loop, and 20mA current loop to RS-232 • Two separate circuits • Requires +12 and -12 volts • Board only $4.50; with parts $7.00.

RS 232/TTL* INTERFACE

Part no. 232
Converts TTL to RS-232, and converts RS-232 to TTL • Two separate circuits • Requires +12 and -12 volts • All connections go to a 10 pin gold plated edge connector • Board only $4.50; with parts $7.00 with connector add $2.00.

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Dept. B,
R.O. Box 21638, San Jose, CA. USA 95157

To Order:

Mention part number and description. For parts kits add "A" to part number. In USA, shipping paid for orders accompanied by check, money order, or Master Charge, BankAmericard, or VISA number, expiration date and signature. Shipping charges added to C.O.D. orders. California residents add 6.5% for tax. Outside USA add 10% for air mail postage, no C.O.D. Checks and money orders must be payable in US dollars. Parts kits include sockets for all ICs, components, and circuit board. Documentation is included with all products. All items are in stock, and will be shipped the day order is received via first class mail. Prices are in US dollars. No open accounts. To eliminate tariff in Canada boxes are marked “Computer Parts.” Dealer inquiries invited. 24 Hour Order Line: (408) 226-4064

* Circuits designed by John Bell
Glitch Grabber Reduces Noise, Glitches, Jitter on S-100 Bus

A board interconnection device that reduces noise, glitches and jitter on the S-100 microcomputer bus has been announced by Extensys Corp., 380 Bernardo Av, Mountain View CA 94040. Called the Extensys Glitch Grabber, the board helps to clean signals on the S-100 bus. The device provides glitch-free signals by applying analog techniques from transmission line analysis. It plugs into any open slot on the S-100 bus and features a proprietary self-regulating transistor network that controls voltages. The electronics are activated only when the glitch is there, to minimize any effects on S-100 bus signals. The price is $79.50. Circle 547 on inquiry card.

Attention Chess Nuts

The MACC-1 is a new companion to the Chess Challenger and is designed for advanced players. The unit will never play the same game twice and will not allow illegal moves including accidental moving into check. It does allow castling and pawn capture en passant. The programming concentrates heavily on improved end of game tactics and will not miss checkmate situations. Multiple levels of difficulty can be selected or changed at any time throughout the game. Chess problems may be set up quickly by telling the computer what pieces should be positioned, where they are to be placed, and the game starts from there. Any previous Chess Challenger may be upgraded to the MACC-1. This new unit is priced at $250. Contact Fidelity Electronics Ltd., 5245 Diversey Av, Chicago IL 60639. Circle 548 on inquiry card.

Circle 323 on Inquiry card.

Circle 74 on inquiry card.

Circle 51 on Inquiry card.

Circle 50 on Inquiry card.
ANNOUNCING

The EW-2001 A “Smart” VIDEO BOARD KIT At A “Dumb” Price!
A VIDEO BOARD + A MEMORY BOARD + AN I/O BOARD – ALL IN ONE!

- STATE OF THE ART TECHNOLOGY USING DEDICATED MICROPROCESSOR I.C.
- NUMBER OF I.C.s REDUCED BY 50% FOR HIGHER RELIABILITY • MASTER PIECE
  OF ENGINEERING • FULLY SOFTWARE CONTROLLED

Priced at ONLY $199.95
Basic Software Included

SPECIAL FEATURES:
- S-100 bus compatible
- Parallel keyboard port
- On board 4K screen memory (optional)* relocatable to main computer memory
- Text editing capabilities (software optional)
- Scrolling: up and down through video memory
- Blinking characters
- Reversed video
- Provision for on board ROM
- CRT and video controls fully programmable (European TV)
- Programmable no. of scan lines
- Underline blinking cursor
- Cursor controls: up, down, left, right, home, carriage return
- Composite video
*Min. 2K required for operation of this board.

DISPLAY FEATURES:
- 128 displayable ASCII characters (upper and lower case alphanumeric, controls)
- 64 or 32 characters per line (jumper selectable)
- 32 or 16 lines (jumper selectable)
- Screen capacity 2048 or 512
- Character generation: 7 x 11 dot matrix

OPTIONS:
- Sockets ............... $10.00
- 2K Static Memory (with Sockets) ........ $45.00
- 4K Static Memory (with Sockets) ........ $90.00
- Complete unit, assembled and tested with 4K Memory ......... $335.00
- Basic software on ROM .... $20.00
- Text editor on ROM ....... $75.00

DEALER
INQUIRIES WELCOMED

ASCII 3rd GENERATION *ONLY KEYBOARD KIT $68.00

- TTL Logic Circuits
- Power: +5V 275mA
- Upper and Lower Case
- Full ASCII Set (Alpha Numeric, Symbols, Control)
- 7 or 8 Bits Parallel Data
- Optional Serial Output
- Selectable Positive or Negative Strobe, and Strobe Pulse Width
- ‘N’ Key Roll-Over
- Fully Debounced
- Carriage Return Key
- Repeat Function Key
- Shift Lock, 2 Shift Keys
- 4 User Defineable Keys
- P.C. Board Size: 17-3/16” x 5”

OPTIONS:
- Metall Enclosure
  Painted IBM Blue
  and White) ........ $25.00
- 18 Pin Edge Con. .... $2.00
- I.C. Sockets ......... $4.00
- Serial Output (Shift Register) .......... $2.00
- Upper Case Lock
  Switch for Capital Letters and
  Numbers ........ $2.00

KIT INCLUDES: Keyboard, P.C. Board, all required components & assembly manual.

NOTE: If you have this 63 Key Teletype Keyboard you can buy the Kit without it for only $44.95.

ELECTRONICS WAREHOUSE Inc.
1603 AVIATION BLVD.
REDONDO BEACH, CA. 90278
TEL. (213) 376-8005
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
Minimum Order: $10

8080 SUPPORT
8212 ............... $3.00
8214 ............... 7.95
8216 ............... 3.50
8228 ............... 5.95
8251 ............... 7.95
8555 ............... 8.50

8080 CPU
$7.75

RAM-2114
1Kx4 450ns
$8.00

1/4W RESISTOR
10 Ohm – 1.5m
$1.75/100 of one value

1 Pole 10 Pos. 
ROTARY SWITCH
3 for $1.00

MINIATURE Slide Switch
DPDT
$.15; 10/$1.00

HEXADECIMAL 
LABEL KEYBOARD
- Matrix coded output
- Interfaces with 74C922
  for binary code
- Zero bounce
- Est. life: 100 million
- Remove back to stick on

RIBBON CABLE
32 Conductor
26 AWG – $6.00/Foot

1 Pole 8 Pos. 
TO5 Miniature
Rotary Switch
3 for $1.00

Push Button 
Momentary Switch
3 for $1.00

SHIPPING: Keyboard and Video Board: $3.50; others: $1.25
California residents add 6% sales tax

Circle 130 on inquiry card.
What’s New?

PERIPHERALS

DMA Interface for LSI-11 and LSI-11/2

This general purpose DMA interface card is now available from Computer Technology, 6043 Lawton Av, Oakland CA 94618. The card features the following: dual height card (8.5 by 5 inches or 22 by 13 cm); bootstrap facility provided for the user’s programmable read only memory; ease of interfacing to the user’s device by means of a buffered bidirectional data bus; allows direct programmed I/O with five 16 bit read and write registers in the user’s device; handles byte or word transfers at rates up to 400 K transfers per second; handles extended addressing up to 128 K words; burst mode capability; useful with floppy or hard disk controllers, line printers, interprocessor communication, data acquisition and many other high performance applications. Priced at $495 from Computer Technology.*

Circle 584 on inquiry card.

ASCII Keyboard in Kit or Assembled

The Model 756 ASCII keyboard provides encoding for all 128 ASCII characters and control functions. Utilizing KBM Series keyswitches and low power MOS encoder circuitry, Model 756 is designed to bridge the gap between stripped down basic keyboards and custom models. Accessories include a numeric pad, custom cables and connectors. The new 702 enclosure features all steel construction and is supplied in a wrinkle finish to match modern hardware design. The interface allows user selection of parity, positive or negative logic data and strobe outputs, alpha lock operation and both DC level and pulse strobe signals. A latching shift lock key is included and all outputs are TTL DTL MOS compatible. The 756 carries a 90 day warranty. The price for the Model 756 kit is $64.95. The assembled and tested model retails for $75.95. The matching enclosure, Model 702, is $29.95. Contact George Risk Industries Inc, GRI Plaza, Kimball NB 69145.®

Circle 583 on inquiry card.

Video Terminal Board for Intel and National Computers

The Datacube VT 103 Video Terminal Board interfaces directly to the system bus of the Intel SBC 80 Series and National BLC 80 Series. The board provides a 96 character ASCII subset in seven by nine font in a 64 character by 16 line format as a video signal to drive an external monitor. The board is addressed as an IO device and the device code programming is switch selectable. The unit provides direct cursor addressing and 11 other cursor control functions. The Datacube VT 103 has an input port for an optional external keyboard. Use of the keyboard can replace a Teletype or other terminals in many applications. Inputs for a strobe and seven data lines are provided at a 26 pin PC edge connector along with a +5 and -12 V from the system bus for keyboard power. The composite video can drive a 75 ohm coaxial cable with a 1.4 V peak to peak signal and meets RS420 standards. The board sells for $275 in lots of 100 and can be obtained from Datacube/SMK-1, 670 Main St, Reading MA 01867.

Circle 586 on inquiry card.

Where Do New Product Items Come From?

The information printed in the new products pages of BYTE is obtained from “new product” or “press release” copy sent by the promoters of new products. If in our judgment the next new whizbang gadget or save the world software package is of interest to the personal computing experimenters and homebrewers who read BYTE, we print the information in some form. We openly solicit such information from manufacturers and suppliers to this marketplace. The information is printed more or less as a first in first out queue, subject to occasional priority modifications.
**NEW! BULB-ENERGY SAVER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART NO.</th>
<th>RATINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOLV15</td>
<td>30V 15W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLV15</td>
<td>30V 15W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLV15</td>
<td>30V 15W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLV15</td>
<td>30V 15W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**PARATRONICS Logic Analyzer Kit**

**Model 190A**

$229.00/kit

- **Part No.** 190A-01
- **Manufacturer** Paratronics

- **Applications**
  - Analyzes any type of digital system
  - Displays data rates in increments of 8
  - Milliwatt second per second
  - Trouble shoot TTL, CMOS, DTL, RFI
  - Checks data rates in excess of 8
  - Displays 16 logic states up to 8 MHz wide
  - Fastest scan time in the world
  - Tests circuit under circuit operating conditions
  - Easy to assemble - comes with step-by-step construction manual which includes 100 pages on logic analyzer operation

**Model 190B**

$390.00/kit

- **Part No.** 190B-01
- **Manufacturer** Paratronics

- **Applications**
  - Displays data rates in excess of 8
  - Milliwatt second per second
  - Trouble shoot TTL, CMOS, DTL, RFI
  - Checks data rates in excess of 8
  - Displays 16 logic states up to 8 MHz wide
  - Fastest scan time in the world
  - Tests circuit under circuit operating conditions
  - Easy to assemble - comes with step-by-step construction manual which includes 100 pages on logic analyzer operation

---

**TRIMMERS**

- **Type** Single-Turn 1/2 Watt
- **Quantity** 1000 Pcs
- **Price** $0.95/1000 Pcs

**Sockets**

- **Type** DB25S
- **Price** $6.50

**Connectors**

- **Type** M-250, M-350, M-450
- **Price** $3.49

---

**MOLDEX CONNECTOR PINS**

- **Type** M-320-1
- **Price** $3.49

---

**MOLEX CONNECTOR PINS**

- **Type** M-320-1
- **Price** $1.96/1000 Pcs or $16.00/1000 Pcs

---

**INSTRUMENT/CLOCK**

- **Type** Hexagonal Encoder
- **Price** $3.49

---

**MAIL ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPC 9000</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPC 9001</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**DIGITAL STOPWATCH**

- **Part No.** DB300
- **Price** $9.95

**DIODES**

- **Type** 1N4148
- **Price** $0.25

---

**MOLEX CONNECTOR PINS**

- **Type** M-320-1
- **Price** $3.49

---

**MAIL ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPC 9000</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPC 9001</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**DIODES**

- **Type** 1N4148
- **Price** $0.25
RONDURE COMPANY
2622 BUTLER ST.
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
214-630-4621

Circle 308 on inquiry card.

ASCII SELECTRIC

SPECIAL SALE
$875.00

TESTED WITH
NEW
ASCII ELECTRONICS

Immediate Delivery—Shipped from Inventory.

DATEL SELECTRIC (IBM Selectric Mechanism)

Specifications:
- Size: 21”Wx21”Dx8”H
- Power Input: 115 Volt AC
- Interface: RS232
- Weight: 54 lbs. (Shipping weight 65 lbs.)
- 15” Carriage
- 15 CPS
- Correspondence code
- Half Duplex
- 132 Print Positions, 10 Pitch

Used — $395

NOVATION DC3102A

Used

$150.00

R5232 Connection

$399.00

ORDERING INFORMATION:
We ship the same day we receive a certified check or money order.
Texas residents add 5% sales tax. Please call if you have a question.
Write for our CATALOG of many parts, terminals, printers, etc.
All items subject to availability. Your money returned if we are out of stock.

SHIPPING INFORMATION:
Modems: $2.00 each; 2 for $4.00 UPS.
Large Items & Parts: Specify Freight or Air Freight Collect
Foreign Orders: Add appropriate freight or postage.
We now take Master Charge and Visa orders. Specify full number, bank number and expiration date.

ORDER INFORMATION:
Prices and availability subject to change without notice.
Circle 307 on inquiry card.

UNDERWATER CONNECTORS FOR SCOPE, DVM, VOM: GENERATORS, ETC.

• OVER 160 WIRE-WRAP POINTS FOR TOTAL AND COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY

• ON BOARD 5 WAY CONNECTORS AND RF CONNECTORS.

• 28 PIN 1/$1.09 110.99

• 40 PIN 4/$1.19 4/$0.99

SUMMER SPECIALS! ON PROFILE SOLID TYPE 16 SOCKETS, OTHER SIZES IN PREVIOUS AD

GOLD MOLD

TIN

24 PIN 5/$1.00 5/$0.89
28 PIN 5/$1.19 5/$0.99
40 PIN 6/$1.19 4/$0.99
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Give Sight to Your 6800 Computer System

Dual Printer from Addmaster

This dual printer prints three lines per second and has 11 character locations per column with a dual capacity of 6 to 10 columns, up to 22 columns as a single. A large library of characters is available.

Among the features are a small print mechanism, self-inking ribbon, variable paper space control. A tape rewind (one or both sides) is available.

The Addmaster dual printer operates with a 117 VAC 1.3 A drive motor. Other voltages are available. Quantity prices start at $66. For further information contact Addmaster Corp, 416 Junipero Serra Dr, San Gabriel CA 91776. Circle 616 on inquiry card.

Acoustic Coupler Aids Clarity

A new acoustic coupler (modem), designed to enhance clarity and accuracy of telephone line data transmission to and from computer terminals, has been introduced by Information Products Division of Omron Electronics Inc, 432 Toyama Dr, Sunnyvale CA 94086. The series 8300 Data Modems are designed for acoustic and hardware operation via the switched telephone network or private line installation.

Acoustically coupled with a Western Electric 500 handset or equivalent, the 8300 modems offer a convenient method of data transmission.

The 20 mA current loop interface (plug compatible with a DECwriter LA36) and a separate 25 pin RS-232C EIA connector may be operated simultaneously. The series is available as originate-only or originate-and-answer switch selectable for 300 bps operation. The modem is priced at $275 for single units. Circle 617 on inquiry card.

IO Processing Unit

A general purpose IO processing board, the APU100, which provides a high performance to the standard S-100 bus has been announced by Extensys Corporation. Designated the Extensys Asynchronous Processing Unit, the APU100 includes an on board 8080 processor. The unit operates asynchronously with the central processing unit of the computer system and transfers information by use of direct memory access.

The APU100 uses the system clock on the bus to provide internal timing so that all system processors are synchronized. The unit has 8192 bytes of programmable memory storage operating at 300 ns access time and 1024 bytes of 2708 type erasable read only memory storage in addition to its dedicated 8080 processor.

Using the APU100 frees up 8 K bytes of system memory by moving IO routines to the APU100, allowing more memory for application programs. System performance is improved with the opportunity to buffer up information using direct access memory. Slow speed IO devices can be serviced at their rated speeds while system operation continues at normal speed.

When used with Extensys’ MM-16 Memory Manager, the APU100 performs in a high speed direct access memory mode, transferring greater chunks of data at full memory speeds.

Contact Extensys Corp, 380 Bernardo Av, Mountain View CA 94040, for additional information. Circle 618 on inquiry card.

The Digisector (DS-68) functions in conjunction with an inexpensive television camera to present the computer with a high resolution digitized picture of the scene in view of the camera lens. The Digisector requires one IO slot in the SwTPC 6800 computer (or equivalent) and accepts either interlaced (NTSC) or noninterlaced (industrial) sync pulses from the video source.

It features 256 by 256 picture element resolution, with up to 64 levels of grey scale. Data conversion times vary with resolution requirements but can be as low as 3 µs per picture element.

Applications include precision security systems, moving target indicators, computer portrature, and fast to slow scan conversion for ham radio operators. With clever software, the Digisector can read paper tape, punched cards, strip charts, bar codes and musical scores.

The Digisector comes fully assembled, tested and burned in. The DS-68 is priced at $169.95. Software for computer portrature and slow scan television is included. For further information, contact Micro Works, POB 1110, Del Mar CA 92014. Circle 615 on inquiry card.
### Cyberboards

| MB-1 MK-8 Computer RAM (not S-100) | $2102 typs PCBD only | $22.00 |
| MB-3 1702A EROM Board, 4KX8, 8K-100 switchable address and write cycles, kit less PROMS | $56.00 |
| MB-4 Basic 4KX8 RAM, uses 2102 type ram S-100 bus, kit less PCBD | $24.95 |
| MB-7 16K8, Static RAM uses uP410 Protection | $37.50 |
| MB-8A 2709 EROM Board, S-100, 8KX8 or 16KX8 kit without PROMS | $35.00 |
| MB-9 4KX8 RAM/ROM Board uses 2121 RAMS or 82512 PROM kit RAMs without PROMS | $72.00 |
| 10-2-109 8 bit parallel I/O port, 1/2 of board's is for kliuding. Kit | $46.00 |
| 10-4 Two serial I/O ports with full handwriting | $24.95 |
| Altar Compatible Mother Board, 11 x11 x 9 | $24.95 |
| MB-1 Synthesizer Board S-100 | $28.95 |

### WAMECO INC.

- **MEM-1 8KX6 fully buffered, S-100, uses 2102 type memory PCBB**
  - $24.95
- **Mother Board 12 slot, terminated, S-100, board only**
  - $30.95
- **CPU-1 8080A Processor board**
  - $23.95
- **RTC-1 Realtime clock board, two independent interrupts, Software programmable, PCBB**
  - $29.95
- **EPN-1 1702A 4 Eprom card PCBD**
  - $24.95
- **EPN-2 2706/2716 16KX32 vector interrupt PCBB**
  - $24.95
- **SHORT MOTHER BOARD Short Version of OM-1A 8 Slots PCBB**
  - $27.95
- **2102AL-2 Prime 256 NEr**
  - $21.95
- **2708 Prime (National)**
  - $89.95
- **2708A-6 AMD Prime**
  - $59.95

### MIKOS

- **419 Portofino Drive**
- **San Carlos, California 94070**
- **Please send for IC, Xstor and Computer parts list.**

### OFFER OF GOOD FOR THE MONTH OF THIS ISSUE.

**WAMECO**

- 16K STATIC 2114 DMR BOARD
  - $23.95
- PCBD & MIKOS PARTS ASSORTMENT
  - $72.95
- 47, All parts, including sockets and prime 2114L...
  - $72.95
- Assessed and Tested
  - $335.95

### INTRODUCTORY OFFER.

- **BYTE August 1978**
- **Circle 296 on inquiry card.**

---

### PACIFIC OFFICE SYSTEMS

**Presents the**

**2400 BUDD ELECTRONIC**

**Circle 247 on inquiry card.**
The Terrapin Inc Turtle...

Here are some more details about the new Terrapin Turtle, manufactured by Terrapin Inc, 33 Edinborough St, 6th Floor, Boston MA 02111. The information is condensed into the form of a photograph of the new peripheral which accompanies this first formal press release from the new company. Without bending the truth (too much), it could be claimed that this peripheral (excluding the computer required to drive it through a cable) is the world’s least expensive commercially sold mobile general purpose robot if we exclude certain dedicated office or hospital delivery robots (at tens of thousands of dollars) and prototype R2D2-like forms seen in a pen (see page 16 of July 1978 BYTE) at the West Coast Computer Faire but never seen on the market to date in the advertising or literature which passes this desk. The Terrapin Turtle, a small electronic robot controllable by microprocessor, can “walk” (roll), touch (with its 3 1/2 inch radius hemispherical dome), and draw (lowering its pen attachment), as programmed. It has lights for eyes and a speaker to emit sounds. The Turtle requires a parallel interface: one compatible with an S-100 bus is available as an accessory. Each Turtle comes with 10 feet of cable and may be purchased either as a kit or fully assembled. Each kit comes with a tested, 20 page instruction manual.

The Turtle may be used to map rooms, solve mazes, teach simple geometry or programming concepts, as well as many other tasks. The Turtle is 5 inches high, crawls at 6 feet per second and is extremely versatile due to its touch sensors. Brochures are available. The kit costs $300; the assembled Turtle is $500; and the interface costs $40.î

Circle S09 on inquiry card.

Single Board Microperipherals from Burr-Brown

The MP810 and MP810-NS are two new micro peripheral boards from Burr-Brown designed to accept up to 24 digital inputs. The boards are electrically and mechanically compatible with the Intel SBC-80, Intelle MDS and National BLC-80 microcomputers and operate from their +5 VDC supplies. They are programmed as memory locations and, with each input using one memory bit, any read command may be employed. When the board is read, logic 0 represents an open contact; logic 1, a closed contact. Each read command inputs the status of eight channels.

The MP810, with an on board power supply, operates with dry relay contacts and the MP810-NS, with voltage inputs, operates with wet relay contacts. Each group of eight inputs is isolated from other input groups and from computer bus to 600 VDC. Isolation between inputs of the MP810-NS is 300 VDC.

Input impedance is 15 k ohms and input delay is 25 µs maximum open to closed; 100 µs maximum closed to open. Minimum voltage needed to detect logic 1 is 17 V; logic 0, 4 V. For contact closure sense, maximum closed impedance is 6 k ohms; the minimum open impedance is 80 k ohms. Maximum voltage that can be applied across the MP810 input is 120 VAC RMS, or 60 VDC; across the MP810-NS Inputs, 168 VAC RMS, or 84 VDC. In 1 to 9 quantities the MP810 is priced at $355; the MP810-NS at $295. For further information contact Burr-Brown, International Airport Industrial Park, Tucson AZ 85734.î

Circle S10 on inquiry card.

Intelligent Low Cost Terminal

The ZMS-50 is an intelligent terminal geared for a wide variety of data entry and text editing applications. It is a microcomputer based keyboard and video display unit controlled by Zentec provided programs executing out of read only memory. The terminal consists of a general purpose keyboard, 25 line by 80 character video display, 4 K or optional 16 K bytes of system programmable memory, and an asynchronous or synchronous RS-232C interface supported by a telecommunications firmware package. An optional simplex (output only) RS-232C interface to a local printer is also available. Priced under $2000 from Zentec Corp, 2400 Walsh Av, Santa Clara CA 95050.î

Circle S31 on inquiry card.
Dot Matrix Printer Line Offered by Motorola

Motorola Microsystems, POB 20812, Phoenix AZ 85036, has announced a new line of four dot matrix printers. The line printers offer a full range of features, including 80 and 120 column formats; 60, 120 and 180 characters per second (cps); bidirectional and logic seeking print heads. All four printers are equipped with an interface IO module and an interconnection cable assembly that adapt them to the various Motorola microcomputer development systems, including the EXORciser and the EXORterm 100 and 200. These interface accessories permit the printers to be used with the company's line of Micro modules (microcomputer board systems and subsystems). Model 779 is a printer capable of printing from 80 to 132 columns of 5 by 7 dot matrix at rates of from 21 to 90 lines per minute at 60 cps.

The Model 781 is an 80 column character printer which features bidirectional logic seeking movement of the print head enabling throughputs of up to 120 lines per minute. The Model 702 is also equipped with a bidirectional logic seeking print head with a head speed of 120 cps. This model has 132 character print columns and is capable of throughput of from 45 to 185 lines per minute (lpm). The Model 703 features a head speed of 180 cps and provides throughput rates of from 70 to 280 lpm. All models except the 779 have tractor feed with a paper out sensor and use standard computer paper, from one to six parts. Model 779 has pinch roll feed and uses standard Teletype roll paper. Prices are $1495 for the Model 779; $2095 for Model 781; $2590 for Model 702; and $3125 for Model 703.

Universal IO Board

This IO board, called a universal IO board by the company, has space for a 40 pin wire wrap socket into which you can plug any of Motorola's 40 or 24 pin interface integrated circuits; the data and control lines are connected to the appropriate edge connector pins. All other bus connections are brought out to a 16 pin socket pad. A V regulator and all Molex connectors are provided; regulated +5 V and ground are bussed among the locations for up to 35 14 pin integrated circuits. The price is $24.95 completely assembled and tested. Contact The Micro Works, POB 1110, Del Mar CA 92014.

Multifont Printing Capability Added to Diablo Matrix Printers

The Model 24610-03 library card, in conjunction with the Diablo Model 2300 matrix printer, permits users to mix up to nine type fonts while printing a single document.

The card, which inserts into the printed circuit card cage of the printer, can be programmed by Diablo to add up to four different type and symbol fonts to the standard font with each printer. In addition, the Model 2300 offers an optional plug-in read only memory which contains four additional foreign language or special fonts.

Each of the eight additional fonts available through implementation of the library card and the read only memory recognizes the full 128 character ASCII set and can print up to 96 of these characters.

Product Update

In the June 1978 BYTE (page 178) we published a What's New? item describing the PET 100, an S-100 bus adapter for the Commodore PET computer. The manufacturer, HUH Electronic Music Productions, has notified us that the name has been changed to S-100 MPA. The product has been upgraded so that it meets the proposed IEEE specifications for the S-100 bus and it now can be a stand alone processor. The company's new address is 1429 Maple St, San Mateo CA 94402.

Serial Minifloppy Buffered Terminal

This intelligent buffered data terminal, Model IDS 3901, is offered by Interdyne Company, 14761 Califa St, Van Nuys CA 91411. It uses a 51/4 inch industry standard diskette drive and is RS-232C compatible. Average access time is 0.6 seconds. It has a data buffer holding up to 128 characters and is capable of being edited, a block rewrite capability and it allows insertion of blocks or entire paragraphs into previously written text. An automatic high speed block search and verify are included as well as character pattern search under operator control or prererecorded instructions. The IDS 3901 is controlled by 30 ASCII commands and outputs 13 English messages.

Other features include storage of 143 K bytes per diskette, switch selectable asynchronous transmission rates from 110 to 19,200 bps, ASCII text as well as transparent binary modes and auto error check and retry.

All this is contained in a stand alone desktop unit for connection to printers, video, modems, computers and other terminals. By adding the IDS 3901 to a keyboard and display, users have an intelligent system with store and forward capability for program preparation and loading, data entry and storage, text editing and off line printing.

The IDS 3901 is priced at $2050.

Any combination of the eight additional fonts and the standard Diablo matrix font can be selected by the user under program control and can be mixed while printing. Among the standard fonts from which the user can select are German, Norsk, Scandia, Hebrew, French, French Canadian, and APL languages and symbols, in addition to high resolution ASCII and APL.

The cost of the Model 24610-03 library card in OEM quantities starts at $120. For further information, contact Diablo Systems Inc, 24500 Industrial Blvd, Hayward CA 94544.

The cost of the Model 24610-03 library card in OEM quantities starts at $120. For further information, contact Diablo Systems Inc, 24500 Industrial Blvd, Hayward CA 94544.
These terminals are from a large airline reservation system. They are heavy duty and were under continuous maintenance. The units have been in storage. We make every effort to ensure that all essential parts are included. Most work when plugged in. No warranties are given or implied.

**Conversion Kits.**
1. Conversion instructions, P C board for printer only using software approach $59.95
2. I/O kit makes the unit into a conversational terminal. Instructions, P C board, components for a parallel or RS232 interface. Will work with any IBM terminal $249.95
3. Completely converted unit and assembled interface for I/O using kit $999.95

Card reader by HP with RS232 interface $249.95
Print tec line printers, parallel interface $1500.00
Honeywell 516 & 316 mini's, make offer. Cables, used 11 conductor, 100 ft with connectors $9.99
Electronic parts and circuit boards 1/4 lb bag $4.99

Check, Money Order, Cash. Personal checks require 3 weeks to clear. No COD's. Units shipped UPS or PP collect. Prices Net FOB Tulsa

**SUPER SURPLUS SALES**
P.O. BOX 45944, TULSA, OK 74145 1-918-622-1058
WANTED: Printer, CRT terminal, and digital cassette recorder. Printer should have lower-case, ASCII code, RS-232 interface, type writer quality output such as Diablo, IBM, Qume firm dot matrix or without keyboard. CRT Terminal with 80 character line width, block mode transmit, upper and lower case, RS-232; digital cassette recorder capable of working with printer or computer. Complete with accessories, features, and conditions. Norman A Axelrod, 445 E 80th St, New York NY 10028.


FOR SALE: Fidgel Flexowriter with attached 8 level tape punch and tape reader. The Flexowriter and punch both have independent code and binary mode. The Flexowriter has a row of control switches which include stardrop, repeat, delete and stop codes. The shift key shifts to a special character set which includes square root, delta, nub and others. The Flexowriter has eight resetable tabs and is in good working condition. The schematics, modification sheets, specification sheets, code chart and manual are still included. $200 or best offer plus shipping. Will trade. Anthony Masterson, 3812 Stratford, Dallas TX 75205.


WANTED: Complete documentation for VIA-TRON Computer Tape Recorder (Model 5002 9 tracks). Must include schematics and parts list for unit and model 129000-00 power supply. R M Shectman, 14606 Larchmere Blvd, Shaker Hts OH 44120.

FOR SALE: Ohio Scientific OSI 430B Super IO board, fully populated; A to D, D to A, Multiply, cassette interface, and 80 column card slot. The board has an additional parallel IO etc. Brand new, all ICs in sockets. Cost $399 new, sell for $275. Joe Muyla, 6057 Beck Av, N Hollywood CA 91606, (213) 985-1519.

FOR SALE: Motorola 6800 based d-2 MPU kit complete in unpackaged open package. Includes keyboard and display, microprogrammed program store, power supply, 8 K program memory, serial and parallel IO ports. Everything you need except the V 2 A power supply.’ll work. Will sell for $325. George Hess, 5141 Tidewater Ln, Williamsburg VA 23185.


FOR SALE: GE Tracor TI2200 computer. Includes 12 K x 8 memory, video cassette interface record, 3 K PROM board (two 2708), 2 K 8080A, 16 K low power static programmable memory, TVT-3 terminal with cursor control, UART card, 2 K programmable memory board, Half effect ASCII board, HITS board, 8080A, HITS keyboard, HITS audio cassette interface. Will sell for $325. George Hess, 5141 Tidewater Ln, Williamsburg VA 23185.

**MINIATURE SOLID STATE**

**202 VIDEO CAMERA KIT**

**FEATURES**
- Sensitive to infra red as well as visible light
- May be used for IR surveillance with an IR light source
- Excellent for standard surveillance work, because of light weight and small size
- All components mounted on parallel 3/4 x 61/4" single sided boards
- Total weight under 1 lb.

**$349.00 KIT**

Add $75.00 to assemble and test
Add $2.00 Postage and Handling

---

**ADVANTAGES**
- In the future we will supply a computer video interface card
- All clock voltages operate at 6V requiring no adjustments
- Higher video output signal
- We supply the power board, so only a 5V 1 Amp power source is needed
- The circuitry has been simplified for ease of assembly
- Two level TTL output is supplied for interfacing

---

**SURPLUS CENTRONICS PRINTERS**

| 101 | $1,150
| 306 | $900

---

**EXPANDABLE F8 CPU BOARD KIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price (S/H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$599.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Includes Centronics F8 cable, RS-232C interface. 64 BYTE repair.

---

**EXPANDABLE FB CPU BOARD KIT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price (S/H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$69.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Includes F8 cable, RS-232C interface. 64 BYTE repair.

---

**MINIATURE MULTI-TURN TRIM POTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Price (S/H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5K ohm</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10K ohm</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20K ohm</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50K ohm</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TRANSISTOR SPECIALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price (S/H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC108</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC179</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC344</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC349</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC349</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC349</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FULL WAVE BRIDGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price (S/H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78L05</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78L08</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78L12</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TANTALUM CAPACITORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Price (S/H)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.0uf</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0uf</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0uf</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**SOLID STATE SALES**

405 Massachusetts St., Cambridge, Mass.

WE SHIP OVER 95% OF OUR ORDERS THE DAY WE RECEIVE THEM
To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader service card with your name and address. Then circle the appropriate numbers for the advertisers you select from the list. Add a 13 cent stamp to the card, then drop it in the mail. Not only do you gain information, but our advertisers are encouraged to use the marketplace provided by BYTE. This helps us bring you a bigger BYTE.

**Inquiry Service**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inquiry No.</th>
<th>Page No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AAA Chicago Computer Center 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Administrative Systems 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AJA Software 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ALTOS Computer Systems 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>American Digital Development 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Anderson Jacobson 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Anderson Jacobson 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>AP Products 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Apparit Inc 196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Apple Computer 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Apple Computer 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>* Art-By-Computer 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Artec Electronics 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ATV Research 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Atwood Enterprises 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>AXIOM 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Base II 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Beckian Enterprises 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Bit Basement 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>BITS 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>BITS 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>BITS 95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>BITS 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>BITS 103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>BITS 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Bootstrap Enterprises 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Buss 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>* BYTE Back Issues 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>* BYTE Bound Volumes 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>* BYTE Watt Line 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>California Industrial 185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Canaia Systems 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Capitol Equipment Brokers 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Central Data 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Centronics 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Chrislin Industries 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Computer Age 196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Computer Components 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Computer Corner 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Computer Enterprises 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Computer Factory 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Computerland 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Compuer Mart of MA 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>Computer Mart of NJ 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Computer Mart of PA 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Computer Pantry 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>Contract Services Associates 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>Cromemco 1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Digital Pathways 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Digital Research (CA) 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Digital Research (TX) 187</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Readership Service**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inquiry No.</th>
<th>Page No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dynabyte 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Electrolab 183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Electronic Control Technology 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Electronic Systems 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Electronics Warehouse 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>EMM/CMP 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>EMM/Semi Inc 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Entelek Corp 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Epson World 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Epson Computer Center 196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>EEE Corporation 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>IMSAI 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Jameco Electronics 194, 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Jim-Pak CIIL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Kalin Associates 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>LMN Electronics 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Linear Spacing 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Manchester Equipment 182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Marincaps Systems 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Micro-Madness 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Microwave 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Mikos 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Mini Micro Mart 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Model 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>National Digital Diagnostic 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>National Multiplex 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Netronics 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Newman Computer Exchange 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>North Star Computer 27, CIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Northwest Microcomputing Sys 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Northwest Microcomputing Sys 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Ohio Scientific Instrument 20-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Oliver Advanced Engineering 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Osborne &amp; Associates 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Owens Associates 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Pacific Digital 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Pacific Office Systems 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Page Digital 188</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bomb's Vacation**

The Bomb Analysis for May 1978 BYTE found Mark Gottlieb's "Hidden Line Subroutines for Three-Dimensional Plotting," page 49, receiving the highest score, with Larry Weinstein's "A Programmable Character Generator, Part 1: Hardware," page 79, receiving second place. Since our pocket calculator's batteries had run down and the charger got misplaced, we'll omit the statistical analysis this month...
Look To The North Star HORIZON Computer.

HORIZON™ - a complete, high-performance microprocessor system with integrated floppy disk memory. HORIZON is attractive, professionally engineered, and ideal for business, educational and personal applications.

To begin programming in extended BASIC, merely add a CRT or hard-copy terminal. HORIZON-1 includes a Z80A processor, 16K RAM, mini floppy™ disk and 12-slot S-100 motherboard with serial terminal interface - all standard equipment.

WHAT ABOUT PERFORMANCE?
The Z80A processor operates at 4MHZ - double the power of the 8080. And our 16K RAM board lets the Z80A execute at full speed. HORIZON can load or save a 10K byte disk program in less than 2 seconds. Each diskette can store 90K bytes.

AND SOFTWARE, TOO
HORIZON includes the North Star Disk Operating System and full extended BASIC on diskette ready at power-on. Our BASIC, now in widespread use, has everything desired in a BASIC, including sequential and random disk files, formatted output, a powerful line editor, strings, machine language CALL and more.

EXPAND YOUR HORIZON
Also available - Hardware floating point board (FPB): additional 16K memory boards with parity option. Add a second disk drive and you have HORIZON-2. Economical serial and parallel I/O ports may be installed on the motherboard. Many widely available S-100 bus peripheral boards can be added to HORIZON.

QUALITY AT THE RIGHT PRICE
HORIZON processor board, RAM, FPB and MICRO DISK SYSTEM can be bought separately for either Z80 or 8080 S-100 bus systems.

HORIZON-1 $1599 kit; $1899 assembled.
HORIZON-2 $1999 kit; $2349 assembled.

16K RAM - $399 kit; $459 assembled; Parity option $39 kit; $55 assembled. FPB $259 kit; $359 assembled. Z80 board $199 kit; $259 assembled. Prices subject to change. HORIZON offered in choice of wood or blue metal cover at no extra charge.

Write for free color catalogue or visit your local computer store.

North Star ⭐ Computers
2547 Ninth Street • Berkeley, California 94710 • (415) 549-0858

Circle 285 on inquiry card.